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Abstrat
In this thesis, the 1997 Vogtland/NW-Bohemia swarm has been seleted for the analysis of inhomo-
geneities in the stress eld beause two predominant nearly perpendiular at zones of seismiity are
visible in the hypoentre distribution implying inhomogeneities in the stress eld. This is unusual
ompared to other swarms originating from this area. An existing dataset of waveform data, P- and
S-phase piks, and master event loations has been analysed regarding similarity of waveforms, loation
renement, and estimation of relative moment tensors. The latter are used together with a regional
dataset of 50 single foal mehanisms and 125 foal mehanisms from the 2000 hydrauli fraturing
experiment at the KTB for an estimate of the regional homogeneous and the loally inhomogeneous
stress eld.
An automated proessing proedure onsisting of oherene analysis, preise reloation, relative mo-
ment tensor inversion, and stress trajetory determination has been set up. The oherene analysis
has been suessfully applied using a new method that uses three omponent seismograms. 457 events
are separated into 13 multiplets of similar waveforms of at least size 8. Another result are preise rel-
ative arrival time measurements whih are fed into the preise reloation program hypoDD. Two nearly
perpendiular strutures are found in the hypoentre distribution. 352 moment tensors are estimated
using a relative moment tensor inversion. Three dierent algorithms to distinguish between fault plane
and auxiliary plane are suessfully applied to them. A regional homogeneous stress inversion using
the foal mehanisms of the single events and seleted events from the other datasets has been applied
yielding (azimuth/plunge) σ1 = (147
o/9o), σ2 = (10
o/78o), and σ3 = (238
o/8o). The dense population
of moment tensors for the 1997 swarm inside a volume of aproximately 1km3 has been systematially
subdivided using a moving box tehnique. A loally homogeneous stress inversion has been applied
to eah subset that onsists of at least 10 measurements. The resulting deviatori stress tensors are
arranged on a regular grid and their omponents are smoothed using Non Uniform Rational B-Splines
(NURBS) depending on three spatial parameters. The resulting σ1 and σ3 trajetories are visualised
by projeting part of them into the plane.
The plane strutures derived from the hypoentre distribution are onsistent with the fault planes
that have been seleted from moment tensors and with the patterns found in the stress trajetories.
Neutral points regarding the maximum and minimum horizontal stresses, σH and σh, respetively, are
identied. The results of this work support the model of uid indued seismiity and migrating uids.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
The ontinents on the Earth's surfae are moving permanently. They ollide at onvergent, divergent,
and transform boundaries. Aording to the theory of plate tetonis, whih has been set up in the
early 1960's, the plates are driven by fores generated in the Earth's interior. This auses fores to at
on the edges of the plates, resulting in stresses inside the plates. For example, the Afrian plate pushes
some miro-plates northwards against Europe, piling up the Alps and adjoining mountain ranges. The
related ompressional stresses are present all inside the Eurasian plate. Beause mountain building is a
very ommon event in the history of the European ontinent, many tetoni features like remains of old
rok masses with folds and fratures, wide graben strutures, gaps, and faults are present. Therefore
many of the roks are very disturbed and full of zones of weakness whih may show brittle failure, if
the stress inside the rok generates fores that overome the fritional resistane on the surfae of the
aording fault plane. A ommon assumption is that the diretion of the resulting slip is governed by
the stress eld and the orientation of the fault plane, in that way that slip ours in the diretion of
maximum shear stress on the fault, whih is the omponent of tration parallel to the fault.
If fores are ating on a body, stress is present everywhere inside its interior. There are two basi types
of fores ating on a volume element, namely body fores (with the unit fore per volume element)
like gravity or uid pressure and surfae fores (with the unit fore per surfae element) like fores at
the edge of a rok body, e.g. the relative movement of a tetoni plate against another plate or the
torque aused by roks at the edge of a li. In many ases the resulting stress eld an be said to
be homogeneous. However, there are tetoni settings that lead to inhomogeneities in the stress eld,
suh as volani ativity, enlarged pore pressure, and faults or fault zones. The main goal of this work
is to develop tehniques to desribe stress trajetories, i.e. traes of the diretion of the prinipal axes
of stress, to quantitatively estimate stress inhomogeneities.
1.1 Outline of the thesis
In this work, several aims have been followed from whih the estimation and visualisation of stress
inhomogeneities is the main goal. Starting from event related seismograms whih are available with the
appropriate P- and S-phase piks several proessing steps that nally lead to the determination of the
deviatori stress tensor in spae have been developed and applied. This rst hapter gives an overview
of topis related to stress manifestiation in the form of stress indiators and the inversion of the state of
stress from them. In the seond hapter, the methods that are needed for the dierent proessing steps
are presented and, if neessary, developed from srath. The third hapter deals with the appliation
of the previously desribed methods to a dataset of foal mehanisms from the Vogtland/NW-Bohemia
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Figure 1.1: Radiation pattern of a double ouple point soure in a uniform medium; numbers 1 − 3
are indiating the diretion of the artesian oordinates (Kennett, 2001, g. 11-4, p. 203) shows
the orientation of the fores of the double ouple together with the radiation pattern of the emitted
pressure and shear waves.
swarm earthquake region, the KTB, and their regional viinity. Finally, in hapter four, the results
are disussed ontroversely.
1.2 Basi onepts and tools
This setion overs basi onepts of seismology and strutural geology that will be used throughout
the entire work. The most fundamental idea overed here is the onept of the moment tensor as a
representation of a seismi soure and derived values.
1.2.1 The moment tensor and its deompositions
A seismi soure emitting energy in the form of elasti waves an be modeled by the onept of
diretional moments ating on a ertain point in spae. These moments of this so alled point soure an
be summarised in the seond rank symmetri moment tensor onsisting of six independent omponents
(Aki and Rihards, 1980, g. 3-7, p. 51). Jost and Hermann (1989) desribe the onept of deomposing
the full moment tensor into elementary tensors like the most ommon standard deomposition into an
isotropi (unit tensor times 1/3
∑3
i=1Mii) and a deviatori tensor (isotropi tensor substrated). The
latter an be deomposed in several dierent ways from whih the deomposition into a best double
ouple (DC) and a ompensated linear vetor dipole (CLVD) are used in this work.
1.2.2 The double ouple omponent
After deomposing the full moment tensor into isotropi, CLVD, and DC part the latter an be treated
as a foal mehansim. It has been invented to model the radiation pattern of an earthquake by
the simple approximation of a system of four single fores that build two fore ouples whih are
perpendiular to eah other - the double ouple. It is a good approximation of an earthquakes assuming
a point soure and shear raking on a fault plane (g. 1.1). However, it an not desribe rak opening
or explosive soures (whih is the main motivation for the development of the moment tensor onept).
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Foal mehanism projetion
For later use, the term dihedron is introdued here. It refers to a quarter of spae whih is limited by
two arbitrarily oriented perpendiular planes (similar to a tetrahedron, whih is limited by four planes
whose edges enlose the same angle to the neighboring plane at eah of its three edges). From a point
soure, seismi waves are emitted in a spei manner dependent on the kind of soure model whih
applies (radiation pattern). For a double-ouple point soure, the sign of rst motion for waves that
are emitted from two opposite dihedra is idential (see g. 1.1). This fat motivates a quite simple
representation for the DC radiation pattern. Imagine a unit sphere around the entre of the DC. Now
paint all areas for whih the appropriate emission vetors indiate positive rst motion blak. All
areas with negative rst motion are painted white. Two planes are left unolored for whih the DC
indiates that no energy is radiated. These planes are alled nodal planes and with their introdution,
the biggest problem of the point soure approximation beomes obvious. As illustrated in g. 1.2, the
orientation of fault normal and slip vetor may be swithed and negated without hanging the foal
mehanism whih makes the fault plane ambiguous. The nodal plane in whih slip ours is alled
fault plane while the other is alled auxiliary plane. The last step is the visualisation whih is done by
simply projeting the sense of motion from the lower hemisphere of the foal sphere into the horizontal
plane as shown in g. 1.3.
1.3 Stress indiators
There is no way to measure the omponents of the stress tensor inside a body diretly. However, it
is possible to gain a general idea of how the stress tensor looks like. Depending highly on material
properties and temperature, ve reations of rok on stress are possible: equilibrium, elasti deforma-
tion, dutile (non-reversible) deformation, brittle failure, and metamorphosis. The rst and seond do
not hange the body at all, but the latter three an result in tetoni features, like folds, earthquakes,
faults, joints, raks, or reorganisation of minerals. All theses features will be alled stress indiators,
sine their measurement an be used to alulate the appropriate stress tensor or at least some part
of it.
1.3.1 Geologial stress indiators
From a geologial point of view, all manifestations of stress that are visible on the Earth's surfae,
like raks, faults and folds, are of interest. Furthermore faults often show seondary features where
slip has oured, like lineations on a fault's surfae or Riedel shear raks. Folds also are a lear sign
for stress ating on rok. Throughout the next few paragraphs the most ommon features will be
examined in more detail.
Prinipal rak propagation modes
The displaement eld of raks an be ategorised into three modes (see e.g. Sholz, 1990, g. 1.5 and
g. 1.4). Mode I is the tensile, or opening, mode in whih the rak wall displaements are normal
to the rak. There are two shear modes: in-plane shear, Mode II, in whih the displaements are
in the plane of the rak and normal to the rak edge; and antiplane shear, Mode III, in whih the
displaements are in the plane of the rak and parallel to the edge. A shemati diagram of the
interation of raks with dierent Modes is shown in g. 1.5. More omplex raks, like an opening
3
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Figure 1.2: Nodal planes for the double-ouple representation of an earthquake: n is the normal, τ is the
slip diretion (Angelier, 2002, g. 3); the ambiguity in orret nodal plane seletion is illustrated (both
ases lead to the same radiation pattern): a) F is the fault plane and the ghost denotes the auxiliary
plane; b) the opposite is the ase; ) diretions of tension- (T) and pressure- (P) axes as biseting lines
of the ompressional (positive rst motion) and dillatational (negative rst motion) dihedra for this
fault geometry; d) foal mehanism in upper hemisphere projetion: range of reasonable σ1-diretions
inside one dillatational dihedron (axis lies also in opposite dihedron)
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Figure 1.3: Projetion of the foal sphere into the horizontal plane using the equal-area projetion: a)
vertial setion where P is projeted to P ′′; b) top view (Aki and Rihards, 1980, g. 4-16 and 4-17,
pp. 109)
Figure 1.4: The three rak propagation modes (Sholz, 1990, g 1.5, p. 9)
rak with some amount of slip parallel to the opening plane, an be represented by a superposition
of these prinipal rak modes.
Faults
Faults, as a onsequene of brittle failure due to the presene of a suient stress load, are very
ommon indiators of stress. Some famous faults are shown in g. 1.6. Two angles, strike and dip,
whih are dened in g. 1.7 are suient to dene the orientation of a fault. The following paragraphs
deal with tetoni features that form during fault development or reativation by slip due to suient
stress load.
Mineral bres are the lling of mode I raks that have been developed as a onsequene of a ertain
tetoni event. They preserve the appropriate stress eld and need to be dated orretly. The type
of information about the stress eld is given by the type of rak that is preserved, usually mode-I
(opening) raks. Typial minerals that an be found in bres are alite, kaolinite, and quartz, whih
are all soluble in water. Examples are found in g. 1.8 , g. 1.9, and g. 1.13.
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Figure 1.5: Shemati diagram showing the propagation of tensile raks from the edges of a shear
rak in a brittle material; the patterns at the Mode II and Mode III edges are quite dierent (Sholz,
1990, g 1.5, p. 27)
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a)
b) )
Figure 1.6: Examples of famous faults; a) Czehia, Mariánské Lázn¥ Fault and Eger Graben in NW-
Bohemia (Google-earth, 2006); b) U.S.A., San Andreas Fault on the West Coast (USGS, 1999); ) New
Zealand, Alpine Fault on South Island (Lund, Björn, 2003)
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Figure 1.7: Denition of a relationgiven slip vetor ~s by the three angles strike (φ), dip (δ), and rake
(λ)
Fault planes themselves yield only information about the stress eld at the time of their development,
but ative faults exist over extremely long periods of sometimes several million years. Over suh long
time spans, the stress eld is very likely to hange a lot. Therefore by knowing only the fault plane
no qualitative information about the stress eld an be obtained. However, sometimes it is possible
to tell the sense of slip (i.e. normal vs. reverse faulting or sinistral vs. dextral fault movement) by
identifying the oset of planar markers, suh as beds mathed in the footwall and hanging wall (see
e.g. Twiss and Moores, 1992) or by evaluating other seondary faulting features.
Fault surfae lineations indiate the ambiguous slip diretion on a fault. Sometimes also the sense of
slip an be determined and together with the orientation of the fault, the slip vetor is known. Fig.
1.8 shows examples for dierent types of lineations that may form on the surfae between two bloks
of rok. Another example of slikenbre lineations in onjuntion with alite bres is shown in g.
1.9.
Seond-order faults are also indiating the sense of slip on a major fault. Their development is not
restrited to shear zones but may our due to any type of faulting. Riedel, W. (1929) desribed suh
seondary features during horizontal faulting experiments with lay. His main nding is that shear
raks as well as tension raks develop during a shear proess (see g. 1.10). There is not only one
type of seondary rak like Riedel, W. originally found. Fig. 1.11 shows R- (Riedel), R'- (Anti-Riedel),
and P-shear-rak orientations found in a sample lay blok under sinistral simple shear indued by
shearing the substrate of the lay.
An example of real Riedel shear raks is shown in g. 1.12. Interpretation of suh features with
respet to stress distribution has been developed later by e.g. Anderson (1951) who found that as a
result of the formation of a major fault, the stress distribution in the roks immediately adjaent to
the fault plane beome altered. If the redistributed stresses along the sides of the fault surfae attain
suiently large values, the rok may fail again on surfaes whih are at 30◦ to the modied prinipal
ompressive strength (e.g. Ramsay, 1967). Identifying suh raks lets the observer determine the sense
of slip on a fault.
Another feature typially found in shear zones are tension gashes. Fig. 1.13 shows an example of
gashes that have been lled up with quartz rystals. Tension gashes ommonly develop as a result of
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a)
)
b)
Figure 1.8: Lineations on fault surfaes formed during fault slip (Twiss and Moores, 1992, g. 4.8, p.
57); a) Lineations formed by srathing and gouging of the fault surfae; b) Ridge-in-groove lineations,
or fault mulions; ) Serpentine slikenber lineations
the presene of water during the shear proess (Sherbon Hills, 1972, p. 100). As Riedel shears do, they
also form an aute angle with the shear planes, indiating the sense of relative movement of bloks.
Also pinnate fratures are forming in the same manner as Riedel shears next to major faults (Twiss
and Moores, 1992, g.3.7, p. 41).
Joints
A joint is a frature of geologial origin along whih no appreiable shear displaement has ourred.
A group of parallel or sub-parallel joints as shown in g. 1.14 is alled a joint set and where dierently
orientd sets ross, like in g. 1.15, they form a joint system. The tip of a growing joint is always
perpendiular to σ3 at the joint tip during propagation. Therefore temporal and/or spatial variations
in the orientation of σ3 during joint growth are indiated if urved joints are observed. More on joint
development an be found in Prie (1966).
Stylolites
Stylolites are one of several tetoni and/or diageneti features onsidered to be formed by the proess
of pressure solution. A omprehensive overview of stylolites and pressure solution is given by Guzzetta
(1984). Important for palaeostress analysis is that stylolites form perpendiular to σ1 (e.g. Ramsay
and Huber, 1987, pp. 627). Fig. 1.16 shows examples of stylolite surfaes.
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Figure 1.9: A steeply dipping fault surfae at Ogmore-by-Sea, south Wales. The slikenbre lineations
provide information on the diretion of fault slip; the stepped geometry of the alite bres indiates
a sinistral sense of movement; suh data on the orientations of fault planes and of the assoiated
lineations permit the estimation of plaeostresses (Ramsay and Lisle, 2000, g. 32.1, p. 786)
Figure 1.10: Development of seondary tension raks (Z) during a shear proess that auses shear
raks (S) (Riedel, W., 1929, g. 9)
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Figure 1.11: Example of the interpretation of R, R', and P-shears in terms of the Coulomb frature
riterion (Twiss and Moores, 1992, g. 9.8 ., p. 174)
Figure 1.12: This photo is looking straight down onto a fault zone; the Riedel shears (also alled R
shears) are the small right-lateral faults whih are gently inlined to the strike of the main fault; their
presene suggests overall right-lateral motion on the zone (Miller, 2006)
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Figure 1.13: Gash fratures (white veins) are extenstion fratures that ommonly develop in a shear
zone; they are aligned along dierently oriented planar shear zones that make an angle of approximately
50
◦
with eah other; the ends of the fratures tend to biset the angle between these shear zones (Twiss
and Moores, 1992, g. 3.8, p. 41)
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Figure 1.14: Sheet joints at Little Shuteye Pass, Sierra Nevada (Twiss and Moores, 1992, g. 3.5, p.
40)
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Figure 1.15: Columnar jointing at Devil's Postpile National Monument, California, U.S.A.; left: Colum-
nar jointing in an andesiti ow; right: Cross setion of the olumnar joints (Twiss and Moores, 1992,
g. 3.6, p. 40)
Magma dikes
Due to buoyany fores ating on the rim of a magma hamber, raks may open and be lled with
magma. Suh magma lled raks are alled dikes and are often visible at the surfae in regions
with a high grade of volanism, like a onstrutive or destrutive plate boundary. They have dierent
extensions in the three dimensions of spae, being very thin and moderately wide horozontally, and
relatively long in the vertial diretion. The most important fat about dikes, with respet to the
stress eld, is that its large horizontal extension develops along the trajetories of the most ompressive
prinipal stress σ1. Fig. 1.17 a) shows a omplex pattern of dikes around a entral volani omplex in
the Spanish Peaks area, Colorado, U.S.A. This example is taken from Ramsay (1967) after a work of
Odé, H. (1957) who suggested that the dike pattern may be explained by the superposition of a radial
stress distribution around the volani entre on a regional eld related to the mountain front situated
to the west of the Spanish Peaks. The stress trajetories of this ombined stress eld (g. 1.17) are
remarkably lose to the stress distribution pattern determined from the dikes. This is an exellent
example for an inhomogeneous stress eld.
Folds
Up to now, only features that are related to raking of rok have been presented, but rok may also
reat with dutile deformation in the form of folds to the presene of stress. Partile displaement in
suh folds also yields information about the underlying stress eld during formation, but the disussion
of folds with respet to the stress eld is beyond the sope of this work. A good starting point are text
books on strutural geology, e.g. Ramsay (1967), Ramsay and Huber (1987), or Twiss and Moores
(1992).
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a) b)
)
Figure 1.16: Stylolite surfae examples: a) Shemati blok diagram of the types of frature surfaes
seen in the Holderbank quarry, N Switzerland (Ramsay and Huber, 1987, p. 658); b) Shemati drawing
of relationship among perpendiular and oblique stylolites, sliding surfaes, and veins in deformation
of limestones by pressure solution (Suppe, 1984, p. 136); ) Surfae where the stylolites run parallel to
the joint fae (slikolite striae); note the traes of joints with normal stylolites oriented perpendiular
to the fae; Holderbank, N Switzerland (Ramsay and Huber, 1987, p. 657)
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a) b)
Figure 1.17: Dike pattern near Spanish Peaks, Colorado (Ramsay, 1967, g. 2-14 and 2-15, pp. 45); a)
mapping of dike orientation on the surfae near the Roky Mountains mountain front; b) Theoretial
stress trajetories generated by the superposition of a ompressive and a radial symmetri stress regime
Other
There are a number of other stress indiators inluding miro strutures of rystals in rok, veins,
miro-faults, or extension lineations that are not overed here. For further referene hek out text
books on strutural geology (e.g. Ramsay and Huber, 1987; Twiss and Moores, 1992; Suppe, 1984) and
Mattauer (2002).
1.3.2 Seismologial stress indiators
The seismiity of the Earth is not distributed arbitrarily but onentrates mostly at plate boundaries
(see g. 1.18). It also ours as intra-plate ativity far away from the plate boundaries like at hot spot
volanoes (e.g. the Hawaiian Islands, the Eifel area in germany, or the Galápagos Islands) or regions
with high rates of uid migration (e.g. Vogtland/NW-Bohemia). For many of these seismially ative
regions, there exist large datasets of seismograms ontaining all the information neessary to extrat
properties of the earthquake that give an idea of the stress eld that aused the appropriate rupture.
Earthquakes are the onsequene of brittle failure that leads to fast slip on a fault whih in turn emits
elasti waves. These waves an be reorded with seismometers at the Earth's surfae as seismograms.
Aurate analysis of these seismograms yields physial parameters like the hypoentre and the mag-
nitude of the event. For an inversion of the stress eld, the most important parameter is the foal
mehanism whih indiates the motion diretion of seismi waves as a funtion of the take-o and
azimuth angles. It is an approximation of the radiation pattern of a double-ouple fore (see g. 1.19
and g. 1.1). The foal mehanism an be alulated if several polarities of ertain phases of a seismi
wave are known at dierent stations with a preferably wide range of azimuth angles Snoke (2003). The
foal mehanism is desribed by three angles dening two perpendiular planes, of whih one is the
orret fault plane and the other is named auxiliary plane. The biggest disadvantage in dealing with
foal mehanisms is that the orret fault plane is not known, so a priori information from the related
geology is needed for the orret seletion.
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Figure 1.18: Seismiity of the world; epientres from Harvard CMT atalogue (Harvard-Seismology,
2006); 18995 events from 1976 until today with moment magnitudes greater or equal to MW = 5 are
marked as red dots
a) b)
Figure 1.19: a) Prinipal 2D-projetion of the radiation pattern of an earthquake; areas denoted by
a + and − mean positive and negative rst motion, respetively; b) projetion of ray takeo angles
onto the foal sphere: a ray leaving the dihedra denoted by + generate positive rst motion, while rays
leaving the −-dihedra result in negative rst motion (Berkhemer, 1990, g. 5.7 and 5.8, p. 71)
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A more omplex model for the radiation of elasti waves from the seismi soure of an earthquake is the
seond rank moment tensor whih onsists of nine moment ouples, six of whih are independent, as
will be disussed in setion 3.1.3. There are dierent approahes to alulate the moment tensor. Full
waveform inversion algorithms try to t real seismograms with displaement seismograms alulated
by assuming Greens funtions (as a model for the Earth's transfer funtion) and a ertain soure time
funtion. Many suh methods for routine determination of the moment tensor have been established
whih have been reviewed omprehensively by Jost and Hermann (1989).
Knowledge of only one foal parameter is not suient to derive a unique solution for the underlying
stress eld. Though it is possible to determine four linearly independent parameters of the spatiotem-
porally homogeneous stress eld, if at least four foal mehanisms from preferably dierent faults are
known.
1.3.3 In-situ stress measurements
Another soure for stress indiators is the drilling of a borehole. There are dierent methods to obtain
diretions of prinipal stress diretions under appropriate assumptions. In the following paragraphs,
the most popular methods are desribed. Reading hapter 5 of the book of Brady and Brown (2004)
is highly appreiated.
Overoring
In this method the state of stress is determined indiretly by the usage of triaxial strain ells. Fig.
1.20 shows the priniple of the method. A slightly dierent approah is to plae and xe the strain
ell is on the ground after drilling the wide hole. Now, another hole is drilled, leaving it on a pedestal.
The stress relief now auses strains in the viinity of the borehole, so that the strain ell is deformed
and therefore reords the ouring strain. Taking the elasti properties and a solution for the stress
distribution around a hole (Leeman and Hayes, 1966), it is then possible to reonstrut the stress that
has ated on the untouhed rok. The only dierene between these two approahes is the type of
strain ell that is used.
Flatjak measurements
This method an be applied at sites where there exist avities of about man size. Three more pre-
requisites are required: First, a relatively undisturbed surfae is needed; seond, the opening must
have a geometry for whih a solution of the stress eld alteration is well known; third, the rok must
at elastially by means of Hook's Law. The priniple of this method is illustrated in g. 1.21 and
also desribed in Brady and Brown (2004). The basi idea is to measure the normal stresses for some
arbitrarily oriented planes and to reonstrut the omplete stress tensor using an analyti model of the
stress distribution around a avity.
Hydrauli fraturing
This tehnique destroys the borehole wall and is therefore only applied when the borehole is not needed
for other purposes anymore. Two dierent methods are used to measure the magnitude of the minimum
prinipal stress σ3 and its diretion, respetively. The setup of a hydrauli fraturing experiment is
shown in g. 1.22. As desribed in the gure's aption, the magnitude of σ3 is determined by the
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a) b)
Figure 1.20: Priniple of the overoring tehnique: a) a small hole is drilled on the ground of a borehole
and a strain ell is xed inside; b) around the small hole, a thin tubular hole is drilled or overored
(Brady and Brown, 2004, g. 5-4, p. 149)
d1 0d0d
c)a) b)
P
Figure 1.21: Priniple of the atjak measurement to quantify magnitudes of normal stress after (Brady
and Brown, 2004, g. 5-6, p. 154): a) two small holes are drilled and the distane between them, d0,
is measured; b) a thin avity is drilled between the two rst holes, ausing losure between the rst
two holes; ) the atjak onsists of two parallel plates that are welded along the edges and attahed
to a pump that hydraulially generates the pressure P via a non-return onnetion inside the atjak
(bold line); it is grouted to the slot and pressurised to restore the original distane between the rst
two holes; the displaement anellation pressure orresponds losely to the normal stress omponent
direted perpendiular to the slot axis prior to slot utting
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Figure 1.22: Priniple of the hydrauli fraturing tehnique: the borehole is set under pressure by
using some uid whih auses raks to open parallel to the maximum ompressive stress p1 (Brady
and Brown, 2004, g. 5-6, p. 154): left) part of the borehole is sealed with pakers, uid is brought in
and pressurised (p0); right) after p0 has reahed a magnitude of at least p2(≡ σ3), a frature develops
perpendiular to the borehole wall
minimum pressure to ause a rak to open. The orientation of this rak an not easily be determined.
An indiret approah is to reord the primary and seondary seismiity ("aftershoks") aused by the
frature opening. From the foal mehanisms of these indued earthquakes, the orientation of the main
frature may be estimated.
Drilling indued fratures
Drilling indued fratures are small-sale tensile fratures in the borehole wall that are indued by
the drilling proess. The physis behind this phenomenon is mainly the same as for the formation of
hydraulially indued fratures. They open along the axis of a vertial borehole and the opening dire-
tion is mainly governed by the diretion of the most ompressive priniple stress σ1. The orientation
of the fratures is obtained through well logging tehniques (see e.g. Brady and Brown, 2004).
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Figure 1.23: Borehole breakout in the wall of a vertial borehole subjet to the maximum (SH) and
minimum (Sh) prinipal horizontal stresses: θb is the breakout orientation, φb the breakout opening
half-angle and rb the breakout depth (NASA, 2003)
Borehole breakouts
After the borehole has been drilled, the hole itself ats like a thin ylindrial avity under stress. Most
likely, the wall of the well fails to resist the stress and shows brittle failure. Measuring the orientation
of these borehole breakouts aording to g. 1.23 yields the diretion of the maximal (SH) and minimal
(Sh) horizontal stresses. For a omprehensive review of the method see Zobak et al. (1985) and Zobak
et al. (2003).
1.4 Stress inversion
Sine faulting is a onsequene of failure in zones of weakness due to stresses ating inside a body, the
observation of indiators for suh failure, an be inverted for the ausing stress eld. Every inversion
approah has the goal to determine model parameters whih explain a number of observations with a
minimum deviation from its preditions. In designing an inverse method, three oneptional deissions
have to be made. First, an appropriate desription of the mist between predition and observation has
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Figure 1.24: Priniple of the right dihedra method: Areas of positive and negative rst motion onstrain
the diretions of the most extensive and most ompressive prinipal stress diretions, respetively
(Angelier and Mehler, 1977)
to be formulated. Seond, a normative measure of mist to be minimized has to be dened. Third, the
method to nd the best-tting model and its assoiated range of unertainty has to be speied. In the
following setions, I will present several methods to invert geologial fault striations, fault mehanisms,
or sense of slip information for the homogeneous regional stress eld. All methods have in ommon
that they assume the stress eld to be homogeneous in time and spae in the volume under study.
Most of the methods presented deal with fault slip data, while some also allow foal mehanism data
to be used.
1.4.1 Inverting fault slip data
Angelier and Mehler (1977) follow a graphial approah and develop the right dihedra method to use
fault slip or foal mehanism data to onstrain the diretions of the priniple axes of stress. They set
up basi vetor relations between the pressure and tension axes of the foal mehanism (
~P and ~T ) and
the orientations of the priniple axes of stress. The idea is that the most ompressional priniple stress
axis σ1 must lie in the quadrants of the foal mehanism with dillatational rst motion, as illustrated
in g. 1.19. Then for a population of events originating from a region with a homogeneous stress eld
all dillatational quadrants are superposed, as illustrated in g. 1.24, so that σ1 is most probably lying
in the region with the highest number of dillatational quadrants. This method an be used to hek
for the uniformity of fault slip data in the way that for a homogeneous stress eld, the σ1 and σ3 areas
should be well dened.
Albarello (2000) proposes a resampling approah to test the uniformity of the stress eld from fault
data. He uses the same vetor relations introdued with the right dihedra method to hek for the
ompatibility of a ertain stress tensor with the observed data. Then a proedure is dened to hek
stress-eld uniformity by a statistial analysis of the available fault data. First the volume under study
is subdivided into subdomains with an approximately homogeneous stress eld. Then the probability
that a number of faults is ompatible with a given stress eld by hane (i.e. that they atually slipped
due to a dierent stress onguration) is evaluated. If this probability beomes signiantly small,
heterogeneities an safely be exluded. In this ase approximate ondene intervals for the prinipal
stress diretions an be obtained.
Angelier (1979) suggests a diret inversion method based on an earlier least squares minimization prob-
lem. He seeks to minimize the omponent of tangential stress perpendiular to measured slikenslides.
To ahieve this, he assumes the omponents of the stress tensor and minimizes a polynome of these
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Figure 1.25: Denition of unitary vetors plane normal ~n, slip ~s, tration ~σ tangential stress ~τ , residual
~ρ, vetor ~o = ~n× ~s, and vetor ~ω = ~n× ~σ in relation to plane F (Angelier, 1979, g. 3)
omponents.
Another approah is presented by Mihael (1984). Under the assumption that all earthquakes under
study have similar magnitudes, some relatively simple equations are derived that give the values for
ve of the six parameters of the stress tensor. He also suggests to take faults that are related to folds
into aount for stress inversions and shows that reliable results an be obtained.
In situations where only the sense of slip is known for a given fault (i.e. if it is a normal, reverse, or
strike-slip fault) it is not obvious how the underlying stress eld looks like in detail. Lisle et al. (2001)
propose a method to invert suh data for the orientation of the prinipal axes of stress. They are able
to show that its unertainties are similar to those obtained by the right dihedra method (Angelier and
Mehler, 1977).
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1.4.2 Inverting foal mehanism data
Inverting fault slip data for the homogeneous stress eld is a problem, that has been solved in many
dierent ways, as disussed previously. All approahes take advantage of the knowledge of the slip
vetor, while in the ase of a foal mehanism this information is ambiguous. If the orret fault plane
an be determined by a dierent method, like alignment of hypoeentres on some struture in spae
for a set of several foal mehanisms, the task redues to the inversion of fault slip data. In any other
ase, the inversion algorithm either has to distinguish between fault plane and auxiliary plane or it has
not to are about it (Mihael, 1987).
Maybe the rudest way to deal with the problem is to ignore it and to use both nodal planes as possible
fault planes in the inversion proess as proposed by Angelier (1984). He states that this unphysial
attempt will work, if the generating stress eld is uniaxial (i.e. σ1 = σ2 or σ3 = σ2).
Gephart and Forsyth (1984) and Gephart (1990) desribe a dierent approah for dening the mist
funtion by using the minimum rotation angle about an arbitrary axis of the fault plane geometry.
They suggest to ompute the mist of both nodal planes of a foal mehanism and to selet the one
with the smallest mist. To nd the best tting stress model, they selet the most basi inversion
tehnique to searh on a grid for the minimum of the mist funtion.
In the approah of Mihael (1984) the isotropi stress is onstrained to be zero and the events are
assumed to have similar magnitudes. He then sets up a system of linear equations that is minimised
using a standard LSQR tehnique. One important statement is that also folding-indued faults an be
used for a stress inversion, instantly inreasing the available data for stress inversions.
Yin (1996) desribes an algorithm that deals with the ambiguity in the identiation of fault and
auxiliary plane. He nds that the stress diretions are well dened, but that the stress ratio suers
from this unertainty. Finally he states that the orret fault plane annot be destinguished on the
basis of a stress inverion of fault plane solutions alone.
An example for an algorithm that doesn't are about the ambigiuty is the right dihedra method
presented by Angelier and Mehler (1977) whih is desribed earlier in the previous setion.
Angelier (2002) proposes to maximise the slip shear stress omponent (SSSC) whih is the salar
produt of the slip ~s and the shear stress ~τ . The SSSC is large if ~s is parallel or sub-parallel to ~τ ,
while it beomes smaller if the vetors dier. He shows that the value of the SSSC does not depend
on the hoie of nodal plane, so that the following inversion algorithm an take foal mehanisms into
aount.
Dahm and Plenesh (2001) follow a dierent approah by assuming that slip ours in pre-existent
zones of weakness in the diretion of maximum energy radiation. They derive the formulas desribing
the forward problem from the relation between the energy radiation, stress drop and the moment
tensor. They propose to determine the fault plane from the two nodal planes of a foal mehanism by
seleting the nodal plane with the minimum error for the inversion proess.
1.5 Stress inhomogeneities
The most ommon assumption that holds for many tetoni settings is that the stress eld is regionally
homogeneous. However, inhomogeneities in the stress eld an our as variations in the diretions
of the prinipal stress axes as well as in their magnitudes. They an be aused by a wide variety of
tetoni features like the presene of faults or dierent interating tetoni units, dike asent, or other
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Figure 1.26: Stress trajetories for an elasti plate under diretional load (Eisbaher, 1991, g. 11.15
a), p. 79)
migrating uids. The nature of these phenomena is disussed in the upoming setions.
1.5.1 Tetoni features and faults
There are several dierent tetoni features like faults, graben strutures, et. that in some way hange
the loal stress eld. A very ommon feature is a fault for whih it is well known that it disturbs the
stress eld loally (Atkinson, 1987, artile from Pollard). If a fault has just slipped, it is free of load
so that no shear stress ats on the fault plane anymore. In this ase one of the prinipal axes of stress
is onstrained to be perpendiular to the fault plane (e.g. Ramsay and Lisle, 2000). It follows that
the regional stress eld is disturbed by a loal inhomogeneity. When the fault is fully loaded (i.e. it
is stressed and hasn't slipped yet), it just resists the shear fore aused by the regional stress. That
means that there is no perturbation of the regional stress eld. There is nearly the same situation
at the free surfae, where there also exist no shear fores. Therefore an air lled avity perturbs the
stress eld in a body in that way that one prinipal axis of stress is always oriented perpendiular to
the edge of the avity.
Another soure for stress inhomogeneities is gravitational load or diretional pressure along one edge
of a plate. Aording to Newton's third axiom, every fore generates a ounter fore, so if a fore ats
on some body, it is anelled with stress of the same magnitude inside the body. The diretion of this
internal ounter fore is desribed by the stress tensor. A basi senario is a uniform load along a
bounded part of an elasti plate, as illustrated in g. 1.26.
For other tetoni settings, like for normal faulting regimes, the appropriate stress trajetories look
dierent. Fig. 1.27 shows two dierent senarios where normal faulting ours. Earthquakes happening
in these regions are subjet to quite variable, heterogeneous stress.
Last, interseting tetoni systems result in a very heterogeneous stress distribution, beause all stress
sub-elds generated by eah system are superposed. Fig. 1.17 shows suh a superposition of regional
stress elds aused by the ombination of a mountain push and a magma hamber below a volano.
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a) b)
Figure 1.27: Stress trajetories for dierent normal faulting senarios: a) dome uplift (e.g. magma
dome development); b) symmetri strething (e.g. mid oean ridges) (Eisbaher, 1991, g. 9.9)
1.5.2 Change in physial parameters
Stress inhomogeneities may also be aused by hanges in material parameters. Variation in strength
of material leads to the presene of zones whih onsist of rok that is weaker than its surroundings.
It therefore an't last the same load and is more likely to deform ausing perturbations of the stress
eld.
Espeially in volani zones there exist averns lled with hot magma. These zones of high temperature
of about 800oC − 1200oC also heat the surrounding material whih is expanding onsequently. This
extension results in a radial symmetri stress inhomogeneity, like in g. 1.17. A good example of dome
uplift, as shown in g. 1.27 a, are salt domes in north Germany.
In many layers in the Earth's rust there are uids present that result in a pore pressure inside the
rok. If suh a layer is sealed o from the other layers and the layer's volume is redued due to some
tetoni event then the uid inside the pores is ompressed and therefore auses a pressure to the wall
of the layer. In some distane in the surrounding layers the resulting fores are approximately radial
symmetri. This also auses an inhomogeneity in the stress eld. Another eet of the presene of
uids is the redued fritional resistane whih results in a higher rate of small earthquakes within a
highly damaged rok mass, and thus a deformation and weakening of these parts of the rok.
1.6 Study Areas
For the methods desribed in this work, areas with a high density of stress indiators are needed. There
are two nearby spots in the region of SE-Germany and NW-Czehia whih meet this prerequisite very
well. NW-Czehia and the Vogtland region are well known for the periodial ourene of earthquake
swarms and single event seismiity, so a large number of data is available beause moment tensor or
foal mehanism data has been published for many earthquakes. For this work, waveform data of the
1997 Vogtland/NW-Bohemia earthquake swarm has been made available in GSE 2.0 format (Horálek
et al., 2000). Throughout the rest of the work, the term 1997 swarm will be used. About 60-70
km apart is the loation of the Continental Deep Drilling Projet Kontinentale Tief-Bohrung (KTB).
This borehole has been studied intensively sine the early 1980's with several dierent methods yielding
orientations of stress axes, foal mehanisms, and in-situ stress measurements (e.g. Dahlheim et al.,
1997; Brudy et al., 1997; Zobak and Harjes, 1997).
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1.6.1 Vogtland/NW-Bohemia
The area Vogtland/NW-Bohemia shown in g. 1.28 is one of the most seismoative intra-plate areas
in Central Europe. Sine the early 1980s the permanent seismi network WEBNET of the Aademy
of Sienes, Prague of three omponent seismometers is in operation and reords event-triggered seis-
mograms (Horálek et al., 2000). Therefore the swarms that have oured sine then are very well
doumented.
Tetoni features
The main tetoni features exposed at the Earth's surfae in NW-Bohemia are the Marianske Lazne
Fault (MLF) and the Eger Graben (EG), whih lies east of the MLF (see g. 1.29). In the entre of
the tertiary Eger Basin (EB) whih is loated west of the MLF lies the small town of Nový Kostel
whih is loated nearly diretly above the epientres of the events of the 1997 swarm.
Near the seismoative zone there are the two non-ative quarternary volanoes. Wagner et al. (2002)
estimates the age of elezná Høurka (german: Eisenbühl) and and Komorní Høurka (german: Kam-
merbühl), whih lie approximately 12 km to the ESE of the MLF to be 519 ± 51ka and 726 ± 59ka,
respetively.
Earthquake swarms near Nový Kostel
Neunhöfer and Meier (2004) present an overview of the observed swarm ativity in the area Vogtland/
NW-Bohemia. They onlude that the majority of the seismiity is released during earthquake swarms.
They identify six swarm zones, from whih the Nový Kostel area is most ative. An earthquake swarm
is dened as a sequene of earthquakes with no partiular outstanding main event that dominates in
size (Rihter, 1958; Mogi, 1963; Sholz, 1990). The ourene of swarms in this region is well known and
doumented sine the mid 16th entury (e.g. Skáelová et al., 1998) by several authors. Two historial
examples for swarm ativity are shown in g. 1.30. Earthquake swarms are ommonly assoiated with
volani ative regions, as stated by e.g. Sykes (1970), but only pleistoeni volanism is reported in
this area (Wagner et al., 2002). The seismi ativity is often related to the main tetoni features
Mariánské Lázn¥ Fault and the Eger Graben. However, Bankwitz et al. (2003) relate the seismiity
to the newly identied N-S trendind Po£atky-Plesná zone whose orientation is dened by a mofette
line. Shunk et al. (2003) nd the N-S oriented Nový Kostel - Plesná deep shear zone whih inuenes
the tetoni development of the Eger Basin (situated at the western extension of the Eger Graben and
delimited by the Mariánské Lázn¥ Fault to the E) sine middle pleistoene (781 ka).
1.6.2 KTB viinity
The German Continental Deep Drilling Program (Kontinentale TiefBohrung - KTB) drill holes are
situated in NE Bavaria at the western rim of the Bohemian Massif and the SW extension of the
Cenozoi Ohre/Cheb rift. They have nal depths of 4.0 km for the pilot hole and 9.1 km for the main
hole. A permanent network of four stations has been installed prior to drilling of the holes (Dahlheim
et al., 1997) and temporary networks have been established during two hydrauli fraturing injetion
experiments in 1994 onsisting of 73 short-period seismometers whih is desribed by Zobak and
Harjes (1997) and Jost et al. (1998) and in 2000 using 39 stations (Baish et al., 2002; Bohnho et al.,
2004). For both experiments, a sonde inside the pilot hole was also installed.
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Figure 1.28: Example for inhomogeneities in the regional stress eld: region SE-Germany/NW-Czehia;
upper part: arrows indiate horizontal stress diretions (blak: σH and σh from regional stress eld
(Müller et al., 1992); yellow: σH from the World Stress Map (Reineker et al., 2004)), irles: earth-
quake epientres (yellow: from WSM; red: 1997 swarm, swarm 2000, single events), triangles: stations
used in this work; lower part: depth subsetion of measurements
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Figure 1.29: Study area Vogtland/NW-Bohemia with loal seismologial network WEBNET; triangles
mark stations; dots indiate seismiity from 1985-1997; diamonds mark seismiity of the 1997 swarm;
major geologial features are the Mariánské Lázn¥ Fault, the Eger Graben, and the volanoes Komorní
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Figure 1.30: Qualitative ativity of two historial swarms in the Vogtland/NW-Bohemia area from
1897 and 1824 (taken from Knett, 1899, p. 175)
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Chapter 2
Methods
There are three basi tetoni faulting regimes that may our alone or mixed in nature, normal,
reverse, and strike-slip faulting, whih are all assoiated to simple stress regimes. Analysis of the
interation of suh tetoni features with the underlying stress eld shows that they are disturbing the
stress eld in the way that prinipal stress diretions are rotated. Suh disturbanes are alled stress
inhomogeneities and their inversion, detailed desription, and interpretation are the main goal of this
work.
Although there are almost always inhomogeneities in the stress eld present, in many ases the regional
stress an be approximately assumed to be homogeneous sine the magnitude of its omponent out-
numbers the loal inhomogeneity. This also holds for an innitesimal part of the stress eld, or even a
small nite part of it on a loal sale. It follows that for high densities of stress measurements, a volume
with a probably inhomogeneous stress eld an be subdivided so that in its parts a homogeneous stress
inversion an be applied to approximate inhomogeneities.
Nevertheless, a large number of stress measurements has to be known and in this work moment tensors
or foal mehanisms are used. For the study area Vogtland/NW-Bohemia (see setion 1.6) some
moment tensors are already known but their spatial distribution is not suient for an identiation
of stress inhomogeneities. Therefore a relative moment tensor inversion, a relative reloation algorithm,
and a oherene analysis have been applied to reeive a signiantly larger dataset of moment tensors
together with preise loations and multiplet group information. This information is used to derive
inhomogeneities in the stress eld.
The rst setion of this hapter deals with the determination and visualisation of the inhomogeneous
stress eld, while the seond overs the methods used for the estimation of the homogeneous stress
tensor for a given fault population. The last part desribes the methods that have been developed and
adopted to produe a large dataset of relative moment tensors.
2.1 Identifying stress inhomogeneities
For the majority of stress inversion tehniques the stress eld that auses slip on pre-existing faults
is assumed to be homogeneous. This supposal fails in many ases due to the existene of stress eld
perturbations and disturbanes. Reasons for suh inhomogeneities in the stress eld have already
been presented in the introdution and will be further disussed in this setion. For an inversion of a
dataset from an area with stress inhomogeneities, a homogeneous inversion will result in a somehow
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Figure 2.1: The soure volume is segmented into small boxes whih are assembled to larger volumes;
events that lie inside these larger boxes are used for homogeneous stress inversions; example: a) the
soure volume is slied into 3x3x3 small boxes; b) the rst subvolume onsists of 2x2x2 small boxes in
the upper left orner; ) the seond subvolume lies in the upper right orner; d) subsequent subvolumes
are generated in the same way until all subvolumes are overed
averaged stress eld. This fat together with the observation of horizontal stress diretions ompiled
in the World Stress Map (Reineker et al., 2004) in gure 1.28 show that in general, a single stress
measurement is only useful for interpretation of loal features of the stress eld. However, a large
number of stress indiators allows not only for estimates of a regional trend of stress diretions but
also for traking down loal stress inhomogeneities in the form of stress trajetories whih are traes
of prinipal stress diretions.
2.1.1 Method of soure volume segmentation
If the volume where stress measurements are present is divided into small boxes, the stress eld an be
approximated as being homogeneous inside them if the urvature of stress trajetories is small inside
the subvolumes. This is equivalent to a linearisation of the stress eld and measurement of stress
gradients without knowing stress magnitudes. Consequently, methods to invert for the homogeneous
stress eld are appliable to the subsets.
In my approah, the method desribed by Dahm and Plenesh (2001) (whih is desribed in detail later
in setion 2.2) is used to ompute the homogeneous stress eld for the best double-ouple alulated
for a given set of moment tensors. This is done by sliing the hypoentre volume into n3 boxes of
onstant size following g. 2.1, where n denotes the number of slies in eah diretion (for simpliity,
the volume under study is divided in boxes of onstant size). In the stress inversion four parameters
desribing the deviatori stress tensor are sought, so an over-determined sytem of equations is desired.
For a suessful inversion a number of at least 10 measurements per box has shown to be appropriate.
2.1.2 Smooth stress eld
One disadvantage of the soure volume segmentation is that the estimates of stress obtained for one
box is assoiated to a ertain grid point in spae, representing a volume. Another disadvantage are
gaps in the grid where boxes have not been onsidered beause too few input data are available inside
a box. Nevertheless knowledge of the stress tensor at every point in spae is desired for the detetion
and interpretation of inhomogeneities. Two algorithms for determining values at points where there is
no data are interpolation and approximation. The rst assumes that the funtion under study runs
diretly through the measured data points, while approximation tries to t a urve to the data by
some minimisation riterion suh as LSQR. Fig. 2.2 shows an example for an interpolation and an
approximation. Regarding stress inversions, an approximation algorithnm using spline funtions is
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Figure 2.2: Sketh illustrating the denition of interpolation and approximation: a) interpolation to
reonstrut a band-pass ltered signal (solid line) to its original form with a higher sampling frequeny
(indiated by rosses) than that given by the reording system (indiated by irles); b) approximation
to t a low frequeny signal (solid line) through noisy samples (irles) reorded with a high sampling
rate
prefered to avoid osillations in regions where no data are present.
There are several dierent approahes to interpolation and approximation problems. The most easiest
way to interpolate a sampled funtion is to use linear equations that are dened by two neighboring
data points. However, for dealing with the stress tensor eld, a more omplex approah is needed,
beause with a linear interpolation urvature is not taken into aount. The method of hoie uses
Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline funtions (NURBS) whih are pieewise polynomial funtions that are
arbitrarily often ontinous dierentiable depending on the order of smoothness (i.e. the higher the
degree, the larger the somoothness and the dierentiability). This is usefull for further analysis of the
stress eld whih may onsequently use derivatives of the stress eld.
Appendix E gives an overview of the basi onepts of NURBS and related denitions. For further
reading on this topi the textbooks of e.g Piegl and Tiller (1997) and Rogers (2001), the internet (e.g.
Shene, 2003; Weisstein, 2005), and a Ph.D thesis from Kesper (2001) are appreiated.
In this work, the data points are stress tensor measurements on a regular grid, the number of spatial
parameters is three, and the number of omponents of the data vetors is six beause the six inde-
pendent omponents of the stress tensor are smoothed independently. The degree of the NURBS is
restrited to be two to smooth outliers, but still resolve loal deviations in the stress eld.
The advantage of NURBS over other interpolation tehniques are the possibility to extend the dimen-
sion of the data very easily beause vetor values are interpolated. It is also straightforward to extend
the number of parameters the funtion to be interpolated depends on. Another benet is that NURBS
do not need muh memory. Finally, weighting of the input data is implemented in the denition of
NURBS.
A potential disadvantage of this approah is that the stress trajetories are possibly smoothed too
strong. This may ause loal features and hanges in the orientation of the prinipal axes of stress to
be smudged. However, the orret smoothing an have a positive eet, beause outliers are aneled
out by averaging.
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Introdution to NURBS
A rst step to the development of NURBS was the invention of mathematial exat funtions to de-
sribe free form surfaes in the 1950s by Pierre Étienne Bézier. In the 1960s it has been found that
Bézier urves are a speial ase of NURBS. They are a generalisation of B-splines and are ommonly
used in CAD systems to represent geometri objets. The most obvious use is to interpolate quanti-
ties that depend on one parameter only, like a veloity model that depends on the depth only. For
CAD appliations one of the most interesting appliation is the use of NURBS surfaes that an be
parameterised by two parameters (Piegl and Tiller, 1997). These onstruts allow the reation and
manipulation of digital objets that represent the surfae of 3D-bodies. Reently (Kesper, 2001) has
disussed the use of Volume-NURBS (V-NURBS) for the representation of physial parameters in the
three dimensional eulidean spae. In the appliations presented in his work, three dimensional bodies
have been dened by ontrol points in the form of three omponent vetors. None the less not only
bodies may be desribed with V-NURBS. The parametrisation of the volume may also desribe a salar
value in spae, like temperature or pressure, or just as well, a more omplex quantity like the stress or
strain tensor.
The basi idea behind NURBS, as for many other interpolation and approximation tehniques, is that
the value of a quantity at a ertain point is alulated taking known values in the viinity of that
point into aount. The latter are introdued as weighted ontrol points and the degree of the NURBS
urve ontrols its smoothness. From the number of ontrol points and the degree follows the number
of knots that desribe how the parameter spae is subdivided to tell how strong the impat of the
dierent ontrol points to the alulation of an interpolated value is (see appendix E).
2.1.3 Visualisation of stress trajetories
Using the soure volume segmentation desribed previously, the stress tensor is known at ertain points
in spae. The stress eld is smoothed using NURBS so that for eah point in the soure volume the
orresponding stress tensor together with a quality value is available as the weighting fator whih
depends on the number of available data points in the viinity of the point of interest and on the
weight the input data has been given by the user (see appendix E).
Rotating the stress tensor into its orresponding priniple axis system yields the diretion unit vetors
for all three prinipal axes whose piering points on the unit sphere an be projeted into the horizontal
plane giving a good idea of the orientation of the axis. However, this gives only diretion information at
ertain points in spae while the trajetory itself has to be imagined. Another approah in visualising
stress diretions is to not only plot the piering points of the prinipal axis, but also the projeted unit
vetor itself. The azimuth of the axis an then be read diretly and the length of the projeted vetor
gives an idea of its plunge: the shorter the projeted vetor, the steeper the plunge (see g. 3.28).
However, both visualisation approahes show only stress diretions at ertain points in spae while
the state of stress is most beneially desribed by the stress trajetory whose tangent is the stress
diretion. The visualisation of stress trajetories is similar to the problem of traing partile motion in
ow physis. There is a wide variety of possible visualisation tehniques available one the position of
a partile an be determined for every time and every point in spae. Beause in this work the stress
eld is assumed to be onstant in time, the problem redues to be dependent only on spae oordinates.
Traing freely movable partiles in a veloity eld is equivalent to the estimation of the diretion of
trajetories of prinipal stress diretions in a stress eld. The idea is to dene a set of seed positions
from whih the appropriate trajetories are traed until the quality of the stress measurement (i.e.
weight) beomes too weak or the edge of the soure volume is reahed.
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Two steps are needed to model the traing of trajetories. Sine for a given position the prinipal
stress diretion is the tangent to the trajetory, a stable algorithm to determine how far to go in that
diretion has to be established. There are several dierent approahes dealing with this problem (for
an overview see e.g. Dahm, 2001, pp. 76). For simpliity reasons and beause high urvature values
are not expeted in this appliation, I deided to hose a onstant step length. The seond step is the
visualisation of the trajetories. I deided to dene slies with a ertain thikness and projet all parts
of trajetories that lie inside this slie to the horizontal plane as illustrated in g. 2.3.
2.2 Inversion for homogeneous stress elds
Estimating the stress tensor is a diult task. As often in physis, approximations are made to simplify
the problem. Assuming the stress tensor to be homogeneous in a given volume has shown to be very
useful and a number of approahes to solve this problem has been published (see Introdution). Input
to these methods are foal mehanisms or fault slip diretions.
The following setions give an overview of a seleted number of tehniques to invert for the region-
ally homogeneous stress eld. The approahes reah from a simple graphial approah to a reently
developed energy based method.
2.2.1 Input data
In the introdution of this work, I have presented a wide variety of phenomena that are related to
stress ating on rok. Most ommonly, geologial eld observations in the form of slip vetors derived
from exposed fault features are used for stress inversion purposes. These data give only an idea of
the state of stress at the Earth's surfae. However, stresses are present everywhere in the Earth's
interior. Therefore the determination of fault mehanisms of earthquakes whose hypoentre lies below
the surfae has a quite beneial yield beause from these, stress measurements are also possible in
greater depths. Moment tensors are a more general representation of the radiation pattern of an
earthquake and are also perfet input to stress inversion algorithms beause it is always possible to
alulate a best double-ouple for them.
While in many ases not only the slip diretion but also the sense of slip an be determined for an
exposed fault feature in the form of geologial slip data, the information gained by the seismologial
analysis resulting in a foal mehanism is ambigous. It an't be told whih one of the two nodal planes
dened by the foal mehanism represents the fault plane. However, if this information an be obtained
by an independant method, it redues the inversion problem to that dealing with geologial slip data.
2.2.2 Right dihedra method
A foal mehanism, like the one shown on the left of g. 1.24, an be divided into four dihedra,
two with extensional deformation (strething) resulting in positive rst motion (blak) and two with
ompressional deformation (shortening) resulting in negative rst motion (white). Looking at g. 1.19,
it is obvious that the dihedra that belong to positive rst motion orrespond to tensional stresses while
the opposite dihedra are related to ompressional stresses. From these fats, Angelier and Mehler
(1977) derived a simple graphial method to estimate the probability for a ertain stress model to
agree with a given set of fault striae whih yield the orientation of the fault plane as well as the
diretion of slip on the fault. Dierent slip vetors an be transformed to dierent foal mehanisms
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Figure 2.3: Priniple of the visualisation of stress trajetories in horizontal layers of a given volume
using a syntheti example: the trajetory begins at P1 and follows P2, P3, and P4; it is projeted
to the top of the layer as indiated by the projeted points P1, P2′, P3′ und P4′; this is done for all
trajetory parts inside the layer
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whih restrit the prinipal axes of stress to dierent sets of diretions. The idea is to interset these sets
and to estimate the set of best tting prinipal axes by heking against the number of intersetions:
the higher the number of tension dehedra, the higher the probability that σ3 lies in that diretion and
vie versa for σ1. However, this method drops the knowledge of the fault plane for slip vetors and
ats on a set of double-ouple solutions.
The t for a given σ1-axis (most ompressive) is the perentage of P-dihedra that ontain it (e.g.
having 10 foal mehanisms, if 9 of 10 P-dihedra ontain σ1, the t is 90%, i.e. the mist is 10%).
For the mist of the orresponding σ3-axis the appropriate T-dihedra are ounted. The program rdtm
used for this type of inversion is desribed in appendix A.5.1. The method has been applied in this
study to retrieve a fast assessment of the onsisteny of a data set with a homogeneous stress eld.
2.2.3 Inverting slip vetors
The method of Mihael (1984) takes slip vetors into aount. However, for uniaxial stress elds (i.e.
σ2 = σ1 or σ2 = σ3) he and Angelier (1984) nd that both nodal planes from foal mehanisms an
be used as input data. For areas where this assumption does not hold, the deision whih nodal plane
of a foal mehanism to take as the atual fault plane has to be made prior to the appliation of this
method.
2.2.4 Energy based approah
Dahm and Plenesh (2001) assume that slip ours in the diretion of maximum energy radiation
and show that this is equivalent to the assumption that slip ours in the diretion of maximum shear
stress. For referene I give a short overview of the method in the following paragraphs.
Forward problem
Eq. 2.1 desribes the energy radiation of an earthquake (Aki and Rihards, 1980) (summation on-
vention with i, j = 1, 2, 3). η is the seismi eieny, µ is the shear modulus, ∆u is the average
shear disloation (slip) on the fault with area A and normal ~v, and (σij = σ
1
ij + σ
0
ij) is the sum of
the symmetri stress tensor on the fault before and after the event. Mij = µA(vj∆ui + vi∆uj) is the
moment tensor of the earthquake soure. σ and the average disloation over the rupture plane, ∆~u
are assumed to be onstant. Additionally, the shear omponent of σ is assumed to be similar to the
loal shear stress before the event.
E =
η
2
∫
A
∆uivj(σ
1
ij + σ
0
ij)dA =
η
4µ
Mijσij (2.1)
The double ouple omponent of the moment tensor Mij in eq. 2.1 an be used to alulate the slip
diretion on unfavourably oriented faults. In priniple the moment tensor is substituted diretly by
the representation of its best double-ouple by the seismi moment M0 and the three angles strike Φ,
dip δ, and rake λ. Then the equation beomes
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4µE
η = M0(sinλC1 + cos λC2)
with
C1 = −σ11 sin
2Φ sin 2δ − σ22 cos
2Φ sin 2δ + σ33 sin 2δ
+σ12 sin 2Φ sin 2δ − 2σ13 sinΦ cos 2δ + 2σ23 cos Φ cos 2δ
C2 = −σ11 sin 2Φ sin δ + σ22 sin 2Φ sin δ
+2σ12 cos 2Φ sin δ − 2σ13 cos Φ cos δ − 2σ23 sinΦ cos δ
E has an extremum where dEdλ = 0, leading to the simple result in eq. 2.2 from whih the rake angle
for a stress senario σ, Φ, and δ an be alulated.
tan λ =
C1
C2
(2.2)
Inverse problem with slip vetors
For a given set of slip vetors Φk, δk, and λk, with k = 1, ...,K the generating homogeneous stress
tensor in the form of its three prinipal axes σ1, σ2, and σ3 and the shape ratio R =
σ1−σ2
σ1−σ3
has to be
estimated. Dahm and Plenesh assume that eq. 2.2 is true for eah event k resulting in the system
of equations shown in eq. 2.3.


− cosλk sin
2 Φk sin 2δk + sinλk sin 2Φk sin δk
− cosλk cos
2 Φk sin 2δk − sinλk sin 2Φk sin δk
+cosλk sin 2δk
+cos λk sin 2Φk sin 2δk − 2 sinλk cos 2Φk sin δk
−2 cos λk sinΦk cos 2δk + 2 sinλk cos Φk cos δk
+2cos λk cos Φk cos 2δk + 2 sinλk sinΦk cos δk


T 

σ11
σ22
σ33
σ12
σ13
σ23


= 0, (k = 1, ...,K) (2.3)
It is well known that only four of the six independent omponents of the stress tensor an be resolved
(see e.g. Gephart and Forsyth (1984), Mihael (1984)). Therefore two onstraints on the stress eld are
needed whih Dahm and Plenesh introdue as given in eq. 2.4 where b and c are arbitrary nonzero
onstants and ~a is a 6x1 vetor alulated form the eigenvetors ~vma and ~vmi orresponding to the
maximal and minimal eigenvalue of the average moment tensor M = 1K
K∑
k=0
Mk.
[
1 1 1 0 0 0
a11 a22 a33 a12 a13 a23
]


σ11
σ22
σ33
σ12
σ13
σ23


=
[
b
c
]
(2.4)
Inverse problem with foal mehanisms
To deal with foal mehanisms for whih the fault plane and therefore the slip vetor is not known,
Dahm and Plenesh use a simple riterion for the deision whih plane to selet. They rst seek the
smallest sum of squared residuals for all possible permutations of a limited subset of input mehanisms.
The appropriate planes that lead to this minimum are then seleted and for eah remaining event both
planes are tested subsequently and the one with the smallest residual is seleted.
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2.3 Data set preparation
In this work, the double ouple omponents of moment tensors are used for the inversion of the stress
eld. For the detetion of its inhomogeneities, as many moment tensors as possible should be known.
This is the reason why I developed an automated proessing of seismogram data of earthquake swarms
whih possibly generates a large number of realative moment tensors. To ahieve this goal, a number of
prerequisite information has to be gathered by other methods whih are presented here in reverse order
from their appliation in pratie. First the method of relative moment tensor inversion is disussed,
followed by a deription of a preise loation tehnique, and nished by a disussion on the oherene
analysis of waveforms.
2.3.1 Automated moment tensor inversion
For the inversion of the homogeneous deviatori stress tensor, whih onsists of four independent
parameters, at least four dierent single foal mehanism solutions are needed. Preferably a larger
number of measurements is used in order to solve an overdetermined system of equations, stabilising
the result. In the ase that inhomogeneities in the stress eld are sought, a muh larger number of
input data is needed, beause many deviatori tensors or parameters desribing stress trajetories have
to be inverted. So the rst problem to be solved is to aquire a suiently large dataset. With an
automated relative moment tensor inversion, desribed in this setion, suh a large number an be
provided for an area with high seismiity. The following paragraphs over the relative moment tensor
inversion, the unambiguity between fault plane and auxiliary plane of a foal mehanism, and the
denition of the relative magnitude.
Relative moment tensor inversion
For areas where many events our, the relative moment tensor inversion after Dahm (1996) an be
applied, if one or more referene moment tensors have already been omputed. This method is based
on the fat that for two earthquakes, the raypaths to one station are approximately the same if the
events are lose together. Dahm shows that the Green funtions representing the wave propagation
through the Earth an then be eliminated. He also assumes a simple soure time funtion and then
needs only the amplitudes of low-pass ltered P-, SH-, and SV-phases of a referene event and some
unknown event at dierent stations as input to determine the MT of the unknown event relative to
the referene event. Then a system of linear equations is set up and solved in a least-squares sense. A
method whih works without a referene mehanism is also presented but not applied in this work.
Phase amplitude piking is automated by an algorithm that is illustrated in g. 2.4. It depends
on the knowledge of phase arrival time dierenes that an be omputed with a ross orrelation
tehnique as desribed later. First for a set SP,S of seismograms of the P- or S-phase, the time of
the maximum amplitude of this phase is piked for an arbitrary template event. Adding the arrival
time dierene to some other event out of SP or SS gives the pik time for the appropriate phase
of this event. The amplitude is also piked and the proedure is applied to all other events of SP.S,
suessively. The resulting amplitude measurments are used as input for the relative moment tensor
inversion if the appropriate orrelation oeient (desribed later in this setion) is larger than a given
threshold whih is usually about 0.8− 0.9.
The piking of the maximum amplitude of the template event an be performed manually or automat-
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Figure 2.4: Automated phase piking priniple: rst a signiant amplitude is pikedin a template
seismogram (vertial green line), seond the arrival time dierene is added (horizontal blak line) and
the seond amplitude is piked automatially (vertial red line)
ially. The rst approah is very time onsuming and only semi-automati. However, one goal of this
work is to automate as many proessing steps as possible, so I developed a simple automati phase
amplitude piking algorithm that needs a oarse phase pik as input.
To get an idea where to pik the maximum phase amplitude, all similar seismograms in SP.S are shifted
against an arbitrary master event out of SP.S, normalised by its maximum, and staked (i.e. normalised
and sumated). The resulting staked seismogram is searhed for the maximum with the smallest time
shift to the orresponding extrema of the single events. With this master pik, relative phase arrivals
an be determined, as illustrated in g. 2.4.
The P-pik is obtained on the vertial omponent while for the SH- and SV-wave, the horizontal
omponents are rotated into radial and transverse diretion. The SH-pik is then read on the transverse
omponent and the SV-pik is taken from the radial omponent.
Input preparation is done by olleting information about the phase amplitudes, as desribed
above, and the takeo angles and the azimuths of the diret rays to the reording stations together with
weights for the amplitude measurements. Though the takeo angles and azimuths an be alulated
using a standard ray traer, the program hypoDD implements the relative reloation algorithm of
Waldhauser and Ellsworth (2000) is used. It is applied prior to the determination of the relative
moment tensors, so the takeo angles and azimuths an also be adopted from the output of the
reloation. For the relative moment tensor inversion weights are needed to aount for the auray of
the piked amplitudes. These will have been obtained during a oherene analysis of waveform data
as the squares of the orrelation oeients. Both proessing steps are desribed later in this setion.
Fault plane vs. auxiliary plane
As mentioned in earlier setions, the biggest disadvantage of the foal mehanism is the unambiguity
between the fault plane and the auxiliary plane. I have applied and developed three slightly dierent
approahes in dealing with this problem by deiding whih nodal plane is the fault plane.
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The rst approah is the
Hypoentre plane tting whih needs loations and multiplet information as input. A multiplet is
dened as a set of seismograms with highly similar waveforms. Planes are t through the hypoentres
of every multiplet in a least-squares sense and assumed to be fault zones whih should oinide with
one of the nodal planes of the foal mehanisms.
In the ase that the hypoentres are distributed nearly spherially this approah will fail motivating
the seond approah of dening groups of multiplets that form strutures in spae and determine the
appropriate fault planes by using all events that belong to these groups. Both methods t a plane in a
least-squares sense, thus weighting outliers very strong. The eet is that the struture of a plane in the
hypoentres may be smudged or rotated while it is learly visible if sought visually. Seleting a norm
that doesn't favor outliers that muh like the eulidean norm may help to deal with this problem.
However, I deided to use a simple visual approah by rotating the hypoentres in a visualisation
software (like gnuplot or matlab) and determine the azimuth, as well as the orresponding plunge of
the plane.
Measuring the minimum rotation angle between the previosly estimated fault normal and the two
given nodal planes of a DC yields an objetive riterion for telling the best tting nodal plane to be
the fault plane. If one nodal plane shows a signiantly smaller angular dierene as the other and if
this dierene is smaller than a given threshold angle, then it is taken as the orret fault plane.
Clustering of fault plane normals is an eet that is expeted for a given population of hypoen-
tres that are distributed on a ertain fault plane. Then the slip vetors all point in the same or nearly
same diretion if the stress eld is homogeneous. On the other hand, if there are variations in the
stress eld, the slip vetor diretions also vary. In the latter ase, all foal mehanisms have a ommon
fault normal, so a lustering of the normal vetors should be observable.
For a given set of foal mehanisms M = {M1, ..,Mn}, both possible slip unit vetors ~si1 and ~si2 are
alulated for every event i = 1, ..., n. Then the four angles φijk = cos
−1(< ~s1j , ~sik >) between ~s1j and
~sik with j, k ∈ 1, 2 are alulated for eah subsequent event i = 2, ..., n. If the indies j and k of the
smallest of these four angles dier, ~si1 and ~si2 are swapped. In the end one of the sets S1 = ~s11, ..., ~sn1
and S2 = ~s12, ..., ~sn2 ontains vetors with a small variability in the diretions (the fault normals) while
the other set therefore ontains the most probable slip diretions.
Rotated projetions of the foal mehanism are used for a visual hek for the orretness of the
previously obtained information whih nodal plane is the fault plane. The previous methods desribe
how to distinguish between fault plane and auxiliary plane by dening unit vetors and introduing
minimum rotation angles between them. The only way to hek the quality of the estimation using
the diretion vetors only, is to look at the diretion of the normal axes to see if they really point in
similar diretions.
Another approah is not to use the lower hemisphere of the foal sphere for visualisation of the moment
tensor, as usual, but any arbitrary semi-sphere whih is projeted into the plane whih subdivides it
from its ounter part, as illustrated in g. 2.5. I deided to selet a semi-sphere whose utting plane
is vertial. This is ahieved by rotating a given MT by an arbitrary angle about the vertial axis (to
math e.g. the strike) and then about the two horizontal axes (or vie versa), respetively. I all this
projetion the bak hemisphere projetion.
First, the foal mehanisms are transformed into their appropriate moment tensors beause tensors
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of how to obtain the bak projetion of a moment tensor: a) a moment tensor
with DC-part Φ = 228o, δ = 78o, and λ = −8o; b) to math a previously determined fault plane with
azimuth of 138o, the moment tensor is rotated about φ = 180o − 138o = 42o lokwise with respet
to the Z-axis; ) rotation about −90o about the N-axis whih results in the bak projetion of the
western semi-sphere; d) rotation about −90o about the E-axis whih results in the bak projetion of
the northern semi-sphere
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are rotated by matrix multipliations and an then be deomposed again for visualisation. These are
rotated about the vertial axis by the same angle as the plane indiated by the hypoentres and then
about the new x′- and y′-axes (rotated N- and E-axes, respetively), resulting in two perpendiular
bak hemisphere projetions. For normal and reverse faulting mehanisms, if the x′-axis is dened
as being parallel to the strike of the hypoentre plane, then the rotation about the y′-axis results in
a bak hemisphere projetion that displays one nodal plane as a straight line whih subdivides the
surrounding irle while the other indiates the slip diretion. Unfortunately this does not work for
strike-slip mehanisms. The bak projetion that resulted from the rotation about the x′-axis then
allows to read the dip angle of the fault.
The mathematial bakground is overed in linear algebra. The rotation of a tensor value is ahieved
by multipliation with rotation matries. Two rotation matries an be ombined to one matrix R
by multipliation of the two single rotation matries as shown in eq. 2.6 where Dx and Dz represent
rotations about the x-axis and the z-axis, respetively. Transformations of tensors are performed
as dened in eq. 2.8 where T is the original tensor, P represents some transformation matrix (the
equality of P T and P−1 holds for orthogonal row vetors of unit length), and T ′ is the transformed
tensor. Together we have the tensor rotation given in eq. 2.9 where R denotes the ombined rotation
matrix, M is the original moment tensor, and M ′ is the rotated moment tensor.
Dx(α) =

 1 0 00 cos(α) sin(α)
0 −sin(α) cos(α)


(2.5)
Dz(γ) =

 cos(γ) sin(γ) 0−sin(γ) cos(γ) 0
0 0 1


(2.6)
R(α) = Dz(α) ·Dx(90
o) =

 cos(α) sin(α) 0−sin(α) cos(α) 0
0 0 1

 ·

 1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0

 =

 cos(α) 0 sin(α)−sin(α) 0 cos(α)
0 0 0


(2.7)
T ′ = P−1 · T · P = P T · T · P (2.8)
M ′(α) = RT (α) ·M ·R(α) =

 cos(α) 0 sin(α)−sin(α) 0 cos(α)
0 0 0

 ·M ·

 cos(α) −sin(α) 00 0 0
sin(α) cos(α) 0


(2.9)
Relative magnitude of moment tensors
The moment magnitude Mw is the most desired value if the strength of an earthquake is sought. It
is alulated from the seismi moment M0 by: Mw = 2/3 ∗ (log10
M0
N.m − 9.1). On the other hand,
the seismi moment is related to the fault geometry of the earthquake and the shear modulus µ:
M0 = µ ·A · u¯ where A is the area of the fault and u¯ is the average slip.
In a relative moment tensor inversion, the strength is alulated relative to a referene mehanism:
Mr = M0,i/M0,ref . Using this the moment magnitude of the relative event an be determined by
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solving for M0,i. The moment or moment magnitude are useful for stress inversions if input data are
weighted by their magnitude, and may be subjet to future studies.
2.3.2 Relative reloation
For the eetive alulation of stress eld inhomogeneities, it is neessary to know the loations or-
responding to the foal mehansims very preisely. Geiger (1910) developed one of the rst loation
tehniques by expanding an expression for the arrival time as a sum of origin time and travel time
into a Taylor Series. The preission of the loation depends highly on the auray of the arrival time
piks whih are in the best ase ∆t = ±.01s for loal earthquakes and up to some seonds for large
teleseismi events.
Assuming a rustal P-wave veloity of around vP = 7km/s this results approximately in errors of
|∆~x| = 700m for loal events to |∆~x| = 70000m for teleseismi events. The key for the alulation of
loations with higher preision is to enhane the pik auray. Another approah is the master event
loation tehnique (e.g. Douglas, 1967; Spene, 1980; Peppin et al., 1989, et.). The idea is to use the
maximum of the ross orrelation funtion or the linear trend in the ross spetrum like desribed by
Poupinet et al. (1984) to alulate arrival time dierenes with a preision of few miliseonds resulting
in a relative loation auray of about |∆~x| = 40m. The absolute loation auray is the same as
for the master event whih is still loalised by a standard loation tehnique.
Slunga et al. (1995) has proposed a method for the aurate loation of earthquakes taking the absolute
loation, as well as the relative loation between the events into aount. They introdue a weighted
sum to be minimised onsisting of arrival time residuals and arrival time dierene residuals. A similar
approah has been proposed by Waldhauser and Ellsworth (2000) using the double dierene whih
is omputed by the sum of the dierene between both theoretial arrival times and the dierene
between the absolute arrival times for all possible event pairs. The program hypoDD implements the
latter method and for the sake of its availability as open soure software this method has been hosen
for this study. It is one of the most aurate reloation tehniques that has been widely used during
the past years. The input to this method are arrival time dierenes obtained by ross orrelation
measurements, weights, oarse previous loations, as well as the station geometry and a veloity model
of the underground. The output are preise reloations of the input events together with an origin
time, takeo angle and azimuth of the rays from all reloated events to all stations, and residual values
to estimate the loation auray.
For the reloation of the 1997 swarm, seismograms from the stations of the loal seismi network
WEBNET (Horálek et al., 2000) whih has already been presented in g. 1.29 have been used. It is
well suited to loate events in the Nový Kostel foal region, beause of its good azimuthal overage
with maximum azimuthal gaps of about 100 degrees to the north and to the east. Additionaly, the
foal depth an be observed with good auray, beause of the station NKC whih is loated diretly
above the main ative region.
2.3.3 Coherene analysis
In many earthquake sequenes (like earthquake swarms or aftershoks) groups of nearly idential
seismograms an be observed at dierent stations if the network onguration does not hange during
reording. Suh similarity is found for earthquakes with similar soure-time funtions and magnitudes
in the same stress eld (moment tensors) as stated by Poupinet et al. (1984). Deihmann and Garia-
Fernandez (1992) reviewed many related papers and say that all authors show that the hypoentres
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of earthquakes luster tightly in spae and suggest that the reason for the similarity of waveforms is a
ommon foal mehanism.
Similarity of seismograms an be measured objetively by alulating the orrelation oeient from
ross orrelation funtion values. Given a ertain threshold that depends on the quality and type of the
waveform data, two seimograms are said to be similar if the orrelation oeient alulated from them
extends the threshold. For a large set of events there may exist similarity between dierent subsets.
Suh subsets of similar seismograms are alled multiplets and there are several possible approahes to
dene them. The simplest is to assume the similarity relation between two events to be transitive, i.e.
if a is similar to b and b is similar to  then a is similar to . However Maurer and
Deihmann (1995) desribe a more omplex algorithm involving data from all stations of a network
whih I adopted beause of its usability for a seismi network. It is desribed in appendix A.2.3. For
this work I modied the algorithm to be appliable to three omponent seismograms.
Modied ross orrelation funtion
In eq. 2.10 two one-omponent seismograms xi(t) and xj(t) are used to alulate the orrelation
funtion Φij(t). This is quite suient for stations that reord the vertial omponent only but means
a loss of information in the ase of three-omponent registrations. In my diploma thesis (Reinhardt,
2002), I deided to use only the vertial seismograms for both the P-phase and the S-phase. Sine
in many ases the P-phase is polarised in the vertial diretion while the S-phase osillates in the
horozontal plane, it may also be useful to use the Z-omponent for the P-phase and a transversal
seismogram omputed from the horizontal reordings and the bakazimuth for the SH-phase. For the
latter ase the loation of the appropriate events must be known to rotate into the orret diretion.
Φij(t) =
+∞∫
−∞
xi(t) · xj(t+ τ)dτ (2.10)
The most straightforward approah is to use all three omponents. The basi problem is that the
orrelation funtion is salar while the seismograms are vetor valued funtions, so an appropriate
mapping (i.e. f : IR3 × IR3− > IR) has to be hosen. In the work of Aster and Rowe (2000) and
Rowe et al. (2002), quite sophistiated aproahes are made to dene suh a mapping. However, there
exists an innite number of suient mappings but only three very simple approahes are presented
here. The rst suggestion presented in eq. 2.11 is to alulate the Eulidean norm (or any other
p-norm) of the two three omponent seismograms ~x(t) and ~y(t) respetively whih are substituted into
the integrand of the orrelation integral. The disadvantage of this approah is the loss of polarity
information. The seond proposal is to projet the three omponent seismograms onto the z-axis as
shown in eq. 2.12. The advantages and disadvantages of this method haven't been analysed, yet, but
it is lear that this method introdues also loss of information. Finally, the third approah is to use the
anonial salar produt of the two seismograms ~x(t) and ~y(t) as given by eq. 2.13. I have deided to
use the last method, beause it takes most information into aount in omparing two three-omponent
seismograms. A omparison of the oherene analysis with one- and three-omponent seismograms is
shown in appendix B.
Φij(t) =
+∞∫
−∞
|~xi(t)| · | ~xj(t+ τ)|dτ (2.11)
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Φij(t) =
+∞∫
−∞
< ~xi(t), eˆz > · ~xj(t+ τ), eˆz > dτ (2.12)
Φij(t) =
+∞∫
−∞
< ~xi(t), ~xj(t+ τ) > dτ (2.13)
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Chapter 3
Appliations
In this hapter I rst desribe the preproessing steps for the automati proessing of earthquake swarm
datasets onsisting of oherene analysis, reloation, and relative moment tensor inversion using the
1997 swarm as example. I present inversion results for the regional homogeneous stress eld and,
nally, the appliation of the inhomogeneous stress analysis is presented for both the 1997 swarm and
partly for a dataset of hydraulially indued seismiity at the German deep drilling borehole, KTB,
2000. Although data for the 2000 Vogtland/NW-Bohemia earthquake swarm is available, the 1997
swarm has been seleted beause of its unusual nature ompared to other swarms in the region (for an
overview of the geometries of reent swarm see Fisher and Horálek, 2000).
3.1 Data preparation
The Disussion in the previous hapter onerning the identiation of inhomogeneities in the stress
eld shows that as many foal mehanisms as possible should be known. In this hapter, two datasets
originating from the Czeh Vogtland/NW-Bohemia region and the german KTB drilling site are anal-
ysed. In the KTB region, there are 125 foal mehanisms from the 2000 hydrauli fraturing experiment
available (Bohnho et al., 2004), so an inversion will be likely to be suessful. For the 1997 swarm,
70 absolute and relative moment tensors are available (Dahm et al., 2000) while the swarm onsisted
of more than 2000 events. Motivated by this irumstane, an automated relative moment tensor
inversion is applied to enlarge the dataset.
During the oherene analysis, whih is the rst preproessing step, groups of similar seismograms and
preise relative arrival time dierenes for P- and S-phases are determined. The latter are used as
input for a relative reloation of the hypoentres, enhaning the loation auray. Finally, amplitudes
of P- and S-phases are determined automatially and are used as input for a relative moment tensor
inversion. In the last part of this setion the result of a literature review with regard to foal mehanism
and moment tensor data for the area Vogtland/NW-Bohemia as a basis for a regional stress inversion
is presented.
3.1.1 Coherene analysis
For the suessful appliation of a oherene analysis of waveforms, several prerequisites have to be
fullled (see setion 2.3.3). The earthquake swarms in the area Vogtland/NW-Bohemia have been
reorded with the permanent seismi network WEBNET (Horálek et al., 2000). The waveform data, P-
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and S-phase piks, and loations obtained using a master-event loation tehnique have been provided
by Fisher and Horálek (2000). A small soure volume of about 1km3, similarity of soure-time
funtions and ommon fault planes have already been indiated by Fisher and Horálek who were able
to subdivide 750 events of the 1997 swarm into eight groups with similar waveforms and representative
soure mehanisms (70 absolute and relative moment tensors have been omputed by Dahm et al.
(2000)). A visual approah has been used for nding waveform similarities. The magnitudes of these
events lie in the range ofML = −0.9 . . . 2.7 and about 85% have a omparable size ofML = −0.3 . . . 0.8.
The results of Fisher and Horálek were one of the motivations for my diploma thesis (Reinhardt, 2002)
where I have applied the oherene analysis desribed by Maurer and Deihmann (1995) to a data set
of about 2000 events of the 1997 swarm. The dataset is redued to 733 events that have been reorded
at least at four stations. Threshold values in Reinhardt (2002) have been adopted from the original
work of Maurer and Deihmann wth the exeption of a slightly modied threshold for the S-phase
orrelation oeient (K = 25%, Tp = 0.0, Ts = 0.8, Tx = 0.5, Ty = 1). The outome have been sets
of multiplet events (MP) with striking waveform similarity. In the early phase of this thesis I have
found that the values of the thresholds have a strong impat on the denition of the MP. So I deided
to reproess the data and to determine threshold values systematially.
The rst step of the oherene analysis is the alulation of orrelation oeients for the P- and S-
phase of seismograms. The raw data have been ltered with an innite impulse response butterworth
bandpass with 6 poles and orner frequenies of 4Hz, and 30Hz. For stability reasons, I dropped
the weak station CAC with noisy signals and station VIEL, whih reorded only 30 events, from the
set of available stations stiking with the eight stations KOC, KRC, LAC, NKC, SBC, SKC, TRC,
and ZHC (see g. 1.29). The same time windows as in Reinhardt (2002) have been used for both P-
and S-phases (±0.5s around P, and ±1.0s around S). For the automati proessing, I have developed
the program oma desribed in appendix A.2.2 whih alulates three matries ontaining the ross-
orrelation-funtion maxima, the orresponding shift times, and the orrelation oeients for all event
pairs, respetively.
Following the disussion in appendix A.2.1, the parameters K = 0.00, Tp = 0.00, and Ty = 1 are xed.
Now appropriate values for only two parameters Ts and Tx are sought. Ts is varied from Ts,min = 0.50
to Ts,max = 1.00 and Tx from Tx,min = 0.30 to Tx,max = 1.00. These ranges have been hosen beause
a signiant similarity of waveforms is desired and beause there are only few values in the modied
network orrelation matrix below Tx,min. A grid spaing of ∆Ts = ∆Tx = 0.01 has been seleted and
a oherene analysis for eah parameter set has been performed. I have written the program ohana
that implements the algorithm of Maurer and Deihmann whih is desribed in appendix A.2.3. The
output parameters for the grid searh are the number of MP (NMP) and the number of events in these
MP (NEV). I have introdued an MP size threshold of ve to keep the omplexity low. As a riterion
for an aeptable parameter set, it is demanded that as many events as possible should be divided into
as many MP as possible. As a norm for the grid searh approah I alulate the perentages of the
maxima of NMP and NEV, and multiplied both. The result of NMP, NEV, and the perentage are
shown in g. 3.1.
There are only few spots with high values in g. 3.1 ), and there is only one parameter pair showing an
absolute isolated maximum. I hoose the parameter values K = 0%, Tp = 0.00, Ts = 0.84, Tx = 0.67,
and Ty = 1. This set leads to the denition of 19 MP whih onsist of 489 events in total. For simpliity
I drop all MP of size 5 to 7, keeping 457 events in 13 MP whih means a loss of 32 events for further
proessing but a better overview of the results. The appropriate similarity matrix and the multiplet
sizes for MP of at least size eight are shown in g. 3.2. Table 3.1 gives a statisti of MP sizes. The
olor odes whih are assoiated to the dierent multiplets are used for all further proessing steps.
Comparing the multiplets identied in this work with the groups determined visually by Fisher and
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Figure 3.1: Result of the grid searh over the oherene analysis parameters Ts and Tx: a) number of
MP of at least size 5; b) number of events in MP of at least size 5; ) seletion riterion: multipliation
of perentages
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Figure 3.2: Result of the oherene analysis for the 1997 swarm: a) unsorted similarity matrix, where
dots indiate similarity between events; the matrix is symmetri; b) sizes of 13 multiplets ontaining
at least 8 events
MP size 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 16 17 19 21 25 55 231
no. 174 20 6 3 5 1 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 1
total events 174 40 18 12 25 6 16 9 48 34 19 21 25 55 231
Table 3.1: Number of single events, doublets, and MP with 3 up to 231 events from a dataset of 733
events of the 1997 swarm
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Group no. of events Multiplet no. of events no. of shared events
in group in multiplet
A 187 2 231 145
4 9 4
AB 24 2 231 7
B 145 6 17 5
7 55 44
9 25 18
10 17 14
12 19 16
C 35 2 231 31
D 102 1 16 14
8 21 19
E 24 2 231 12
4 9 3
5 8 2
F ? - - -
G 16 11 16 12
H 19 3 16 16
Table 3.2: Comparison of multiplets determined using the oherene analysis in this work with groups
previously dened by Fisher and Horálek (2000)
Horálek (2000) shows that most multiplets an be assoiated to groups, as summarised in table 3.2. As
expeted, the largest multiplet 2 is subdivided and assoiated to dierent groups. Multiplet 13 an't
be assoiated at all and multiplet 4 is assoiated partly to groups A and E. All other multiplets are
related to exatly one group. The reproessing of the oherene analysis for the 1997 swarm leads to a
more reliable result ompared to Reinhardt (2002) beause three omponent seismograms and a more
reliable seletion of threshold values have been used for the oherene analysis.
3.1.2 Reloation
For the reloation of the events of the 1997 swarm with the program hypoDD (Waldhauser and Ellsworth,
2000) initial hypoentres have to be known. I have used the loations obtained from the master event
loation done by Fisher and Horálek (2000). The arrival time dierenes and the appropriate weights,
alulated as the square of the orrelation oeient are taken from the oherene analysis. The
veloity model for the loation has been adopted from g. 3 of Fisher and Horálek (2000). The
hypoDD input le for the reloation is shown in appendix A.3.
From the preise arrival time dierene measurements obtained during the oherene analysis pseudo
travel time dierenes are alulated using the atalogue origin times (gendt from Reinhardt (2002)
is used to reate the dt. le needed by hypoDD). By this proedure I have been able to use an
initial set of 17281 dierene times for the P-phase and 98957 dierene times for the S-phase. The
signiantly lower number for the P-phase an be explained by the fat that there is a smaller number
of P-phase waveforms that are similar to eah other.
Fig. 3.3 shows one horizontal and two vertial projetions of the obtained hypoentres of events that
have been assoiated to multiplets olored in the orresponding multiplet olor. Two main features
an instantly be identied by the signiant dierene in the appropriate strike diretions. There is
one large multiplet that dominates the NNE-SSW striking feature and another luster whih is built
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up by at least ve single multiplets striking ESE-WNW.
The analysis of the ourene time of multiplet events indiates dierent types of ativity. Some
multiplets are ative only for a very short timespan while others are ative over the omplete swarm
period (g. 3.4). There are also mixed types and all have dierent starting times.
To get a better understanding of the strutures that an be seen in the hypoentre plot, I deided to
analyse the distribution of multiplets in spae by grouping them and trying to identify at strutures
that an be interpreted as fault zones. Using this riterion I have been able to identify three multiplet
groups. They onsist of 3, 6, and 4 multiplets, respetively. Fig. 3.5 shows the hypoentres in two
perpendiular vertial setions together with strike and dip angles for the estimated planes of weakness.
The orresponding fault planes are assumed to have the same orientation and loation.
3.1.3 Relative moment tensor inversion
The previous results are used to alulate a large number of relative moment tensors using a number of
well studied earthquakes as referene mehanisms and analysing the radiation patterns of other soures
relative to them (Dahm, 1996). I have deided to use 70 absolute moment tensors from Dahm et al.
(2000) as referene mehanisms. After ross heking available waveforms a number of 59 referene
events have been seleted. For the appliation of this method takeo and azimuth angles for all events
with respet to all stations have been extrated from the hypodd output le hypodd.sr generated
during the reloation proess. The amplitudes that are needed for the moment tensor inversion have
been piked in an automated mannner.
Automati phase amplitude piking
The rst step to determine where to pik amplitudes relative to some template event with a similar
waveform is trivial if the pik for the template event is known. Two output parameters of the oherene
analysis are used. The relative arrival time allows to preisely pik the orret amplitude for all similar
events if a referene time is given. The orrelation oeient enables me to determine the quality of the
time measurement. I have developed the program det-tpl-ev whih seeks sets of similar waveforms
and builds lusters so that further operations an at on only these subsets. The algorithm is to nd
the largest set rst, remove the orresponding events from the set to be searhed, and iteratively repeat
these steps until all events are added to subsets. In the majority of possible ases the last few lusters
will ontain only one event and only the largest subsets may be used for further proessing.
The most hallenging problem is to determine the orret referene time. The rst approah has been
to pik the phase amplitude manually for some template event that is similar to as many other events as
possible by means of a high orrelation oeient. This is in ontradition to the goal of an automated
proessing. Therefore I developed a method that objetively determines a stable referene time. The
idea is to shift all similar seismograms relative to an arbitrary referene time and stak the resulting
normalised seismograms. Fig. 3.6 shows that the staking operation will be a great suess beause of
the extremely high similarity of waveforms.
The next step is to pik the absolute maximum as the phase amplitude. Relative to the orresponding
time the amplitudes of all similar seismograms are piked subsequently. For a P-phase the vertial
seismogram omponent and for an S-phase both horizontal seismogram omponents are used. In the
latter ase both omponents are staked and the referene times are piked separately. In some ases,
the maxima of eah omponent will be found at slightly dierent times (g. 3.6). For both omponents
the losest absolute maximum on the other omponent is sought. I deided to selet the pik with
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Figure 3.3: Projetions of 454 hypoentres for the 1997 swarm events; upper left: epientre map; upper
right: vertial projetion into the N-Z-plane; lower left: vertial projetion onto the Z-E-plane
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Figure 3.4: Seismiity divided by multiplets for the swam 1997; olor oding is the same as in g. 3.2
the losest maximum on the other omponent (see the following example). A omplete overview of all
automati piks is given in appendix C.
Example: For the staked E- and N- omponent seismograms for the S-phase at station KOC the piks
have been set to ts,E = 1.115s and ts,N = 1.136s, respetively (g. 3.6). The nearest maximum piks
have time dierenes of ∆ts,E−N = 0.001s with respet to ts,E and ∆ts,N−E = 0.007s with respet to
ts,N . In this ase ts,E for the E-omponent is seleted as the phase pik, beause the losest maximum
on the N-omponent is only 1ms away.
Relative moment tensor inversion
After all information needed for the atual inversion has been olleted, the input le (relref.inp) for
the relative moment tensor inversion program (relref) is generated using the AWK sript gen.relref.inp.awk
The output of relref is written to a table ontaining all available parameters that have been deter-
mined. Two parameters, the rank of the inversion problem (should be 6) and the ratio of the smallest
to the largest eigenvalues (should not be too large) are used to establish a quality riterion for the
result.
Error estimate
After all ill onditioned events have been eliminated, 352 moment tensors have been inverted. Together
with the 59 referene events, 411 moment tensors are ready for further proessing. The question arises
how large the error for the whole inversion is. The formal error of the relative moment Mr is aepted
as a good proxy for the reliability of the orresponding single solution (T. Dahm, pers. omm.) while
the distribution of all single Mr errors yields the overall error for the whole inversion. The relative
moment Mr,i of event i is dened by its moment M0,i divided by the average moment of all referene
events < Mref >=
1
N
∑N
k=1Mref,k. The values distribute in the form of a gamma distribution whih
is desribed in appendix A.1. Fig. 3.7 shows a histogram of all relative errors with a bin width of
1 for whih the parameters δ and λ desribing the best tting gamma distribution are sought. The
t riterion is formulated as the squared sum of the dierenes between the measured error and the
appropriate analytial value of the gamma-distribution. The minimum of the error funtion is found
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Figure 3.5: Vertial projetions rotated about the strike angle to identify the dip angle of the identied
fault planes: a) 293 events of multiplets 1, 4, and 7; b) 92 events of multiplets 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 11; )
69 events of multiplets 9, 10, 12, and 13
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Figure 3.6: Waveform similarity and automati phase piking for a group of similar seismograms at
station KOC: a) normalised and shifted seismograms E-omponent; b) the same for N-omponent; )
staked normalised seismogram E-omponent; d) the same for N-omponent
using a grid searh algorithm. The t error and the minimum of the error funtion are shown in g.
3.7 b. The minimum is loated at δ = 3.36 and λ = 0.227 from whih the mean value of µ = 14.8
and the standard deviation σ = 8.1 are derived. The error range therefore is Mr = 6.7 . . . 22.9. The
resulting gamma distribution ts the observed Mr error data very well, as an be seen from g. 3.7 
and d.
Double ouple solutions
The program relref omputes the relative moment tensors, i.e. outputs the six independent parame-
ters of the moment tensor as well as the perentages of the isotropi and the double ouple omponent
together with the two possible slip vetors (yielding the nodal planes) indiated by the latter. The
result of the inversion is visualised by dividing the dataset by multiplets that have been found earlier
in this hapter and the projetion of the foal sphere dened by the slip vetors. Fig. 3.8 and g. 3.9
show the double ouple solutions of all events assoiated to the 13 multiplets.
Fault plane determination using the hypoentre distribution
As disussed in setion 1.4 the stress inversion is stabilised signiantly if fault and auxiliary planes
an be separated. Therefore three methods to solve this problem have been presented in setion
2.3.1. The methods either assume that luster of hypoentres from multiplets are indiating zones of
weakness and thus fault plane orientations or that omposite or ommon double ouple nodal planes of
multiplet events indiate fault planes. Table 3.3, table 3.4, and table 3.5 show the appropriate results
for the multiplet tting, the multiplet-group tting, and the visual tting, respetively. For the latter
I found that 12 of the 13 multiplets an be said to lie on planes while MP 07 extends wide to every
diretion. However, I deided to keep it in the same group together with multiplets 01 and 04 as for
the group-tting for omparison reasons.
Now that planes are assoiated to the multiplet-events, it is appropriate to alulate the angles between
the two nodal planes of the best DC solution for the orresponding MT with fault plane normals
determined by the distribution of hypoentres. Table 3.6 shows the result of the omparison for the
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Figure 3.7: Fitting of the error of the relative Mr error: a) Mr error histogram with a bin width of
1; b) error funtion for gamma-distribution t; red star indiates minimum; ) gamma-distribution for
the minimum (δ = 3.36 and λ = 0.227); d) omparison of error histogram and gamma-distribution
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21002| -4| 58
21101|-43| 76
21501|  0| 55
21601|-12| 80
22101|  0| 76
22202|  0| 58
22203| -1| 84
22401|  0| 97
22502|  0| 99
22601|-80| 55
22701|  0| 84
22901|  0| 30
22903|  0| 45
23301|  0| 71
23602|-44| 79
24001| -2| 95
24301|  0| 51
24902|  4| 72
25301|  1| 93
26001|  0| 63
26901|  0| 76
27101|-10| 94
27202|  0| 89
27304|-18| 51
27501| -1| 79
27507|  0| 89
27601|-19| 46
27604|  0| 66
27606|  5| 35
27701|  0| 58
28101|-77| 57
28905| 13| 66
29304| -8| 68
29401|  0| 94
29701|  6| 69
29702|-50| 82
30101| -8| 95
30202| -6| 86
30301| -8| 71
30801|-34| 23
31402| -6| 38
31503|-29| 23
31703|  0| 86
31802| 10| 10
31901| -9| 14
32101| -1| 28
32201|  0| 22
32601|-32| 25
32901|  0| 89
33101|  0| 80
33201|  0| 81
33501|  0| 57
34502|  0| 66
34701|  0| 97
34704| 23| 20
34901| 48| 60
35303|  0| 90
35304|-22| 54
35306|  0| 89
36101| 33| 58
36201| 26|100
36601| -3| 69
a2) b) ) d)
37001|-11| 85
37004|  0| 93
37006|  0| 48
37101|  0| 48
37102|  0| 37
37401|-44| 64
37505| -3| 95
37602|  0| 96
37603|  0| 91
38001| -7| 90
38101|  4| 54
39101|-46| 43
40801|  0| 74
40901|  1| 51
41101|-49| 79
41301|  0| 48
41602|  0|100
41701| -2| 94
42001|  9| 61
42601|  0| 45
42803|  0| 72
42806|  0| 96
42901|  0| 97
43004|  0| 45
43301|  0| 66
43704| -5| 46
44101|-51| 20
44702|-14| 48
45102|  0| 88
45301|-71| 92
45401|-66| 92
45701|  0| 26
46404|-22| 19
46601|-34| 65
47601|-32| 39
48405|  0| 25
57101| -8| 21
57201| -2| 32
57202| 10| 66
57701|  0| 20
59301|  0| 69
59401| -7| 95
59502|  0| 53
59704|-20| 60
59802|  0| 38
59806|  0| 50
59807|-34| 23
59901|  0| 40
60101|  0| 78
60202|  0| 54
60205|  0| 92
60501| -2| 25
61901|-11| 27
62001|-41| 23
62501|-82| 73
63101|  0| 47
63201|  5| 63
64201|  0| 62
64501|-14| 53
64601|  0| 49
66702|  0| 64
66901|  1| 88
67101|  8| 77
68501|-48| 75
69001|  0| 83
72301|-83| 50
72401|  0| 78
72501|-46| 64
72601|-73| 93
73701| -4| 90
74001|  0| 61
74501| 12| 46
83503|  0| 70
85706|  0| 99
86002|  0| 97
86101|  0| 87
86102|  0| 94
86103|  8| 39
86602|  0| 94
3501| -9| 41
33701|  3| 35
63001|  0| 24
67901| 16| 19
68401| 17| 80
70401|  2| 22
71701|-32| 24
71801|  0| 63
71901|  9| 18
72001|  0| 79
73501| 11| 32
75101|  0| 37
75301| -2| 56
76501| 16| 19
78901|  3| 20
81501|-10| 28
7601|-37| 14
8401|  0| 55
14602|  0| 54
15801| 11| 82
18701|  0| 89
18801|  3| 83
24201|  1| 39
25501|  7| 87
29501| 15| 92
39702|  0| 41
68901| 13| 77
69101|  0| 76
69102|-37| 13
72902| 16| 44
74601|  0| 36
75201| 12| 80
12801|-57| 72
16001|-43| 44
20301|  0| 19
31302|-16| 16
32202|  0| 47
46301|  0| 19
48302|-63| 48
57501|  0|  3
84701|-27| 52
Figure 3.8: 1997 swarm best DC solutions (lower hemisphere projetion) alulated from MT ompo-
nents; numbers above foal mehanisms are event ID, isotropi omponent perentage, and non-DC
omponent perentage of the moment tensor; the olor oding is the same as in g. 3.2 - part 1 of 2
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e) f) g) h) i)
15901| 20| 70
18202|  5| 68
20802|  2| 84
24901|  5| 73
29601| -7| 76
40701| -5| 79
74201|  3| 70
16301|  0|  8
16303|  7|  6
16801| 33| 21
31502| -2|  8
31903|  0| 13
55501|  0|  8
57203|  0| 44
60402|  0| 29
66501|  0| 17
66601|  0| 31
70801| 44| 27
70901|  0| 39
71001| 67| 35
71301| 30| 27
71401|  0| 35
74701| 51| 15
74801|  0| 52
25101| 76| 78
25401| 47| 94
29901| 64| 66
30001|  7| 60
30401| 51| 94
31001| 54| 87
33901| 51| 94
34202| 38| 58
34301| 14| 61
35201|  5| 72
35401| -3| 50
35701|  0| 54
35901|  0| 30
36901|  5| 84
37801| 30| 82
38201| 43| 94
38302|  0| 82
38303| 12| 74
38401| 41| 82
38402| 11| 72
38502|  8| 64
39301| 55| 61
39502| 54| 93
41801| 17| 58
42103| 10| 72
42501| 78| 83
42701| 48| 58
44202| 77| 99
44301|  0| 61
44401| 52| 89
44803| 57| 64
45103| 68| 12
47001|  7| 53
47101| 72| 74
47502|  0| 55
49202|  0| 45
49802| 40| 87
56002|  0|  0
57407| 22| 97
57702| 45| 49
58503| 29| 98
58901| 77| 78
64701|  0| 51
64801| 57| 63
64901| 50| 76
68701|  0| 60
68801|  5| 51
69501| 30| 68
69601|  0| 89
69701| 56| 73
70201|  0| 39
71501| 41| 78
74301| 48| 37
77401|  4| 94
84801| 34| 94
26101|  4| 93
32402|-20| 44
34002| -8| 92
34401| -4|  9
39901|  9| 97
40501| 40| 51
40601|-19| 14
48701| -5|  6
64401| -4| 10
65001| -3| 54
67801| 49| 31
68601| 42| 95
70701| 11| 64
71201| 16| 26
75601| 17| 22
75801| 30| 30
75901| -8|  0
76001| -4|  7
76101|  6| 50
76401|  5| 36
77301| -3| 15 44801| 75| 83
45501| 82| 70
45904| 79| 69
46102| 66| 84
46103|-33|  0
46201| 73| 80
46501| 69| 57
46503| 73| 50
46506| 45| 85
47701| 14| 36
47703|-33|  0
47902| 37| 65
48001| 74| 59
48803| 56| 50
49501| 53| 51
49601| 81| 95
57304| 72| 40
77801|  1| 34
78101|  8| 55
79104| 49| 49
80302| 35| 25
80601| 73| 58
81001| 55| 73
81401|  0| 15
82301|-33|  0
j) k) l) m)
44806| 71| 64
45901| 57| 88
46001|  2| 99
46401|  7| 56
47201| 52| 87
47402| 71| 62
48501| 43| 65
48801| 44| 79
48902| 49| 84
63301|  7| 60
71101| 18| 91
71601| 37| 54
76901|  4| 73
79202| 28| 46
79501| 86| 95
80001| 10| 27
80401| 85| 94
56201|  6| 72
56301|  0| 87
56501| 39|  0
58502|  0| 83
58601|  0| 79
58602|  0| 97
58701|-44| 82
61302|  8| 88
61402| -4| 69
62205|-39|  0
62701|-30| 78
63602|-32| 83
67401| -2| 70
67502|  4| 87
87301|-76| 63
58401| 17| 47
63801| 61| 61
65301| 23| 41
65401|-28|  0
65403| 28|  0
65501|  0| 43
65601|-28|  0
65701| -6| 22
65801| 44| 56
65901|  0| 24
66001| 20| 32
66101| -1| 36
66102| -8| 19
66103| 17| 61
66201|  2| 39
66401| -6| 19
67201|  7| 50
76201|-21| 16
76301| -3| 23
66801|-18|  7
79707|-14| 10
80702| -4| 49
80804| 27| 57
80805|  0|  9
80901| -1| 35
81003| 87| 99
82401|-19|  8
Figure 3.9: 1997 swarm best DC solutions (lower hemisphere projetion) alulated from MT ompo-
nents - part 2 of 2
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MP avail. MT strike dip mean distane
01 126 246.8 40.2 51.5
02 14 309.5 35.1 55.0
03 11 268.6 54.1 69.2
04 5 354.4 61.6 92.1
05 7 321.1 79.2 90.3
06 10 254.4 45.6 67.7
07 38 9.0 25.6 82.8
08 20 268.5 54.7 65.1
09 20 293.5 51.3 60.7
10 13 298.6 66.7 62.0
11 8 233.9 40.8 38.8
12 16 284.1 50.5 40.7
13 7 294.2 56.0 39.3
Table 3.3: Multiplet groups and available MT together with strike and dip angles of the appropriate
best tting planes; the mean distane is measured from the plane in metres for all hypoentres
MP numbers strike dip mean distane
01 04 07 301.0 40.3 41.5
02 03 05 06 08 11 287.6 67.4 64.0
09 10 12 13 254.4 58.0 30.3
Table 3.4: Multiplet groups together with strike and dip angles of the appropriate best tting planes,
estimated by grouping of multiplets and LSQR tting; the mean distane is measured for all hypoen-
tres in m perpendiular to the plane
MP numbers strike dip
01 04 07 307 68
02 03 05 06 08 11 300 81
09 10 12 13 14 62
Table 3.5: Multiplet groups together with strike and dip angles of the appropriate visually estimated
best tting planes
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MP MP group avail. MT bymp bypg byvi
01 1 126 11.2 53.2 8.8
02 2 14 14.3 21.5 42.9
03 2 11 0.1 9.1 27.3
04 1 5 20.1 80.0 20.1
05 2 7 14.3 14.3 85.8
06 2 10 0.1 20.1 60.0
07 1 38 68.5 79.0 0.1
08 2 20 35.0 45.0 35.0
09 3 20 15.0 5.0 5.0
10 3 13 7.7 7.7 0.1
11 2 8 50.0 12.6 12.6
12 3 16 93.8 93.8 93.8
13 3 7 57.2 57.2 42.9
Table 3.6: Result of the angular multiplet tting (bymp), multiplet-group tting (bypg), and visual
tting (byvi) of planes against hypoentres; the numbers in olumns 4 to 6 give perentage of angles
for whih |angle| <= 30o; boldfae emphasizes the method with the highest rate of plane normal
similarity - deseleted results are indiated in italis
a) b) ) d)
Figure 3.10: Four most populated main fault planes determined from hypoentre distribution: a) strike
Φ1 = 301.0
o
, dip δ1 = 40.3
o
, 101 events; b) strike Φ1 = 300.0
o
, dip δ1 = 81.0
o
, 21 events; ) strike
Φ1 = 254.4
o
, dip δ1 = 58.0
o
, 20 events; d) strike Φ1 = 287.6
o
, dip δ1 = 67.4
o
, 9 events
three dierent methods desribed above. For stability reasons, a maximum angular dierene of 30o
is introdued. There are two multiplets for whih the amount of orretly determined fault planes is
the same for the hypoentre planes given by a single multiplet and the one given by the appropriate
planegroup. For one multiplet this is the ase for all three methods of determining a fault plane
from hypoentres. All these ambiguous multiplets belong to multiplet group 3. I deided to hoose
the method using the multiplet group and drop the result of the method involving single multiplets
beause this method is the least suessful for multiplet groups 1 and 2. Besides, the only ambigous
multiplet that prefers the method involving single multiplets is multiplet 9 whih has a low suess
rate of only 15%.
Table 3.7 summarises the results of the previous paragraphs. For 158 of 295 available MT, the fault
plane an be deteted. I dene main fault planes by ounting the events that lie on the dierently
oriented planes. The four most populated ones are hosen and are shown in g. 3.10. In relation to
these planes' normals, the angles to the nodal planes normals are alulated and used to divide them
between fault plane and auxiliary plane. The result of this analysis is shown in g. 3.11. If the smaller
of the angles is larger than 30o both angles are marked not to be dividable.
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1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
13
N
Figure 3.11: Result of the fault plane determination using hypoentres for 13 multiplets ounted
horizontally from the upper left to the lower right; dots indiate the piering point of the appropriate
unit vetor; the blak dot indiates the normal diretion for the suggested fault plane, red irles
are lustered fault normal diretions and blue irles mark the auxiliary normal; grey irles denote
undetermined axes
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MP no. of avail. no. of det. strike dip
mehanisms fault planes
01 126 67 301.0 40.3
02 14 6 300 81
03 11 3 300 81
04 5 4 301.0 40.3
05 7 6 300 81
06 10 6 300 81
07 38 30 301.0 40.3
08 20 9 287.6 67.4
09 20 3 293.5 51.3
10 13 1 254.4 58.0
11 8 4 233.9 40.8
12 16 15 254.4 58.0
13 7 4 254.4 58.0
Table 3.7: Multiplet no., size, and the number of deteted fault planes together with strike and dip
angles of the best tting planes seleted in table 3.6
Fault plane determination using fault normal lustering
The result of the fault plane normal lustering analysis is shown in g. 3.12. For most multiplets one
partiular luster of axes an be identied. However, for multiplets 8, 11, and 13 the result is ambigous
beause both axes groups are widely spreading over the unit sphere. It is also remarkable that although
a minimum rotation angle riterion has been dened, there are some ases where auxiliary axes are
very lose to the luster and, therefore, the expeted fault normal axis seems far away.
Comparison of hyponentre plane tting and fault normal lustering
Two independent methods for the seletion of one nodal plane as the most probable fault plane have
been presented in the previous hapter. If both methods yield the same result the estimate of the
fault plane is most reliable. For the method of nodal plane seletion by hypoentre distributions three
dierent methods to determine the appropriate zone of weakness have been presented. One of these
has been seleted by ounting the number of smallest rotation angles in relation to the given threshold
angle of 30o. Table 3.8 shows that the estimation of the fault plane using zones of weakness determined
by the hypoentre distribution of single multiplets and of multiplet groups does not lead to desirable
results in most ases if ompared to the fault normal lustering method. For 12 of the 13 multiplets the
visual estimation of the zone of weakness is to be preferred while for multiplet 06, the plane indiated
by hypoentres of the multiplet gives the best result. For events for whih the same nodal plane is
seleted as the fault plane, this plane is xed in the input le to the stress inversion program.
Validation of nodal plane seletion using bak hemisphere projetion
To verify the validity of the orientation of the determined zones of weakness, the bak projetion method
has been applied to all moment tensors that an be assoiated to multiplets. Fig. 3.13 through Fig.
3.16 show that for many events the estimated fault plane oinides very well with at least one of the
nodal planes that belong to the best double ouple derived from the appropriate moment tensor. For
normal and thrust events this method works very well while for strike-slip events it beomes diult
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1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
13
N
Figure 3.12: Result of the fault normal lustering analysis for 13 multiplets ounted horizontally from
the upper left to the lower right; blak rosses denote the normals of the template event; red and blue
dots indiate groups of lustered fault normal diretions
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MP no. of avail. per. per. per.
mehanisms bymp bypg byvi
01 126 41.3 14.3 84.1
02 14 21.4 0.0 57.1
03 11 72.7 0.0 81.8
04 5 0.0 20.0 100.0
05 7 0.0 0.0 100.0
06 10 80.0 70.0 30.0
07 38 5.3 5.3 97.4
08 20 30.0 30.0 50.0
09 20 5.0 30.0 65.0
10 13 23.1 30.8 76.9
11 8 12.5 12.5 87.5
12 16 0.0 0.0 100.0
13 7 0.0 14.3 85.7
Table 3.8: Comparison of the hypoentre plane tting method and the nodal plane seletion methods;
olumns 3 to 5 ontain perentages of idential identied best tting nodal planes
to distinguish whih one of the two nodal planes is related to the determined fault plane. This is
beause both bak hemisphere projetions may be interpreted to oinide with a fault plane (i.e. show
a straight line).
3.1.4 Database of Stress-Indiators
There is a number of publiations available in whih stress measurements for the area Vogtland/NW-
Bohemia in the form of foal meahanisms, moment tensors, or diret stress measurements an be
found. These have been reviewed and the results have been ompiled into a dataset of stress indiators
presented in this setion.
Stress indiators in the area Vogtland/NW-Bohemia inluding KTB
One of the best observed spots near the area Vogtland/NW-Bohemia is the KTB drilling site where
a deep borehole up to a depth of 9101m has been drilled in the early 1980's. Several authors have
reported stress measurements diretly related to the KTB, inluding Zobak and Harjes (1997), Brudy
et al. (1997), Dahlheim et al. (1997), Jost et al. (1998), and Bohnho et al. (2004). Besides several
single events, there is a high ativity of earthquake swarms in the Czeh and German Vogtland region.
Fig. 3.17 shows the loations and the appropriate foal mehanisms and of a seletion of available data
mentioned in table 3.9.
3.2 Inversion for homogeneous stress elds
The methods desribed in setion 2.2 are applied. The right-dihedra method (Angelier and Mehler,
1977) is used to estimate rough ondene limits. The result using the method of Mihael (1984)
is ompared with those from the method of Dahm and Plenesh (2001) and with results published
earlier.
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Figure 3.13: Rotated bak hemisphere projetions for the multiplets identied for the 1997 swarm;
olumns are organised to onsist of three projetions: leftmost is the lower hemisphere projetion of
the best double ouple of the original moment tensor rotated about 360o − φ, where φ is the azimuth
of the zone of weakness assoiated to the appropriate multiplet, the middle double ouple shows the
bak hemisphere projetion in the diretion of the strike of the assoiated zone of weakness and the
right shows the view diretly onto the plane - part 1 of 4
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Figure 3.14: Rotated bak hemisphere projetions for the multiplets identied for the 1997 swarm -
part 2 of 4
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f) g)
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Figure 3.15: Rotated bak hemisphere projetions for the multiplets identied for the 1997 swarm -
part 3 of 4
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k) l) m)

 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 

Figure 3.16: Rotated bak hemisphere projetions for the multiplets identied for the 1997 swarm -
part 4 of 4
Dahlheim et al. (1997) 11 foal mehanisms (1991-1994 KTB-NET)
Brudy et al. (1997) depth prole of the stress tensor (KTB)
Skáelová et al. (1998) 10 foal mehanisms (swarm 1994)
Wirth et al. (2000) 30 foal mehanisms (region Vogtland/NW-Bohemia)
Plenesh and Klinge (2003) 12 foal mehanisms (swarm 2000)
Ibs-von Seht et al. (2004) 7 foal mehanisms (swarm near Marktredwitz)
1 Spannungsinversion
Fisher and Horálek (2004) 134 foal mehanisms (swarm 2000)
Dahm et al. (2000) 70 relative und absolute MT (1997 swarm)
Reineker et al. (2004) 2 stress inversions (near Novy Kostel)
(World-Stress-Map, 20 foal mehanisms (Vogtland swarm 1985/86, et.)
region Vogtland/ 15 hydrauli fraturing measurements
NW-Bohemia, some from KTB) 8 overoring measurements
1 slikenside
7 borehole-breakout measurements
Table 3.9: Publiations ontaining stress measurements and stress indiators loated in the area
Vogtland/NW-Bohemia and its viinity
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12˚00' 12˚30' 13˚00'
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0 10 20
km
KTB
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Figure 3.17: Map showing the epientres of 65 events indiated by grey irles overlain by the appro-
priate foal mehanisms that have been used for the regional stress inversion; magnitudes range from
ML = 0.2 to ML = 3.3
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Author no. of events remark
Fisher (2003) 5 NW-Bohemia swarm 2000, 5 strongest
Plenesh and Klinge (2003) 2 single events Vogtland/NW-Bohemia
Dahlheim et al. (1997) 11 single events Vogtland/NW-Bohemia
Wirth et al. (2000) 30 single events and swarm events Vogtland/NW-Bohemia
Ibs-von Seht et al. (2004) 7 single events, German Vogtland
Bohnho et al. (2004) 5 KTB injetion experiment 2000, 5 strongest
Dahm et al. (2000)
this study (see hapter 3.1)
5
NW-Bohemia 1997 swarm
5 strongest of 70 ∪ 352
Table 3.10: Soures of the input data for the inversion of the homogeneous regional stress eld
Author Site σ1 (az/pl) σ2 (az/pl) σ3 (az/pl) R
This study Vogtland 147 ± 55/ 10± 39/ 238± 16/ 0.4 ± 0.3
9± 7 78± 6 8± 5
Vavry£uk (2002) West Bohemia 156/33 20/48 262/23 0.69
Brudy et al. (1997) KTB 160 ± 10/0 Vertial 250 ± 10/0 0.72
Müller et al. (1992) Western Europe 144 ± 26/0 Vertial 234 ± 26/0 −−
Table 3.11: Comparison of the results from this study with previous work from several dierent workers
The rst subset of data onsists of foal mehanisms and moment tensors from events that oured
over the whole area indiated in g. 1.28 whih have been olleted in setion 3.1.4. The seond subset
of data onsists of the moment tensors estimated in setion 3.1.3 by taking the nodal plane information
into aount. Finally, the third subset of data originates from the KTB drilling site and is taken from
Bohnho et al. (2004).
3.2.1 Regional stress eld
65 foal mehanisms and moment tensors have been olleted for an estimate of the orientation of the
regional stress eld. Table 3.10 gives an overview of the soure of the data, the number of used events,
and a desription where the epientral area is situated.
Fig. 3.17 shows the epientres of the foal mehanism measurements used for the regional stress eld
inversion. Sine there are 422, 132, and 125 measurements available for the 1997 swarm, the swarm
2000, and the KTB, respetively, only the ve largest events in magnitude of eah subset have been
seleted as representatives for the inversion. This prevents strong inuene of these subsets of data
onsisting of many small events.
In many ases where the regional homogeneous stress eld should be analysed the orientation of the
pressure and tension axes (P and T) yield a good estimate. The orientations of the axes for the seleted
dataset are shown in g. 3.18. Aording to the orientation of the P- and T-axes the pattern that is
observed indiates that the σ1-axis must lie on a vertial plane in NW-SE diretion and the σ3-axis
on a vertial plane in NE-SW diretion, respetively. From a logial point of view the minimum and
maximum prinipal axes of stress that math this riterion lie in the horizontal plane, sine the axes
must be perpendiular to eah other. This nding is veried by the result of the right dihedra method
(Angelier and Mehler, 1977) and the energy riterion based inversion (Dahm and Plenesh, 2001)
shown in g. 3.18. The result found with the dataset used here is in good agreement with the ndings
for this region of several authors (see aption of g. 3.18 and table 3.11).
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Figure 3.18: P- and T-axes for the dataset of 65 seleted foal mehanisms whih are taken from
several soures (see table 3.10 for details) and homogeneous regional stress inversion with the right
dihedra method (Angelier and Mehler, 1977) denoted by gray ondene areas and oloured symbols
for the stress inversion after Dahm and Plenesh (2001) in omparison to results for NW-Bohemia
from (Vavry£uk, 2002, triangles), (Brudy et al., 1997, squares), and (Reineker et al., 2004, diamonds):
a) P-axes; b) T-axes; ) σ1 axis ; d) σ3 axis
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Figure 3.19: Same as in g. 3.18 exept for the dataset whih onsists of 133 moment tensors of the
swarm 2000 taken from Fisher (2003) and 408 seleted moment tensors taken from this work
3.2.2 The Vogtland/NW-Bohemia 1997 swarm
The 1997 swarm in the Czeh Nový Kostel area is reported not to be aused by an entirely homogeneous
stress eld by Slanová and Horálek (2000). To verify this nding the moment tensors alulated in
this work and those from Fisher (2003) are ombined and inverted for the homogeneous stress eld.
Fig. 3.19 shows the result whih indiates that the axes are aligned on thin areas on the foal sphere.
Additionaly there are also large areas on the foal spheres visible for whih the possible σ1 and σ3
diretions indiate a wide variety of stress elds that an explain the foal mehanisms of this dataset.
3.2.3 KTB
The same analysis as for the regional dataset and the one for the Czeh swarm region has been applied
to the dataset of 125 foal mehanisms from the 2000 hydrauli fraturing experiment at the KTB
drilling site taken (see Bohnho et al., 2004). The rst arrival polarities of 237 events were used
to alulate 98 single-event foal mehanism solutions. In addition 27 fault mehanisms had been
determined as ompound solutions for groups of earthquakes whih are thought to represent repeated
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Figure 3.20: Depth distribution of 125 events of the 2000 hydrofraturing experiment at the KTB
slip on partiular frature planes. Looking at the depth distribution in g. 3.20, the lak of seismiity
in the depth range from about 6000m to 7500m is notiable. The seismiity above this gap an be
explained by a leak in the borehole asing in about 5.4km depth and that below is related to the
open-hole setion at the bottom of the borehole as desribed by Baish et al. (2002). When looking at
the distribution of the P- and T-axes in g. 3.21 again the observed orientation pattern of the P- and
T-axes indiates that the σ1-axis must lie on a vertial plane in NW-SE diretion and the σ3-axis on
a vertial plane in NE-SW diretion, respetively. Therefore both minimum and maximum prinipal
axes must lie in the horizontal plane, sine the axes are perpendiular to eah other. The validity of
this nding is approved by the omparison with publiations of dierent other authors in table 3.11.
3.3 Stress inhomogeneities
This setion overs the main goal of the work whih is to determine inhomogeneities in the stress eld.
First, some syntheti tests are established to get an idea of the resolution and stability of the method
of soure volume segmentation. Then the method is applied to the dataset of moment tensors for the
Vogtland 1997 swarm and to the foal mehanisms determined during the 2000 hydrauli fraturing
experiment at the KTB (Bohnho et al., 2004).
3.3.1 Syntheti tests
For testing the method of soure volume segmenation, several syntheti test settings are introdued.
Slip vetors are alulated for randomly distributed events using eq. 2.2 assuming onstant and spae
dependant deviatori stress elds with dierent fault geometry settings. The two properties to test are
the stability whih depends on the minimum number of events per box for trying an inversion and the
resolution whih depends on the spatial distribution of events in an inhomogeneous stress eld.
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Figure 3.21: Same as in g. 3.18 exept for the dataset of 125 foal mehanisms from the 2000 hydrauli
fraturing experiment at the KTB drilling site (Bohnho et al. (2004))
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The stability is determined by starting with a minimum number of 6 measurements per box for trying
an inversion to guarantee a one and a half times overdetermined inversion problem (four independent
parameters are sought). This number is inreased until the input stress eld is inverted with an
aeptable small number of outliers.
For the resolution test, the inverted stress eld is ompared with the input stress eld for dierent se-
narios. Four simple test ases overing dierent stress eld and fault geometry distribution onditions
are presented in appendies D.1.1 through D.1.4. The fth test senario is desribed in more detail in
the following paragraphs.
Fig. 3.22 and g. 3.22show a summary of the stability test for three seleted minimum numbers of
events per box for trying an inversion. The test senario is desribed in the aption of the gure. For
the highest onsidered setting of 15, all of the inverted stress diretions show aeptable dierenes
from the original stress eld whose mean σ1 diretion is oriented N-S. Using smaller numbers does not
hange the result too muh until, with a minimum number of 10, some more inversions are taken into
aount. Some of the inverted stresses at the edges of the slie show a slightly larger dierene to the
original stress eld, but are still aeptable, beause the original stress eld is quite variable by ±15o.
By dereasing the value down to 6 measurements per box, with eah step more boxes are tried for an
inversion. However, many of these are not aeptable, so the usage of at least 10 events per box for
trying an inversion is justied.
For the resolution test, the rotation of a syntheti stress eld with depth is analysed in g. 3.24 and
g. 3.25 where the same syntheti dataset as in g. 3.22 and g. 3.23 has been used. It is obvious that
for all depth slies a reasonable stress eld orientation is reovered. Variations regarding the prinipal
stress axis orientations inside the slies an be explained by variations in the event density regarding
the rotation of the prinipal axes of stress (σ1 rotates from −60
o
N to 60o N with inreasing depth).
For a box whih, by hane, inludes many events at its top but only few at its bottom, the resolved
stress diretions will indiate a σ1 diretion with an azimuth angle pointing more to the east.
3.3.2 Appliation to Vogtland/NW-Bohemia 1997 swarm
Soure volume segmentation
In this approah, only those moment tensors of the 1997 swarm have been taken into aount for whih
also a loation is available. These prerequisite allows 408 moment tensors to be analysed. The syntheti
tests in the previous setion imply a minimum number of 10 events per box leading to a segmentation
into 7x7x7 overlapping boxes. The result of the soure volume segmentation is shown in g. 3.26.
When omparing σ1 diretions from dierent depth slies, it beomes obvious that inhomogeneities in
the stress eld exist.
Smoothed stress tensor eld
For the determination of stress trajetories, the omponents of the stress tensors are transformed into
6-omponent vetors featuring the six independent omponents of the stress tensor. These are used as
ontrol points for a 3D-NURBS spline algorithm. For a validity test, the NURBS spline funtions are
evaluated on a regular grid, transformed into stress tensors and ompared to the input data by the
orientation of the prinipal axes of stress. Stress inhomogeneities are evaluated in slies of onstant
depth. The omparison of the NURBS smoothed stress diretions with the input data for the entral
depth slie of the earthquake swarm is shown in g. 3.27. It beomes lear that the stress tensor is
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Figure 3.22: Test for the stability of the soure volume segmentation by dereasing the number of
measurements per box from 15 over 10 to 6 for trying an inversion; the syntheti dataset for the
inversion is alulated using a stress eld rotating with depth with σ2 (yellow square) vertial and σ1
(red triangle) varying from −60o N to 60o N (σ3 - blue triangle - is perpendiular to both by denition);
for omparison reasons only the entre horizontal slie is shown where σ1 lies between −15
o
N and 15o
N; 600 slip vetors are omputed using eq. 2.2 (see setion 2.2) for 200 events on eah of the three main
fault plane orientations identied in setion 3.1.3 whose hypoentres are gauss distributed around the
entre of the soure volume; part 1 of 2
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6Figure 3.23: Test for the stability of the soure volume segmentation by dereasing the number of
measurements per box from 15 over 10 to 6 for trying an inversion; part 2 of 2
obtained orretly by the NURBS algorithm beause the diretion of the smoothed axes are similar to
those of the input data in its viinity. The result for the seven innermost depth slies is shown in g.
3.28.
Stress trajetories
The soure volume's size is about 1000x1000x1000m3 . It has been subdivided into 21 layers of equal
thikness and the trajetories are visualised using the tehnique desribed in 2.1.3. Sine the patterns
for the σ1 and σ3 trajetories, respetively, are quite dierent, they are examined separately.
The σ1 trajetories in the shallowest depth slie 1 are slightly S-shaped with a NNW-SSE orientation
in the North and the South and a NNE-SSW orientation inbetween. This pattern does not ontinue
with greater depth, but a half-S-pattern is visible in depth slies 2 through 5 in g. 3.29 and g. 3.30
whih point to the NNW in the North and to SSW in the South. At the northern edge of the slies 6,
7, 8, and 9 in g. 3.30 and g. 3.31 the trajetory orientation tends to diverge from the NNW to the
NNE. This pattern further develops to a Y-shaped pattern whih is visible in depth slies 10 through
19 (g. 3.32 through g. 3.35) whose legs point to the NW, S, and NE, respetively. Additionally, the
NW leg ends in a onvergene zone in slies 10, 11, 12, and 13 while it is bended with greater depth
to an S-shaped pattern whih points to the E near the foal point of the Y-shaped pattern and to the
NE at its end in slies 14, 15, and 16. In slie 17 the leg points to the W. The NE leg is rotated with
greater depth from NE in slie 10 over N in slie 12 (g. 3.32) over NNW in slie 13 and 14 bak to
N in slie 15 (g. 3.33) keeping this orientation in slies 16 through 19 (g. 3.34 and g. 3.35). The
S leg keeps its orientation over the omplete depth range. In depth slies 14 through 16 (g. 3.33 and
g. 3.34) a seond Y-shaped pattern with legs in the NNW, NE, and S diretion that do not hange
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Figure 3.24: Syntheti test for a resultion estimatie of the soure volume segmentation; for the test the
same syntheti setup with the σ1 diretion rotating from −60
o
N (slie 7) to 60o N as in g. ?? is used;
seven slies in eah diretion have been introdued; numbers denote z-slie: smallest number means
deepest slie; left olumn: P-axes (red triangles) and T-axes (blue triangles) of all measurements inside
a box; right olumn: orientations of prinipal stress axes σ1 (red triangle and projeted unit vetors
as blak line), σ2 (yellow square), and σ3 (blue triangle); part 1 of 2
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Figure 3.25: Syntheti test for a resultion estimatie of the soure volume segmentation; part 2 of 2
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Figure 3.26: Soure volume segmentation 1997 swarm: the seismogeni zone has been separated into
uboids of same size, then a homogeneous stress inversion with all data inside the appropriate uboid
is performed; equal area lower hemisphere projetions of the interseting points with the unit sphere
for σ1 (red triangles), σ2 (yellow squares), and σ3 (blue triangles), together with the axis of the most
ompressive prinipal stress σ1
are shown
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Figure 3.27: NURBS smoothed prinipal stress diretions obtained from the results of the soure
volume segmentation in g. 3.26 for the entre depth slie in omparison to the input stress eld
denoted by grey lines (length is proportional to the osine of the appropriate plunge): a) σ1 (red); b)
σ3 (blue)
their orientation is visible. Its NNW leg is onneted to the S leg of the previously desribed Y-shaped
pattern. South of the swarm entroid the trajetories oming from the NW through the NNE onverge
in depth slies 9 through 16 (g. 3.31 through g. 3.34). The deepest slies 20 and 21 show a nearly
homogeneous, slightly urved stress trajetory pattern whih turns from a E-W orientation in the West
to a NE-SW orientation in the East.
The σ3 trajetories in the shallowest slies 1 and 2 (g. 3.29) indiate almost homogeneity with a stress
diretion WNW-ESE. A onvergene zone develops SE of the swarm entroid in depth slies 3 and 4
(g. 3.29 and g. 3.30). This pattern hanges to slightly urved trajetories whih are visible in depth
slies 5 through 16 (g. 3.30 through g. 3.34). In slies 5, 6, 7, and 8 the legs of the urves point to
E in the West and to SE in the East while in greater depths in slies 9, 10, 11, and 12 the East leg is
bended from SE to E. In slies 13, 14, 15, and 16 the leg is bended even more and points to ENE. A
seond bended feature to the NE from the swarm entre beomes visible in depth slie 11 and 12 (g.
3.32) whih hanges to a divergent pattern visible in slies 13 through 19 (g. 3.33 through g. 3.35)
whose eastern trajetories diverge in diretion from NE to E. In slies 14, 15, and 16 (g. 3.33 and
g. 3.34) a pattern of onvergent trajetories is present at the SW edge of the study area. It looks like
a Y-shaped struture with legs pointing in diretions N, SE, and SW of whih the N leg ends on the
onave side of a bended trajetory trae. Slies 20 and 21 (g. 3.35) show an almost homogeneous
trajetory pattern oriented W-E where only the E part tends to the NE diretion.
3.3.3 Appliation to KTB data
Beause of the gap in the depth distribution for the KTB dataset illustrated in g. 3.20, I deided to
split the dataset at a depth of 6000m into an upper part onsisting of 102 foal mehanisms and a lower
part onsisting of 23 foal mehanisms. The analysis using the soure volume segmentation for the
upper part is given in g. 3.36 and for the lower part in g. 3.37. In both depth parts, the stress eld
does not hange muh inside a depth slie. In the upper part, hanges between the diretions of the
higest and the intermediate ompressive stress (σ1 and σ2, respetively) is observed in the entre and
the lowest slie. It is remarkable, that for the upper part σ1 points preferably in the NNW diretion
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Figure 3.28: Smoothed stress diretions horizontal slies through the tensor volume of the seismogeni
zone of the 1997 swarm, generated with NURBS of degree 1; the seven innermost slies of eleven have
been seleted; stress data is the same as in g. 3.26; opaity indiates the quality of the smoothed
data point (the more opaque the fewer measurement have ontributed to the estimate): a) σ1 (red);
b) σ3 (blue)
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Figure 3.29: NURBS trajetories; left olumn: number of depth slie for referene; entre olumn: σ1;
right olumn: σ3; depth layers 1-3; blak irle indiates hypoentre entroid
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Figure 3.30: NURBS trajetories; depth slies 4-6
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Figure 3.31: NURBS trajetories; depth slies 7-9
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Figure 3.32: NURBS trajetories; depth slies 10-12
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Figure 3.33: NURBS trajetories; depth slies 13-15
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Figure 3.34: NURBS trajetories; depth slies 16-18
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Figure 3.35: NURBS trajetories; depth slies 19-21
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while in the lower part, the diretion of σ1 varies slightly around the North diretion. Beause only
small variations in the stress eld are observed for the KTB dataset, the proessing by means of a
stress trajetory analysis has not been tried.
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Figure 3.36: Soure volume segmentation for the upper part of the KTB dataset (above −6000m,
x = −400 . . . 300m E and y = −500 . . . 300m N of KTB) onsisting of 102 foal mehanisms; left
olumn: P- (red triangles) and T-axes (blue squares); entre olumn: projeted piering points of the
unit vetors of the inverted prinipal axes of stress: red triangles - σ1, yellow squares - σ2, blue triangles
- σ3
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−8800 m
−9200 m
Figure 3.37: Soure volume segmentation for the lower part of the KTB dataset (below −6000m,
x = −100 . . . 700m E and y = −600 . . . 700m N of KTB) onsisting of 23 foal mehanisms; left
olumn: P- (red triangles) and T-axes (blue squares); entre olumn: projeted piering points of the
unit vetors of the inverted prinipal axes of stress: red triangles - σ1, yellow squares - σ2, blue triangles
- σ3
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Chapter 4
Disussion
In this work, many dierent methods have been applied and improved or even newly developed from
srath. A framework of omputer appliations that implement these methods has been setup and
applied to a dataset of seismograms obtained for the 1997 earthquake swarm in the area Vogtland/NW-
Bohemia and partly to a dataset of indued earthquakes from the KTB drilling site. Benets, problems,
and the reliability of the results will be disussed in the following setions.
4.1 Coherene analysis
The most obvious dierene regarding the result of the oherene analysis for the two dierent pre-
proessing approahes using an aausal bandpass lter on 1 omponent seismograms (see Reinhardt
(2002)) and using a butterworth bandpass on 3 omponent seismograms (this work) is that 68% more
events an be assoiated with multiplets using the 3 omponent method (458 against 274), but only
13 multiplets an be identied instead of 14 using the 1 omponent method. The parameter set used
for the determination of multiplets looking at Ts and Tx hanged signiantly. For the 3 omponent
inversion muh higher threshold values are hosen as a onsquene of higher orrelation oeients
resulting in a more restritive distintion between similar events and those that are not similar. There
is one large multiplet identied in the 3 omponent analysis onsisting of over 50% of the events indi-
ating weak linkage between the events. A higher link ratio an be demanded using the Ty threshold
but the impat of this threshold on the result is not analysed in this work. The good agreement of the
multiplets identied here with the visually determined groups of Fisher and Horálek (2000) (setion
3.1.1) shows that the systemati determination of parameters for the oherene analysis yields reliable
results.
There is one aspet to keep in mind when dealing with the automati proessing of orrelation funtions.
The highest inuene on the position of the maximum of the ross orrelation funtion is given by
the largest extremum in the seismograms. The form of the oda of the P- and S-phases depends
on the soure-time funtion whih may have several extrema that may be larger in amplitude than
the rst motion and the amplitude ratio may be altered due to sattering eets. Another reason
an be that multiply reeted waves introdue larger amplitude extrema in the oda for appropriate
reetion oeients. Consequently, wrong time dierenes an be estimated beause not the arrival
time dierene for the rst onset is alulated, but for some later arrival of group of arrivals whih
may have dierent osets to the rst onset for two similar events. This leads to erroneous loations
for whih the error may be in the order of few to some tens of miliseonds resulting in a loation
unertainty of some tens to few hundreds of metres.
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A number of algorithms that are potentially usable for the alulation of a orrelation funtion using
3-omponent seismograms is available. Some simple examples have been presented in 2.3.3 from whih
one has been seleted for the proessing. Aster and Rowe (2000) and Rowe et al. (2002) introdue a
more omplex algorithm, whih may be implemented in future work.
The distribution of orrelation oeients shown in appendix B is quite ompliated. At some stations,
like LAC, the uto thresholds for the P- and S-phase, respetively, an learly be identied. For
other stations, like NKC, a plateau for positive orrelation indiated by a dataset ontaining similar
seismograms is not present at all. Moreover, the intuitively seleted thresholds are not the same for all
stations. These eets should be analysed in more detail in some future study. It may also be a good
idea to selet dierent lter operations for the dierent stations to enhane the result of the oherene
analysis.
Maurer and Deihmann (1995) introdued a very omplex algorithm for identifying sets of similar
waveforms for some network of seismi stations. It depends on ve parameters from whih four are
implemented as threshold values. Two of these, namely Ts and Tx have been disussed in this work, but
the impat on the result of the oherene analysis is not well understood for the two other threshold
parameters Tp and Ty. The parameter for the systemati elimination of potential statistial outliers,
K has been roughly analysed in my diploma thesis (Reinhardt, 2002), but there is still some need for
a more detailed analysis.
In this work the parameter K has been set to 0 sine there are only few stations available. For
networks onsisting of only few stations, it may be onvenient to require at least two orrelation
oeients to be present for the alulation of entries of asymmetrially trimmed mean matrix (see
Maurer and Deihmann, 1995). This may redue the impat of stations that generally show high values
of orrelation beause of e.g. strong site eets or high oherent noise.
4.2 Reloation
Reloations of earthquakes for the 1997 swarm have been ompared for four dierent proessings of
Fisher and Horálek (2000), Reinhardt (2002), and this study using 1 and 3 omponent seismograms,
respetively. Fig. 4.1 shows the distributions of event distanes between four dierent loation datasets.
The largest deviations are found between the master-event-loation dataset and the loations obtained
in my diploma thesis. The smallest distanes are observed for the both datasets alulated in this
work. When omparing the master event loations with those obtained in this work, the distribution
involving the 1 omponent result is slightly thinner. This result is explained by the fat that the master
event loations have also been obtained using 1 omponent seismograms. However, I stik with the
3 omponent loations produed in this work, beause the relative arrival times are estimated very
preisely using 3 omponent seismograms as an be seen from the piks in the shifted seismograms
shown in appendix C. The formal RMS error whih is determined during inversion is quite low for the
ross-orrelation data. For about 6% of the loations the RMS value is 0.001s and for the rest it is 0s.
For the atalogue data, the mean and standard deviation are (0.0093 ± 0.0024)s.
There are several strutures visible in the hypoentre distribution whih have already been disussed
in setion 3.1.3 during the seletion of the fault plane from the two possible nodal planes of a foal
mehanism. Three groups of multiplets have been dened whih represent plane strutures in spae
(see table 3.5) whih are illustrated in g. 4.2. Two of the estimated plane orientations dier only
marginally in azimuth and dip, but an learly be divided.
When the orientation of the apropriate zone of weakness for a multiplet group has been estimated
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Figure 4.1: Distanes in m between the hypoentres obtained using dierent loation tehniques and
data preproessing for pik determination; the four datasets of loations that are ompared against
eah other are those from Fisher and Horálek (2000) (1), from Reinhardt (2002) (2), and from this
work obtained by using hypoDD and arrival time dierenes alulated with butterworth ltered 1
omponent (3) and 3 omponent seismograms (4): a) (1) against (2); b) (1) against (3); ) (1) against
(4); d) (2) against (3); e) (2) against (4); f) (3) against (4)
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Figure 4.2: Orientations of three visually estimated fault planes as intersetion lines with the unit
sphere in lower hemisphere projetion
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Figure 4.3: Vertial projetions of multiplets 02, 03, 05, 06, 08, and 11 rotated about the strike angle
Φ = 320o; a step like struture beomes visible whih is emphasised by thik blak lines
visually, I tried to optimise the view so that a plane beomes visible in the diretion perpendiular to
the strike as in the right part of g. 3.5 b. For this partiular multiplet group, the rotation into a
dierent diretion allows to interpret two dierent dip angles for two parts of the hypoentres. Fig. 4.3
shows a slightly rotated view of this multiplet group where the dierent dip angles have been expliitly
marked. I interpret this onguration as two subfaults whih belong to a fault zone that developed
under the inuene of a palaeo stress eld. The dierene in the dip angles an be explained as the
result of the development as part of a shear zone: One of the planes desribes the main fault and the
other a Riedel shear fault indiating a normal fault setting. This pattern is also in good agreement
with geologial models of normal faulting whih predit steeply dipping fault planes.
During the determination of the orret fault plane using fault normal lustering sometimes the normal
of the predited auxiliary plane is loser to the luster entre than to the predited fault plane that has
been observed in the hypoentre distribution. The reason for this is most likely a faulty seletion of the
template event to whose axis all other axes are ompared to. In this implementation I randomly hose
one of the events as template and ompared the others to this one. However, it is more appropriate to
solve the problem iteratively by rst hoosing one arbitrary template event. Starting from this result,
the mean axes together with their varianes should be omputed. For the subsequent steps, the axis
with the smallest standard deviation should be seleted as the axis to ompare all nodal plane pairs
with. The proedure is to be repeated until either only small hanges in the nodal plane seletion are
observed or the result diverges in whih ase the problem is rendered not to be solvable.
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Multiplet no. of lassiation
assoiated
events
a 229 83 strike-slip, 70 thrust, 76 oblique
b 16 9 obl. normal, 5 obl. thrust, 2 thrust, 1 strike-slip
 15 12 strike-slip, 3 mixed oblique thrust
d 9 7 oblique normal, 2 thrust
e 7 6 oblique normal, 1 strike-slip
f 17 8 thrust, 9 obl. normal
g 55 46 thrust, 7 oblique thrust, 2 strike-slip
h 21 various (no dominant nor major group)
i 25 14 thrust, 4 mixed oblique, 6 various strike-slip
j 17 11 thrust, 4 obl. thrust, 2 strike-slip
k 15 10 oblique normal, 5 mixed
l 19 19 oblique thrust
m 8 5 oblique thrust, 3 mixed
Table 4.1: Summary of the mehanism lassiation of multiplets: boldfae indiates dominating
mehansim types and italis mark major groups in multiplets with various types of mehanisms
4.3 Moment tensors
For omparison reasons, the moment tensor inversion has also been applied to the arrival time dier-
enes obtained in my diploma thesis (Reinhardt, 2002) for whih the result is shown in g. 4.4 and
g. 4.5. 14 multiplets that have been identied and the moment tensors that are not asssoiated to
any multiplet are shown. The similarity of the moment tensors in the multiplets is stronger than for
the moment tensors obtained during the proessing of 3 omponent seismograms in g. 3.8 and g.
3.9. On the other hand, only 274 events have been assoiated to multiplets, so relatively more outliers
are to be expeted if a higher number of events is assoiated to multiplets. This fat is most obvious
looking at multiplet a1 and a2 in g. 3.8 and the seond multiplet oloured in light green in g. 4.4.
In both multiplets, dierent types of mehanisms are present, even though for multiplet a, there is a
higher variety of quite dierent mehanisms.
Most obviously there are three dierent types of mehanisms in multiplet a: a at thrust faulting with
slip diretions WNW-ESE (or steep dip-slip whih is quite improbable), a strike-slip type with strike Φ
WNW-ESE or NNE-SSW, respetively, and an oblique normal faulting whih shares one nodal plane
with the at thrust faulting regime. Some multiplets are dominated by one spei type of mehanism,
others are omposed of one major type and some minor lasses of mehanisms, and the multiplet h
shows a wide variety of event types. The lassiation is summarised in table 4.1.
For further proessing regarding the stress eld inversion, a very important information is whih nodal
plane of the best double ouples represents the fault plane. Two dierent approahes have been applied
and the appropriate results are shown in g. 3.11 and g. 3.12. It is obvious that the approah of
omparing the nodal plane normal vetors with the normal vetor of a zone of weakness identied
using the hypoentre distribution is more stable than analysing the lustering of nodal plane normals.
This is beause in the latter, also unreliable orientations are onsidered to be orret, while in the rst,
these are safely exluded. Therefore, the rst is the method of hoie and its result has been used.
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68401| 11| 83.60
71701| 25| 92.12
71801|-12| 67.41
71901|-69| 85.91
72001| -1| 85.67
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81501|  0| 98.17
3701|-18| 48.36
4601|-10| 80.67
5001|-27| 44.32
5901|-11| 82.27
6501|-18| 57.96
6601|-17| 67.58
6701|-15| 80.52
7201|  3| 69.45
7702|  0| 82.34
8105|-27| 39.88
8301|  0| 80.14
8901|-27| 43.45
9001|  0| 61.37
9101|  0| 74.31
9301|-19| 68.02
9401|-14| 81.16
9403|-12| 76.68
10001| -2| 52.47
12405| -5| 50.43
13001| 13| 66.48
14502|-48| 76.03
14902|-38| 52.84
15301| -1| 64.99
16901|  0| 96.38
16903|  1| 81.76
17201|-30| 65.57
17202|-19| 91.95
18301|-57| 55.18
18601|-19| 96.04
21101|-39| 61.46
21601|-15| 85.13
23602|-65| 75.99
24001|-60| 68.59
26901|-20| 83.17
27202|-42| 68.18
29702|-59| 77.88
30101|  9| 80.87
34701|  0| 97.28
34704| -8| 65.64
35303|-27| 95.79
37001|  9| 78.53
37505|-41| 60.81
41101|-41| 53.60
42001|  2| 78.29
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45102|  9| 54.74
45301|-78| 76.25
45401|-30| 30.19
59401|  2| 50.30
59807|  0| 86.07
72401|-39| 58.62
72501| 21|  2.99
72601|-47| 69.30
86102| -8| 92.13
86103|  3| 87.04
4203|-33| 75.96
4301| -9| 76.08
5601|  1| 68.85
6001| -7| 78.81
10601|-41| 68.77
10603| -1| 63.16
14002|-30| 62.18
18902|-49| 76.41
19002| -1| 88.14
19103|  0| 94.24
19402|  0| 71.74
19502|  6| 72.08
21002|  0| 73.42
25301|  1| 80.87
28905|-39| 65.87
29401|  1| 86.06
37401|-40| 70.60
37603|-34| 66.73
40901|-37| 77.33
41602|  5| 73.20
46601|-39| 67.00
64501|-20| 79.95
64601|-50| 77.95
85706|  0| 81.84
86101|  0| 99.37
7601|  0| 58.35
8401|  0| 91.40
14602|  0| 74.35
15801|  0| 48.41
18701|  1| 78.76
18801|  4| 62.07
24201|  1| 56.42
25501| -3| 75.70
29501|  1| 57.17
68901|  2| 69.51
69102|  0| 35.91
72902|  0| 73.30
75201|  0| 59.29
9502| 23| 68.42
10301|  1| 68.66
13306|-11| 42.48
15201| 24| 41.81
27304| 10| 69.35
27501| -1| 79.11
28101| 14| 44.83
36101|  7| 85.60
59704| 11| 75.63
59901|-10| 75.20
18202|-22|  9.11
20802|  6| 69.64
24901| 11| 69.65
24902| 16| 60.16
29601| 11| 71.96
36601|  8| 70.53
40701|  7| 79.21
69001| 14| 81.63
73701|  0| 89.85
74201|-20| 73.12
25101| 21| 33.86
25401| 19| 32.94
30001| 14| 46.16
30401| 22| 35.55
31001| 27| 34.31
33901| 28| 34.39
39502| 24| 31.31
42501| 23| 32.13
44202| 21| 42.83
47101| 27| 33.90
49802| 16| 32.61
64801| 13| 41.70
64901| 23| 37.48
69701| 27| 66.82
26101|  0| 66.29
26301| 13| 71.82
34002|-44|100.00
34401|  0| 41.44
39901|  8| 96.70
40501| 10| 84.72
48701| 17| 84.14
48702|  0| 12.42
64401| 15| 81.87
67801|  2| 66.69
68601| 24| 97.25
70701| 19| 68.34
75601|  7| 89.92
75901|-13| 17.93
76001|  3| 58.86
76101|  5| 53.75
76102| 11| 44.47
76401|  6| 86.85
34202|  2| 52.42
34301|  1| 52.46
35201|  0| 61.64
35401|  0| 61.57
36901|  0| 55.44
37801|  3| 60.67
38201| 17| 39.31
38303|  0| 58.88
38402|  1| 74.07
38502| 13| 44.74
41801|  1| 79.89
47502|  2| 52.59
57702|  0| 56.19
68801|  0| 66.29
Figure 4.4: 1997 swarm best DC solutions (lower hemisphere projetion) alulated from moment
tensors using arrival time dierenes obtained by analysis of 1 omponent seismograms ltered with
an aausal 4 − 30Hz bandpass; numbers above foal mehanisms are event ID, isotropi omponent,
and non-DC omponent of the moment tensor - part 1 of 2
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48902| 23| 49.85
49103|  1| 61.63
49301|  4| 69.91
49501| 19| 54.05
49601| 23| 47.78
57304| 16| 52.33
57407|  9| 47.42
58101|  9| 78.80
60901|  1| 70.27
62401| 18| 87.86
63301| 10| 62.87
65201| 12| 75.02
71101|  0| 82.57
71601| 12| 63.40
76701| 20| 67.27
76801| 10| 54.68
76901|  4| 73.43
77801|  4| 83.57
78201| 17| 69.92
79104|  0| 72.66
79107| 21| 67.76
79202|  6| 79.76
79301|  7| 71.09
79501| 33| 54.92
79901|  0| 92.10
80001| -1| 93.89
80401| 35| 60.71
80601| 27| 46.14
81201|  9| 40.42
81701| 17| 98.30
82101| 10| 89.94
82301| 45| 61.39 56501|  0| 57.18
58701| -1| 44.91
61302| -2| 61.25
61402| -8| 65.68
62205|  0| 64.08
62701|  0| 50.44
67303| -2| 77.41
67401| -7| 88.52
87301|-16| 79.61
58401|  9| 56.77
63801|  2| 90.55
65301|  2| 31.07
65401|  1| 21.65
65403| -2| 33.73
65501|  0| 54.52
65601|  0| 23.81
65701| 16| 80.18
65801|  3| 27.97
65901|  6| 23.19
66001|  4| 27.68
66101|-18|  7.81
66102|  0| 20.24
66103|  5| 21.65
66201|  3| 21.96
66401|  1| 24.71
67201| -1| 31.59
76201|  0| 48.72
76301| 25| 97.23
66801| 12| 93.82
70001|  7| 82.28
79504|  0| 58.70
79701| 11| 82.30
80301|  9| 23.67
80302|  2| 99.10
80702| 10| 96.71
80804|  0| 49.86
80901|  0| 59.87
81001|  8| 99.53
81003|  6| 84.57
82401|  4| 34.22
Figure 4.5: 1997 swarm best DC solutions - part 2 of 2
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4.4 Automated relative moment tensor inversion
The rst approah in determining phase amplitudes was to pik the amplitude and the appropriate
time manually. Seismograms from a group of events that are onneted by high orrelation oeients
were shifted and plotted together. Then a ommon extremum was hosen and the appropriate time was
piked. Knowing the absolute time of a referene event, the times for the other events were determined
by applying the relative arrival time dierene subsequently.
In this work the manual amplitude piking is exhanged by an automati algorithm. An extremum
that is shared by all seismograms is identied and for all of them the appropriate loal extremum is
seleted. For all events the deviation in time from to the loal extremum to the shared extremum
is alulated. Sine there are several shared extrema the one with the smallest standard deviation
regarding the time dierenes to the loal extrema in the seismograms is seleted.
This algorithm may lead to erroneous results if the polarity of the waves is not orretly estimated.
This eet may explain why on one hand many events are assoiated to multiplet 1 by analysis
of waveform similarity but the moment tensors are diverse. Therefore, a better algorithm for the
automati determination of amplitudes for the moment tensor inversion has to be established in future
work.
For the algorithms that selet a fault plane from the two possible nodal planes, dierent results are
obtained. The algorithm that uses the similarity of nodal plane normal vetors to a normal vetor
assoiated with a zone of weakness determined by hypoentre distribution provides a stable result,
looking at the normal lusters in g. 3.10. On the other hand, the result of the nodal plane normal
lustering algorithm selets some nodal planes wrongly, as an be seen in g. 3.12. This eet is
espeially visible for multiplet 1 where there are atually three normal lusters visible. In suh a
situation this algorithm fails. This eet may be redued by introduing an algorithm that selets the
template normals by some luster riterion, i.e. rst lusters are sought, the template axes are dened
as mean axes of these lusters and the nodal plane normals are ompared to these suessively.
4.5 Stress inversion
Dahm and Plenesh (2001) suggest in their approah in inverting for the homogeneous stress eld
to rst seek the minimum inversion error for a number of foal mehanisms systematially. Then the
algorithm distinguishes between fault plane and auxiliary plane of a foal mehanism by seleting the
nodal plane whih results in the smallest formal error as the fault plane. This may be erroneous if
both nodal planes are unfavourably oriented and their error is similar in magnitude. To minimise this
problem, I suggest to modify both steps of the algorithm. In the rst step, only events that show
signiant dierenes in the error for the two nodal planes should be onsidered. This may be ahieved
by a bootstrap approah where a number of events is seleted randomly and the onguration with
the smallest error is seleted. Then all events whih allow for the seletion of the fault plane from the
smallest error are seleted as basis. The seond step is modied so that in a rst pass only events with
two signiantly dierent error values are seleted and the remaining events are treated as proposed
by Dahm and Plenesh.
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4.6 Stress eld inhomogeneities
In this setion, rst the visualisation tehnique for stress trajetories will be disussed. Later ertain
inhomogeneities in the stress eld that have been identied in this study will be related to stress
patterns and an interpretation in the ontext of the tetoni setting in the region will be given.
4.6.1 Smoothing stress trajetories
In this work NURBS have been suessfully implemented to alulate smoothed stress trajetories
from stress measurements assoiated to positions on a regular grid in spae. The result of the stress
inversion is given in the form of three angles desribing the orientation of the prinipal axes of stress
and the stress shape ratio whih is transformed into a representation as a deviatori stress tensor.
These tensors have been used as ontrol points in the NURBS denition formula whih results in a
smoothing eet. For one and two dimensional NURBS problems, there exist two basially dierent
algorithms to deal with data. The rst interpolates between the measured values by adjusting the
ontrol points so that the NURBS values oinide with the measured values. The seond approximates
a NURBS with fewer ontrol points to t the data in a least squares sense. Both algorithms are well
established for one and two dimensional problems but need to be adopted for stress trajetories in
three dimensional spae. This is beyond the sope of this work but should be onsidered in future
work.
4.6.2 Visualisation tehnique
A simple approah for the visualisation of stress inhomogeneities has been implemented. The basi
onepts are the traing of trajetories by using the orientation of prinipal stress axes and a xed
vetor length to step along the trajetory. Although this approah leads to the identiation of stress
inhomogeneities, it may fail in areas where the trajetories are strongly urved.
The algorithm onsists of three steps. First, a grid of equally distributed points is dened in the volume
of interest. Then, these points are used as starting positions from whih to alulate trajetories in the
positve and negative diretion of the prinipal stress unit vetors. Finally the volume is subdivided
into a number of layers of onstant thikness and all parts of trajetories are projeted onto the top
of the layer. If the number of seed positions and the vetor length for stepping along the trajetory
are seleted appropriately, inhomogeneities in the stress eld an be identied. However, there are
more advaned visualisation tehniques for trajetories for whih e.g. Beker (2004) gives a omplete
overview. He develops a new 3 omponent method to trae the movement of freely movable partiles
in a veloity eld by illuminating the traes with dierent olours. This method an also be aplied to
stress trajetory data and should be onsidered in future work.
4.6.3 1997 Vogtland/NW-Bohemia swarm: stress inhomogeneities
The rst part of g. 4.6 shows how a regional stress eld is disturbed by a loaded mode-II rak
(see setion 1.3 for its denition) whose stress eld is alulated under the assumption that it extends
ininitely in the diretion perpendiular to the viewing plane. The stress trajetories are bended and
seem to "ow" around the edges of the rak. The stress eld related to more omplex rak models
whih allow the rak walls to be urved, whih allow σ2 to vary, or whih x the rak length in all
three diretions of spae will look more omplex. Also, if more raks are present, their stress elds
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Figure 4.6: a) and b): Syntheti stress trajetories for a 300m long, mode II rak (gray thik line),
extending innitely in z-diretion (Pollard and Segall, 1987); ) and d): Comparison with patterns
found for the 1997 earthquake swarm; σ1 is oloured red and σ3 is oloured blue
will be superposed, inreasing the omplexity of the stress eld.
The stress trajetories that have been determined for the 1997 swarm are very omplex in that they
are urved almost everywhere (e.g. lower part of g. 4.6). The S-shaped struture whih is visible in
layers 1-9 (g. 3.29 through g. 3.31) indiates the presene of a uniform perturbing feature over a
wide depth range that shows a faint similarity with the stress pattern visible at the edges of a mode-II
rak.
An interpretation of the loation and orientation of possible raks using the pattern of a single loaded
shear rak is diult, beause suh a simple pattern an't be found anywhere in the volume under
study. However, to do so, it would be neessary to systematially analyse stress patterns that result
from the superposition of single rak stress perturbations using dierent rak models.
To understand the strutures in deeper layers, I reall the onept of neutral points whih indiates
that the two prinipal axes of stress in 2-dimensions are equal in magnitude as dened in e.g. (Ramsay
and Lisle, 2000, pp 709). Examples for the shape of stress trajetories in the viinity of neutral points
in 2D are given in g. 4.7. In three dimensions, the ourene of neutral points an be interpreted by
minimum and maximum horizontal stresses, σh and σH , respetively, of equal magnitude.
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Figure 4.7: Examples for neutral points, taken from (Ramsay and Lisle, 2000, g. 28.14, p 709); left:
trajetories onverging near the neutral point; right: trajetories diverging near the neutral point
In layers below the C- or S-shaped struture, whih is visible in layers 1-9, a neutral point an be found
in the σ1 trajetories in layers 10-19, a. 200 − 250m N of the entroid moving slightly to the E in
greater depth. The patterns in layers 20-21 neither speak against its presene nor do they deny it. A
seond neutral point develops in layer 13, a. 200m E of the entroid and is present down to layer 18.
In layers 9-16, 300m s and 100m W of the entroid and in layers 7-13, 300− 400m N and 100− 200m
W of the entroid there are areas visible where the trajetories are onverging. These are loated at
the edge of the measurement volume, so it is diult to deide if they represent real features or only
artifats due to unertainties introdued with the smoothing algorithm. Example layers visualising the
previously desribed features are presented in g. 4.8 and g. 4.9. In the σ3 trajetories, features of
the stress eld are not so obvious as for σ1. There are some onverging features at the edges, similar
to those desribed for the σ1 trajetories, but they are only faintly visible.
The neutral points, desribed above an be interpreted as the result of the superposition of the stress
eld perturbation of dierently oriented faults or zones of weakness. The trajetory pattern for the
mode II rak in g. 4.6 shows diverging trajetories in the middle of the rak and onverging
trajetories at its edges. Assuming that the perturbation of the stress eld of zones of weakness show
a similar pattern, suh an be interpreted to be loated diretly at or near the neutral points. Beause
of the omplexity of the trajetory patterns it is diult to tell the orientation of the fault zones. For
the neutral point that is visible in layers 10-19 an orientation of about NW-SE is most likely, while for
the neutral point in layers 13-18 a related fault zone may be either oriented NNW-SSE or NE-SW.
Another possible soure for stress inhomogeneities is a uid lled avern that is impermable at its rim.
Suh a struture indues a radial symmetri stress eld and a superposition of several suh elds may
also result in the development of neutral points. There are no radial symmetri features visible, so
the presene of spherial uid hambers an be exluded as reason of the inhomogeneities with high
probability.
In the previous hapter, zones of weakness have been derived from the distribution of hypoentres
whih belong to dierent groups of multiplets. Fig. 4.10 shows the trajetories in three dierent
depth layers together with the hypoentres that lay in the same layer. In depth layers a and b, the
trajetory pattern for σ1 is quite simple and only hypoentres belonging to multiplet group 1 and
2 (whih are assoiated to similar zones of weakness) are visible. In greater depth, layer  shows a
omplex trajetory pattern for σ1 together with hypoentres from all three multiplet groups under
study. The appropriate patterns for the σ3 trajetories look muh more simple, but they also beome
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Figure 4.8: Result of the visualisation of stress trajetories: layers 3, 8, and 12; left olumn: σ1 (red);
right olumn: σ3 (blue); blak irle indiates entroid of hypoentres; thik blak lines emphasise
trajetory patterns; yan irle indiates a neutral point
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Figure 4.9: Result of the visualisation of stress trajetories: layers 13, 15, and 18; left olumn: σ1 (red);
right olumn: σ3 (blue); blak irle indiates entroid of hypoentres; thik blak lines emphasise
trajetory patterns; yan irles indiate neutral points
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more omplex with greater depth.
These ndings an be interpreted with a model of interating zones of weakness from whih one is
present in the whole volume of interest while the other is only present in the deeper part. In the
shallow part, there is no interation and the inhomogeneities are therefore simple, but in the deeper
part, the perturbing stress elds of at least two zones of weakness are superposed, thus leading to
omplex trajetory patterns inluding neutral points and zones of diverging and onverging stress
trajetories.
4.6.4 Estimating stress magnitudes from stress trajetories
For two dimensional stress pattern analysis the urvature of stress trajetories an be used for the
determination of stress gradients. Assuming a state of equilibrium for a surfae element, the Lamé-
Maxwell equations given in eq. 4.1 an be derived from the body- and surfae-fores ating on the
element. There, σ1 and σ2 are the prinipal stress diretions, s1 and s2 are distanes along the respetive
trajetories, and θ1 is the angle measured ounterlokwise between the x-axis and the σ1-diretion.
This is a omplete set of partial dierential equations that an be solved by posing a boundary value
problem and nd its solution using onventional solver algorithms. These equations an be extended
for three dimensions and applied to the trajetories obtained by the methods presented in this work.
The appliation may be subjet to future work.
∂σ1
∂s1
+ (σ1 − σ2)
∂θ1
∂s2
= 0
∂σ2
∂s2
+ (σ1 − σ2)
∂θ1
∂s1
= 0
(4.1)
4.6.5 KTB dataset analysis
The dataset of 125 indued earthquakes from the KTB drilling site has been analysed in setion 3.3.3.
The appliation of the soure volume segmentation has proved that there are are only marginal lateral
inhomogeneities in the stress eld, although a rotation with depth is observed. Beause there are
obviously no strong inhomogeneities, stress trajetories are not analysed.
4.7 Mehanisms for earthquake swarm triggering
With respet to tetoni features, the area Vogtland/NW-Bohemia is haraterised by the intersetion
of the Eger Rift with the Mariánské Lázn¥ fault system, CO2-rih mineral springs, and the periodi
ourene of earthquake swarms (see e.g. Weise et al., 2001). For the latter, there exist two priniipally
dierent models to explain the phenomenon. One model takes tetoni mehanisms into aount
and the other deals with uids like asending magma lled raks (dikes). Examples of both kinds
are presented in the following setions and tested as possible auses for the swarm ativity in the
Vogtland/NW-Bohemia earthquake swarm region.
4.7.1 Faulting
Many authors like Poupinet et al. (1984) and Deihmann and Garia-Fernandez (1992) have reported
waveform similarity in tetonially ative regions. The general model to explain this phenomenon is
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the stress trajetory patterns for the 1997 swarm with the hypoentres
of dierent groups of multiplets (blue: multiplet group 1, magenta: multiplet group 2, turquoise:
multiplet group 3)
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Figure 4.11: Histogram of the isotropi omponent
rupture on a ommon fault plane whih has been aused by a homogeneous onstant stress eld. In
agreement with this model Hainzl (2004) reported suessive rupturing for the 2000 swarm. Due to
stress drop during the rupture proess, the stress eld will be altered resulting in a typial pattern of
stress trajetories. Fig. 4.6 shows that suh a pattern an be found using the moment tensors obtained
by the 1-omponent inversion result. This nding is valid only for a small part of the soure volume
but there is no evidene for a large ommon fault plane on whih slip ours.
4.7.2 ISO part of the moment tensor
From the moment tensor, its isotropi part (ISO) an be extrated as ISO = σ11+σ22+σ333 ·
100%
M0
. The
isotropi moment tensor omponent depends linearly on the volume hange in the soure and thus an
be physially explained by openening and losing of raks or an isotropi radiation pattern like that of
an explosion. Sine there are several spas and mofettes in the region (Bankwitz et al., 2003), possibly
expanding or migrating uids may be disussed in relation to the ISO omponent.
Fig. 4.11 shows a histogram of the isotropi omponents of all available moment tensors. Most moment
tensors don't have a signiant ISO 6= 0. The seismiity, the ISO, and the mean relative moment are
plotted against time in g. 4.12. The isotropi moment, whih is dened as Mr,ISO = Mr ∗ ISO, is
depends linearly on the volume hange during an earthquake. Fig. 4.13 shows the rate of the isotropi
moment and its sum against time.
There are phases in whih the seismiity is dominated by events with a signiant ISO while most of
the time ISO is nearly vanishing. The rst phase of "ISO ativity" from day 14 to day 16 of january
1997 is dominated by negative ISO. It is followed by a phase from day 16 to day 19 with positive ISO
of small magnitude in the beginning and a large rise at the end. Then the positive ISO is small again
from day 19 to day 22 and it follows a phase with no signiant isotropi energy release from day 22
to day 27 until a step like rise of positive ISO is observed. The remainder of the swarm from day 27
to day 29 laks isotropi dominated events.
The ISO might be related to migration of uids. In this ontext, the negative gradient in the develop-
ment of ISO in the beginning might be interpreted as being aused by uids that migrated out of the
seismogeni zone, resulting in losure of raks. The positive ISO might be related to a re-entering
of uids ausing an overall volume inrease of raks. From ISO, a volumetri hange assoiated to
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Figure 4.12: Analysis of the isotropi omponent of the relative moment tensors for the 1997 swarm:
a) seismiity rate; b) mean isotropi omponent rate; ) mean Mr (relative moment) rate
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Figure 4.13: Analysis of the isotropi omponent of the relative moment tensors for the 1997 swarm:
d) isotropi relative moment (ISO ∗Mr) rate; e) umulative relative isotropi moment
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the soure mehanism an be obtained if either a spherial symmetri soure or a tensional rak is
assumed, as presented by Müller (2001) and shown in eq. 4.2 where λ and µ are the elasti parameters
and M = 1/3(M11 +M22+M33) is 1/3 of the trae of the moment tensor. Using these formulas, ISO
of the relative moments obtained during the relativ moment tensor inversion, and the salar moments
of the referene events, the volumetri hange may be determined in a subsequent study.
∆Vspheric =
M
λ+2µ/3
∆Vcrack =
M
λ+2µ
(4.2)
A ritial omment on this interpretation is that the ISO omponent derived from the moment tensors
is assumed to be generated oseismi, i.e. during the rupture proess with the rupture veloity whih
is about 70% of the appropriate S-wave veloity (or less in rare speial situations like slow earthquakes
whih rupture at about 50% or less of the S-wave veloity). Fluid ow, on the other hand, is assumed
to be small if it has to open a narrow rak that was losed before the earthquake. For instane, the
asend veloity of a magma dyke is in the order of about 1m/s whih is idential to the veloity of
rak opening.
A solution may be the model of Dahm and Brandsdottir (2004) where the isotropi soure is assumed to
be triggered, but deoupled from the shear rak soure while both soures are radiating simultaneously.
The volume soure onsists of a uid lled dike whih has a possible length of few to several km and
a thikness of cm to several m. This model may be applied for the peaks of negative and positive
isotropi moment in g. 4.13 between days 14 and 16, and around day 18 and 27, respetively .
Gas triggered earthquakes
Weise et al. (2001) have proved that the ontents of gases olleted at the Eisenquelle mineral spring
has been altered after an earthquake swarm on Deember 4th and 5th, 1994. They have analysed the
ratio of arbon and helium indiator isotopes whih normally haraterises a gas origin near the Earth's
Mantle. They nd that the ratio hanges and onlude that the fration of gases originating from the
rust inreases. They further onlude that the seismi ativity has been triggered by migrating uids
whih inrease the pore pressure and therefore redue the fritional strength of the material. This
makes the material more likely to fail. The triggered earthquakes set free rustal uids and Weise
et al. state that this ontamination has aused the alteration of the gas isotope ratio.
I interpret signiant hanges in ISO for the relative moment tensors of the 1997 swarm as volume
hanges due to the migration of uids. Therefore I suggest that the redution of the fritional resistane
due to the presene of uids is the mehanism for triggering the earthquakes of the 1997 swarm.
4.8 Conlusions
In this work, a oherene analysis involving 3-omponent seismograms has suessfully been applied to
a dataset of 733 events reorded by the seismi network WEBNET situated in West Bohemia, Czehia,
for the 1997 earthquake swarm near Nový Kostel. Initial loations have been provided by the network
operators and together with the results of the oherene analysis in the form of preise arrival time
dierenes these are provided as input to the double-dierene reloation algorithm implemented in
the program hypoDD. From the hypoentres, laminar strutures have been derived, giving a good idea
of the strutures in the depth range of about 8500-9500 m. The orientation of these zones of weakness
an help to distinguish between fault plane and auxiliary plane for foal mehanism data.
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Previously determined referene moment tensors, the azimuths and take-o angles between the events
and the stations together with amplitude information derived from the arrival time dierenes and the
appropriate orrelation oeients as weights are fed into the relative moment tensor inversion program
relref. The inversion has been problemati in the way that for some multiplet groups the moment
tensor were not similar to eah other. However, the analysis of fault and auxiliary plane shows that also
for these multiplet groups the nodal plane orientation is onsistent with the previously determined zones
of weakness indiating that the result is at least partly orret and aeptable regarding the automati
proessing. The right-dihedra method is fed with the best double ouple solutions of the moment tenors
and proves to indiate the presene of stress inhomogeneities well. Finally, the inversion for loal stress
eld inhomogeneities has been suessfully applied. From the soure volume segmentation alone it
is possible to roughly estimate the orientation of stress inhomogeneities by means of the diretion of
the prinipal axes of stress. Traing stress trajetories reveals dierent patterns in them helping to
interpret omplex tetoni features.
All in all, a framework onsisting of four basi seismologial analysis tehniques, namely oherene
analysis, reloation, relative moment tensor inversion, and stress inversion featuring the systemati
determination of stress eld inhomogeneities has been developed. Many tools have been implemented
in the AWK programming language, in the form of BASH shell sripts, and as C++ programs. The
single proessing steps are onneted through result les. The output of one program serves as input to
the other, onverted to some usable format if apliable. This framework may be used for the analysis of
any dataset of seismograms reorded by a seismi network for whih the events have been loated, i.e.
phase piks for the P- and S-phase are available and for whih the data is available in GSE 2.0 format
(Provisional GSE 2.1, 1997). The framework may be extended at either end, e.g. an automati phase
piking algorithm may be attahed prior to the oherene analysis or an automati stress trajetory
pattern analysis tool may be applied after the trajetories are determined. The tools used for the single
proessing steps may be exhanged by those whih implement other tehniques or new branhes may
be introdued, e.g. a hypoentre pattern determination tool may be applied right after the reloation,
or the salar moment of the moment tensors may be used by some magnitude analysis tool. This
framework is intended to be applied to many more datasets and will hopefully be used and enhaned
intensively.
Strong stress inhomogeneities within the small soure volume of about 1km3 of the 1997 Vogtland/NW-
Bohemia earthquake swarm have been identied. Although the responsible struture annot be resolved
easily due to the omplexity of the problem, it beomes lear that plane-like, small features disturbed
the regional stress eld during the time of the swarm ativity. The stress trajetories found in the
volume under study did not oinide with the regional stress eld expeted from the Alps push. They
point in totally dierent diretions whih means that either the result is not stable at the edges or that
there are more strutures in the viinity that ause further perturbations of the regional stress eld.
Sine zones of weakness with dierent orientation are identied, it is likely that the earthquake swarm
oured in a region where fault systems are rossing whih is in good agreement with the tetoni
setting (very old, highly faulted rust; Eger Graben and Mariánské Lázn¥ fault system exposed at the
surfae). The ndings are onsistet with a uid (gasses or magma) injetion in a highly faulted region
and the earthquakes are possibly triggered by gas movement. However, a purely tetoni model annot
safely be exluded as possible ause of the swarm.
While strong stress heterogeneities have been found for the 1997 swarm, only small stress inhomo-
geneities have been identied for the KTB region during the time of the 2000 hydrauli fraturing
experiment.
This work is the rst attempt to resolve small sale loal stress inhomogeneities in great detail in the
soure region of an earthquake swarm. Only spatial patterns have been studied, but the method would
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in priniple be able to resolve temporal hanges of stress, additionally.
The stress patterns that have been found are omplex and it was not yet possible to relate them to
simple soure models. However, this does not mean that the stress inhomogeneities are not reliable.
The stress inhomogeneities from a rossing and inlined, nite area disloation is expeted to look
quite omplex in three dimensions, espeially when overlayn by an additional regional stress eld and
superposed with stress perturbations aused by other features of omparable omplexity.
Future work should aim to develop models and theories to better understand omplex stress inhomo-
geneities as the ones found in this work.
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Appendix A
Programs and algorithms
This appendix serves as a referene to the usage of the developed programs and sripts. Available
ommand line options are explained and simple examples are given. For many proessing step there
exists a sript alled jobs.sh that gives an overview how and in whih order the programs involved
should be used.
A.1 Gamma distribution
When analysing the distanes between events for a given orrelation oeient threshold and for
the analysis of the error of the relative moment during the relative moment tensor inversion (see
setion 3.1.3) the distributions of the parameter under study have the form of a gamma distribution
(e.g. Papoulis, 1984, pp. 103-104) whose probability density funtion is dened in eq. A.1. x is
the observable while δ and λ are parameters desribing the shape of the gamma-distribution. The
meaning of δ and λ in the original denition of the gamma-distribution (whih arises naturally in
proesses for whih the waiting times between Poisson distributed events are relevant) are to ontrol
the "thikness", skewness (degree of asymmetry), and kurtosis (degree of peakedness) of the distribution
and the reiproal of the time between hanges, respetively. In the appliations here these parameters
don't have an obvious meaning, exept that they an be used to alulate the mean and the variane
of the distribution, as dened in eq. A.2 and eq. A.3. The standard deviation is simply the square
root of the variane.
P (x) =
xδ−1λδ
eΓ(δ)
e−λx (A.1)
µ = δ/λ (A.2)
σ2 =
δ
λ2
(A.3)
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number of reording stations 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
number of events 4 21 39 84 168 220 259 192 187 449
Table A.1: Number of events with both P- and S-piks reorded at a given number of stations
A.2 Coherene analysis
A.2.1 Algorithm
The algorithm desribed here is designed to ompute a oherene relation for a given set of seismograms
of events reorded at an arbitrary number of stations. It mostly follows the artile of Maurer and
Deihmann (1995) but also introdues a fundamental hange in the omputation of the ross orrelation
funtion by using all three omponents of the seismogram instead of only one. The ross-orrelation
funtions are alulated between all possible pairs of events at eah station. The algorithm to atually
reate the orrelation relation is desribed in detail in the original work of Maurer and Deihmann and
it is explained to some extent in my diploma thesis (Reinhardt, 2002).
In aordane to the approah in this work, the general steps that lead to the desired orrelation are:
1. alulate orrelation oeients for every event pair at every station
2. set K, Tp, Ty to reasonable values
3. vary Ts and Tx in reasonable intervals
4. alulate oherene relation for every pair of Ts and Tx
5. selet appropriate parameter pair by some objetive riterion (e.g. as many multiplets with as
many events as possible)
Parameter for oherene analysis
The oherene analysis algorithm with its ve threshold parameters denes a highly non-linear proess,
beause of the usage of a step funtion to get rid of unwanted matrix entries. The impat of the
threshold values is disussed only briey in the work of Maurer and Deihmann. In this setion, I will
disuss reasonable parameter settings for K, Tp, and Ty.
The parameter K is used to drop statistial outliers. Beause there are only ten stations and beause
many events are reorded at only few stations, as an be seen from table A.1 , I set K = 0% to avoid
massive loss of information (K = 25%, as proposed by Maurer and Deihmann (1995) would result in
losing 2 of 8 measurements for reordings at eight stations and 1 of 4, 5, 6, and 7 for reordings at
four, ve, six, and seven stations, respetively).
Looking at the histograms of orrelation oeient values in appendix B, in most ases the neessary
tail is visible more learly for the S-phase. But inreasing the parameter Tp will also inrease the
inuene of the P-wave seismograms. Therefore I follow the suggestion of Maurer and Deihmann to
just demand positive P-phase orrelation oeients (i.e. Tp = 0.0).
To nd an appropriate value for Ty, I rst estimate reasonable orrelation oeients for nearby events
In my diploma thesis (Reinhardt, 2002, see g. A.1) I found that the orner frequeny for most events
of the 1997 swarm at far stations is fc = 30Hz and the major frequeny fmajor = 15Hz. In the soure
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depth of about 9000m I assume veloities for ompressional and transversal waves of vP = 6500
m
s and
vS = 3892
m
s respetively (with
vP
vS
= 1.67). One of the prerequisites for two earthquakes to produe
similar waveforms is that the maximal distane of the hypoentres d is at most a quarter of the major
wavelength λmajor. Here I set λmajor =
vS
fc
= 130m, so d =
λmajor
4 = 33m. In omparison to the size
of the seismogeni zone of about (700m)3 this is a quite small distane.
Assuming a ommon fault plane for a small set of aligned earthquakes like in g. A.5, the alulation
of orrelation oeients may result in values like in the matrix shown in eq. A.4. cc1,2 and cc2,3 will
have higher values than cc1,3, beause of the larger distane between events x1 and x3 in the latter
ase. The threshold Ty introdued earlier ontrols the link of multiplets. Setting it to a value Ty = 1
results in this ase to the identiation of one large multiplet M = 1, 2, 3. A higher value Ty > 1
does not identify any multiplet. Event x2 is similar to both events x1 and x3, but the small value cc1, 3
breaks the link between all three of them. I prefer weak links whih result in larger multiplets, so I
pik the value Ty = 1.
For the estimation of most reasonable parameters for the gamma distribution the single steps whih
are desribed below are ombined in a BASH sript. After the probability of inter-event-distane bins is
prepared, a grid searh over the two parameters of the gamma distribution is performed. Then a plot
of the appropriate error funtion is produed and its minimum is sought. To exlude inonvenienes,
the seleted gamma distribution and the input data are plotted together into one gure
cc =

 1.00 0.95 0.700.95 1.00 0.95
0.70 0.95 1.00


(A.4)
A.2.2 Calulating orrelation oeients: oma
The program oma takes a list of seismogram lenames as input and alulates orrelation oeients
for all permutations of seismogram pairs. Output are matrix les that ontain the orrelation o-
eient, the maximum of the orrelation funtion, and the orresponding time. The usage and all
parameters that an be provided to the program is desribed in the following paragraph.
Usage: oma [-h℄ -e events-filename [onf-file℄ [options℄
[-h℄ - print help on basi usage and options
-e events-filename - ontains filenames of GSE 2.1 seismograms
[onf-file℄ - name of onfiguration file (def. oma.nf)
Options:
[-v℄ - verbose (repeat for higher verbosity level)
[-f fL1/fL2/fH1/fH2℄ - aausal bandpass filter
[-p perent℄ - osine taper perentage
[-F foredLen℄ time series will be strethed to $2^{}$foredLen internally
[- or-file℄ name of orrelation oeffiient file (def. .mtx)
[-m max-file℄ name of orrelation funtion maximum file (def. m.mtx)
[-t tmax-file℄ name of orrelation maximum time file (def. tm.mtx)
[-X x℄ output internal time series for event x (files x.[0-6℄..<des>.tx)
[-Y y℄ output seond event; also outputs orrelation funtion
(files y.[0-6℄..<des>.tx and x.y..orr.tx)
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Figure A.1: Staked spetra for stations NKC, LAC, and VIEL for 1997 swarm
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Figure A.2: Event pair distanes for dierent orrelation oeients: a) for all possible event pairs;
b-f) event pairs with cc ≥ value denoted in gure label
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Figure A.3: Error funtion for gamma distribution t against event distanes; olors indiate least-
squares t
The ommon output format is a matrix A = aij in asii format onsisting of one line x y dening the
dimension of the matrix and y lines with x olumns giving the aording values aij with 1 <= i <= x
and 1 <= i <= y. There exists a matrix for every value of time shift (τij), ross orrelation funtion
maximum (ccij,max), and orrelation oeient (ccij).
A.2.3 Computing the similarity relation: ohana
The program ohana is used to perform a oherene analysis following the algorithm desribed by
Maurer and Deihmann (1995). Input are matrix les as generated by the program ohana (see
previous paragraph). Output are several matries ontaining results of intermediate steps and the nal
matrix representing the similarity relation.
usage: ohana [-h℄ [-v℄ [-a℄ [- onf-file℄
-h: print this help
-v: be verbose
-a: swith algorithm for AEL-alulation to own
-: speify onfiguration filename (default: ohana.nf)
Input le format
The format of the input le for ohana is as follows:
K Ts Tp Tx Ty
Nst Nev event-list-filename
st1-event-list st1-Nev st1--P st1--S
.
.
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Figure A.4: Best tting gamma distribution with δ = 2 and λ = 0.018 (red irles) in omparison
to distanes of event pairs with orrelation oeents cc ≥ 0.93 (blak rosses); x-axis: inter-event-
distane; y-axis: propability
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Figure A.5: Sketh of three aligned events on a ommon fault plane; the distane between events x1
and x2 / x2 and x3 is denoted by d
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.stNst-event-list stNst-Nev stNst--P stNst--S
atmP-filename
atmS-filename
nm-filename
mnm-filename
onm-filename
ael-filename
sem-filename
sael-filename
saem-filename
• K, Ts, Tp, Tx, Ty are the threshold parameters
• Nst and Nev are the number of stations and the number of events, respeitvely
• event-list-lename ontains a table with oarse origin time for all events (ID n DD.MM.YYYY
hh:mm:ss.sss)
• stN-event-list ontains a table with oarse P- and S-phase piks (ID n DD.MM.YYYY hh:mm:ss.sss
hh:mm:ss.sss)
• st1-Nev, st1--P, and st1--S are the number of events at this station (also number of entries
in stN-event-list),
A.3 Reloation
A.3.1 Generating dt.
The input le dt. an be reated using the oherene analysis output matries whih ontain the
orrelation oeients and the relative shift times. The latter is onverted to arrival time dierenes
while the rst serves as a soure for appropriate weights. I developed the program gendt whih
performs this onversion and whose usage is desribed in the following paragraph and in table A.3.1
(no. and ID are the same for both the overall event list and the station event list).
output-filename
event-list-filename Nevents
phase
Mstations
station1 threshold1 event-list-filename1 nevents1 -filename1 dt-filename1
.
.
.
stationM thresholdM event-list-filenameM neventsM -filenameM dt-filenameM
The input le used in this work for the P-phase is as follows:
dt.ENZ.P.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output-lename name of output le (hypoDD input le dt.)
event-list-lename name of le ontaining a table: ID no. date origin-time
Nevents total number of events
phase one of P or S
Mstations number of stations
station1 station identier
threshold1 minimum orrelation oeient threshold
event-list-lename1 name of le ontaining a table: ID no. date P-phase-pik S-phase-pik
nevents1 number of events at this station
-lename1 name of matrix le ontaining orrelation oeients
dt-lename1 name of matrix le ontaining relative shift times
Table A.2: Desription of gendt inputle parameters
events/ev.all.mod.lst 712
P
8
NKC .8 events/ev.NKC.mod.lst 729 ../oma/.NKC.P.ENZ.mtx ../oma/tm.NKC.P.ENZ.mtx
KRC .7 events/ev.KRC.mod.lst 708 ../oma/.KRC.P.ENZ.mtx ../oma/tm.KRC.P.ENZ.mtx
KOC .8 events/ev.KOC.mod.lst 639 ../oma/.KOC.P.ENZ.mtx ../oma/tm.KOC.P.ENZ.mtx
LAC .85 events/ev.LAC.mod.lst 549 ../oma/.LAC.P.ENZ.mtx ../oma/tm.LAC.P.ENZ.mtx
SKC .65 events/ev.SKC.mod.lst 645 ../oma/.SKC.P.ENZ.mtx ../oma/tm.SKC.P.ENZ.mtx
TRC .75 events/ev.TRC.mod.lst 273 ../oma/.TRC.P.ENZ.mtx ../oma/tm.TRC.P.ENZ.mtx
SBC .8 events/ev.SBC.mod.lst 179 ../oma/.SBC.P.ENZ.mtx ../oma/tm.SBC.P.ENZ.mtx
ZHC .6 events/ev.ZHC.mod.lst 115 ../oma/.ZHC.P.ENZ.mtx ../oma/tm.ZHC.P.ENZ.mtx
A.3.2 Main hypoDD input le
Here I present the input le for the reloation using hypoDD. Some elds need explanation sine they
dier from the suggestion of the authors of hypoDD . See table table A.3 for details. The iteration setup
is explained below the hypoDD.input listing together with some omments on the resulting iteration
output from hypoDD.
*--- input file seletion
* ross orrelation diff times:
dt.
*atalog P diff times:
../dt.mod.t
*
* event file:
../event.mod.dat
*
* station file:
../station.dat
*
*--- output file seletion
* original loations:
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hypoDD.lo
* reloations:
hypoDD.relo
* station information:
hypoDD.sta
* residual information:
hypoDD.res
* soure paramater information:
hypoDD.sr
*
*--- data type seletion:
* IDAT: 0 = synthetis; 1= ross orr; 2= atalog; 3= ross & at
* IPHA: 1= P; 2= S; 3= P&S
* DIST:max dist [km℄ between luster entroid and station
* IDAT IPHA DIST
3 3 400
*
*--- event lustering:
* OBSCC: min # of obs/pair for rosstime data (0= no lustering)
* OBSCT: min # of obs/pair for network data (0= no lustering)
* OBSCC OBSCT
4 4
*
*--- solution ontrol:
* ISTART: 1 = from single soure; 2 = from network soures
* ISOLV: 1 = SVD, 2=lsqr
* NSET: number of sets of iteration with speifiations following
* ISTART ISOLV NSET
2 2 5
*
*--- data weighting and re-weighting:
* NITER: last iteration to used the following weights
* WTCCP, WTCCS: weight ross P, S
* WTCTP, WTCTS: weight atalog P, S
* WRCC, WRCT: residual threshold in se for ross, atalog data
* WDCC, WDCT: max dist [km℄ between ross, atalog linked pairs
* DAMP: damping (for lsqr only)
* --- CROSS DATA ----- ----CATALOG DATA ----
* NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT DAMP
* Parameter vom 09.08.2006
2 0.01 0.01 -9 -9 1.0 0.5 -9 -9 120
2 0.01 0.01 -9 -9 1.0 0.5 6 4 120
3 0.8 1.0 -9 -9 0.01 0.005 6 4 150
5 0.8 1.0 6 2 0.01 0.005 6 4 160
5 0.8 1.0 6 .3 0.01 0.005 6 4 140
*--- 1D model:
* NLAY: number of model layers
* RATIO: vp/vs ratio
* TOP: depths of top of layer (km)
* VEL: layer veloities (km/s)
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* NLAY RATIO
10 1.67
* TOP
0.0 0.2 0.53 1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 10.0 20.0 32.0
* VEL
4.305 5.05 5.325 5.585 5.86 6.07 6.345 6.745 7.07 8
*
*--- event seletion:
* CID: luster to be reloated (0 = all)
* ID: uspids of event to be reloated (8 per line)
* CID
1
* ID
A.3.3 Running hypoDD
The iteration onguration rst adjusts the loations using arrival time dierenes only from the
atalogue data. Then the riteria beome more restrited resulting in some outliers to be eliminated.
Then the ross orrelation arrival time dierenes are also taken into aount. Beoming more restrited
in the riteria, more and more outliers are deleted. In the end 11 perent of the atalogue arrival time
dierenes and 36 perent of the ross orrelation measurements have been eliminated.
starting hypoDD (v1.1 - 10/2004)... Fri Sep 8 15:56:55 2006
INPUT FILES:
ross dtime data: dt.
atalog dtime data: ../dt.mod.t
events: ../event.mod.dat
stations: ../station.dat
OUTPUT FILES:
initial loations: hypoDD.lo
reloated events: hypoDD.relo
event pair residuals: hypoDD.res
station residuals: hypoDD.sta
soure parameters: hypoDD.sr
Reloate luster number 1
Reloate all events
Reading data ... Fri Sep 8 15:56:55 2006
# events = 733
# stations < maxdist = 10
# ross orr P dtimes = 17338 (no OTC for 0 event pairs)
# ross orr S dtimes = 99351 (no OTC for 0 event pairs)
# atalog P dtimes = 68140
# atalog S dtimes = 66523
# dtimes total = 251352
# events after dtime math = 731
# stations = 10
lustering ...
Clustered events: 730
Isolated events: 1
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parameter value omment
OBSCC 4 also weakly linked pairs are desired beause only few stations are available
OBSCT 4 dito
ISTART 2 there already are good loations so use these to start from
ISOLV 2 sine the numver of events is quite large, SVD is not usable
NSET 5 ve iteration settings needed to smoothly onverge to the minimum loation error
Table A.3: Explanation of hypoDD parameters
# lusters: 3
Cluster 1: 726 events
Cluster 2: 2 events
Cluster 3: 2 events
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 1 Fri Sep 8 15:57:02 2006
----------------------
Reading data ... Fri Sep 8 15:57:02 2006
# events = 726
# stations < maxdist = 10
# ross orr P dtimes = 17281 (no OTC for 0 event pairs)
# ross orr S dtimes = 98957 (no OTC for 0 event pairs)
# atalog P dtimes = 68131
# atalog S dtimes = 66514
# dtimes total = 250883
# events after dtime math = 726
# stations = 10
Initial trial soures = 726
IT EV CT CC RMSCT RMSCC RMSST DX DY DZ DT OS AQ CND
% % % ms % ms % ms m m m ms m
1 1 100 100 100 19 -82.3 47 -59.3 56 79 86 122 40 15 0 69
2 2 100 100 100 16 -14.9 36 -22.0 45 28 20 53 8 21 0 67
3 3 100 99 100 9 -41.4 34 -7.7 42 17 14 22 3 23 0 69
4 4 100 97 100 8 -15.7 32 -3.6 41 11 9 13 2 25 0 65
5 5 100 95 100 51 539.2 6 -80.7 64 58 51 41 7 46 0 74
6 6 100 90 100 13 -74.6 5 -12.7 25 12 16 11 2 42 0 71
7 7 100 89 100 11 -12.8 5 -4.2 25 6 7 6 1 41 0 67
8 8 100 89 94 11 -2.7 1 -82.9 18 4 4 2 0 42 0 76
9 9 100 89 90 11 -0.9 1 -35.6 18 2 2 1 0 41 0 73
10 10 100 89 89 11 -0.1 0 -16.6 18 1 1 1 0 41 0 72
11 11 100 89 88 11 0.0 0 -8.3 18 1 1 1 0 41 0 71
12 12 100 89 87 11 0.0 0 -5.0 18 1 1 0 0 41 0 70
13 13 99 89 65 11 -1.3 0 12.0 18 3 3 2 0 42 0 80
14 14 99 89 65 11 -0.6 0 -2.7 18 2 2 1 0 41 0 76
15 15 99 89 65 11 -0.6 0 -2.7 18 2 1 1 0 42 0 77
16 16 99 89 65 11 -0.4 0 -2.1 18 2 1 1 0 41 0 75
17 17 99 89 64 10 -0.3 0 -1.5 18 1 1 1 0 41 0 74
writing out results ...
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parameter default desription
title no title desriptive title that will show up in the output le
evid evid.sw1997.mod.txt name of le ontaining an event table: ID no.
evst evst.sw1997.mod.txt name of le ontaining a station table (see below)
result result.sw1997.mod.txt result from autoamp
masmom masmom.sw1997.mod.txt referene (master) moment tensor le
out relref.inp name of output le
Table A.4: Desription of gen.relref.inp.awk input parameters
A.4 Moment tensor inversion
In this setion the usage of the AWK sript gen.relref.inp.awk is explained. Its behaviour is ontrolled
via variables that an be given via the ommand line -v <variable=value> mehanism of AWK and
are explained in table A.4.
The format of the input les is as follows:
# input files:
# - evid.sw1997.mod.txt (from ev.all.mod.lst)
# 1) event id
# - evst.sw1997.mod.txt (modified from hypoDD.sr)
# 1) station name
# 2) station no.
# 3) event id
# 4) distane ???
# 5) azimuth from event to station
# 6) takeoff angle for fastest ray
# - result.sw1997.mod.txt (from autoamp)
# 1) station name
# 2) omponent (P, R, T, E, N)
# 3) template event id
# 4) event id
# 5) CC
# - masmom.sw1997.mod.txt
# 1) event id
# 2) 0 (internal format of olumns 3-8 for relref)
# 3-8) m11,...,m33
# 9)Mr
A.5 Inversion for homogeneous stress elds
A.5.1 Right dihedra method
The method has been implemented by Ramsay and Lisle (2000) in a BASIC program. For my thesis,
I translated the ode to C due to the lak of a BASIC interpreter.
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olumns eld desription
1-3 event loation
4-6 foal mehanism (strike, dip, rake)
7-8 azimuth and plunge of P-axis
9-10 azimuth and plunge of T-axis
11 fault plane seletor
A.5.2 Energy based approah
The program stressinv4 implements the homogeneous stress inversion approah of Dahm and Plene-
sh (2001). Its input le is organised as a table onsisting of seven olumns: the rst three are not
used yet (reserved for the event's loation), olumns 4-6 ontain strike, dip, and rake of the event's
foal mehanism, and, nally, olumn seven is used to selet the fault plane from the two nodal planes
indiated by the foal mehanism: 0 - unknown (will be tested for), 1 - plane given by foal mehanism
(same strike and dip), 2 - other nodal plane.
A.6 Inhomogeneous stress inversion
The inversion for the loally inhomogeneous stress eld utilises the method of soure volume segmenta-
tion desribed in 2.1. For the neessary homogeneous stress inversion, the previously mentioned energy
based approah of Dahm and Plenesh (2001) has been used.
Pratially, a set of BASH sripts has been set up to automate the inversion proess. All neessary
information is gathered into one single input le whih is then subdivided aording to the loation
information provided within. The organisation of this input le is desribed in table A.6. The angles
for the denition of the foal mehanism and P- and T-axis are dened aording to Aki and Rihards
(1980). The fault plane seletor is dened as in the previous setion A.5.2. An input le of a spei
data set should reside in a separate diretory to prevent onfusion with other datasets, sine output
les are named in a ommon manner.
To simplify the proessing, the sript svs.sh has been designed to ollet all neessary information at
a ommon plae and to run the sripts that atually perform the proessing (like the stress inversion
itself or plotting of the results) from a entral instane.
The rst sript that is invoked is alled dosi4.sh and its usage is given in the following paragraph.
Its purpose is to subdivide the dataset aording to the seleted number of slies in eah diretion of
eulidean spae and the postition of the single events. The sript may be run in dierent avours by
seleting dierent sets of
dosi4.sh - invert for homogeneous stress field in boxes of onfigurable size
depending on output of hypoDD and relref
usage: dosi4.sh [options℄
options are:
-e name - input: name of events file (loations, fault, PT-axes)
-d name - output: name of diretory to put mis. files into (def. .)
-i name - output: stub of dirname for stressinv4 input (def. si4inp)
-o name - output: stub of dirname for stressinv4 output (def. si4out)
-x boxes - number of boxes in x-diretion (def. 7)
-y boxes - number of boxes in y-diretion (def. 7)
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-z boxes - number of boxes in z-diretion (def. 7)
-D xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,zmin,zmax - fore hypoentre volume
-t thp - threshold for number of events per box (def. 10)
-a - deide to use the awka ompilation instead of plain awk
-s - data is syntheti (influenes plotting preparation)
-v - swith to verbose mode
-m mode - selet one of the following modes (def. ):
 - onstant volume (all boxes have the same volume)
g - growing volume (boxes may have different vol.)
n - nearest neighbors (boxes usually have different vol.)
-h - print this help
The results obtained by dosi4.sh an be visualised by using the sript plot.stress.sh whih is
desribed in the following paragraph. Its output is a set of enapsulated PostSript graphis that
reside in the datasets root diretory. They are stored in a subdiretory alled plot.T.XX.YY.ZZ, where
T denotes the mode of operation and is most ommonly named . XX, YY, and ZZ denote the number
of slies in the appropriate diretion.
plot.stress.sh - plot stress orientations for z-slies
usage: plot.stress.sh [options℄
options are:
-i name - input: stub of dirname for stressinv4 input (def. si4inp)
-o name - input: stub of dirname for stressinv4 output (def. si4out)
-d name - in/output: dir where mis. files are/for plots (def. .)
-x boxes - number of boxes in x-diretion (def. 7)
-y boxes - number of boxes in y-diretion (def. 7)
-z boxes - number of boxes in z-diretion (def. 7)
-t thp - threshold for number of events per box (def. 10)
-s - data is syntheti (stress axes instead of PT-axes are plotted)
-b - plot a boundary with tik-marks around the slies
-p - plot with perspetive
-v - swith to verbose mode
-m mode - selet one of the following modes:
 - onstant volume (all boxes have the same volume)
g - growing volume (boxes may have different vol.)
n - nearest neighbors (boxes usually have different vol.)
-h - print this help
Finally, the results an be summarised in a LaTeX doument using the sript mk.stress-plot-tex.sh.
By its invoation, a PostSript le named by the dataset and the mode of operation is generated:
D.T.ps, wher D is the dataset name and T denotes the mode.
mk.stress-plot-tex.sh - generate and ompile LaTeX overview of SVS results
usage: sh mk.stress-plot-tex.sh [options℄
-t texout - name of LaTex output file
-d name - input: dir where plots are (def. .)
-m mode - selet one of the following modes:
 - onstant volume (all boxes have the same volume)
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g - growing volume (boxes may have different vol.)
n - nearest neighbors (boxes usually have different vol.)
-f - output figures only, but no omplete doument
-h - print this help
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Appendix B
Correlation oeient histograms
The following gures show histograms of the orrelation oeients obtained for events of the 1997
Vogtland/NW-Bohemia swarm reorded at at least four stations of the loal seismi network WEBNET
(Horálek et al., 2000, see introdution, also). For eah station ve dierent ombinations of the three
omponent reordings have been used for either P- and S-phase: a) E-, b) N-, ) Z-, d) E- and N-, e)
all E-, N-, and Z-omponents. The resulting histogram is presented in a lassial fashion where the
histogram bins are arranged from −1 to +1 and, seondly, as an overlay plot of the histogram part
showing negative orrelation oeients abobe the part showing the positive ones. Doing so, a deision
where to put the appropriate thresholds for the oherene analysis is supported.
Many histograms do not show the expeted tail to positive orrelation oeients. This eet is
obvious no matter what kind of lter and whih uto frequenies are hosen. The alulation has
been tried using either an aausal bandpass and a innite impulse response butterworth bandpass and
frequeny bands from 2, 4, 6Hz to 14, 20, 25, 30Hz. As in no setup a tail was visible for all stations
I hose the butterworth bandpass with uto frequenies of 4Hz and 30Hz, beause this lter yields
the best result regarding tail visibility.
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Figure B.1: Histograms of orrelation oeients for station NKC
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Figure B.2: Histograms of orrelation oeients for station KRC
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Figure B.3: Histograms of orrelation oeients for station KOC
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Figure B.4: Histograms of orrelation oeients for station LAC
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Figure B.5: Histograms of orrelation oeients for station ZHC
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Figure B.6: Histograms of orrelation oeients for station SBC
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Figure B.7: Histograms of orrelation oeients for station SKC
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Figure B.8: Histograms of orrelation oeients for station TRC
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Figure B.9: Histograms of orrelation oeients for station CAC
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Figure B.10: Histograms of orrelation oeients for station VIEL
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Appendix C
Automatially generated amplitude piks
This appendix shows the automatially generated piks that have been estimated using the method
desribed in 2.3.1. First the P-phase piks are shown and the seond part overs the S-phase piks. The
seismograms have been ltered with an innite impulse response 4-30 Hz butterworth lter. For the
P-phase, rst a row ontaining an overlay plot of all seismograms that belong to one multiplet followed
by a row ontaining a mean seismogram. The seleted time window is ±.5s around the manual P-pik
of the template event. For the S-phase, rst the overlay plots of the E- and N-omponent of the 3
omponent seismogram are shown, followed by the appropriate mean seismograms. The time window
has been seleted −.2/ + .8s around the S-pik of the appropriate template event. Vertial dashes
indiate the pik position.
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Figure C.1: Automati piks for P-phase (1 of 2)
150
Figure C.2: Automati piks for P-phase (2 of 2)
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Figure C.3: Automati piks for S-phase (1 of 7)
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Figure C.4: Automati piks for S-phase (2 of 7)
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Figure C.5: Automati piks for S-phase (3 of 7)
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Figure C.6: Automati piks for S-phase (4 of 7)
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Figure C.7: Automati piks for S-phase (5 of 7)
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Figure C.8: Automati piks for S-phase (6 of 7)
157
Figure C.9: Automati piks for S-phase (7 of 7)
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Appendix D
Appliation of soure volume
segmentation
Five synthteti tests to analyse the soure volume segmentation tehnique are presented in setion D.1.
Setion D.2 overs the inversion of the relative moment tensor data from setion 3.1.3. Finally, foal
mehanism data from the KTB hydrauli fraturing experiment, 2000 are analysed in setion D.3 and
D.4.
D.1 Syntheti tests
The stability of the soure-volume-segmentation (SVS) tehnique has been tested in ve syntheti
senarios that dier in the distribution of hypoentres, the orientation of fault planes, and the type of
underlying stress eld. The tests are set up as a series that beome more omplex until a senario is
desribed that approximates the Vogtland/NW-Bohemia swarm, 1997. The proedure begins with the
random generation of fault planes. Then slip for the appropriate stress eld is alulated in the form
of a pure double-ouple moment tensors by the forward method of Dahm and Plenesh (2001). Last,
the data is analysed by means of the SVS method with at least 10 events per box. Table D.1 shows
the parameters of the tests and the results are shown in setions D.1.1 through D.1.4.
test name hypoentre fault distribution type of stress eld
distribution
synth-0 equally equally homogeneous
synth-1 equally gaussian around one major fault homogeneous
synth-2 equally equally rotating with depth
synth-3 equally gaussian around two major faults rotating with depth
Table D.1: Syntheti test ases for SVS
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D.1.1 Test 0
Figure D.1: syntheti test 0, 7 slies, z-slies 1, 2, 3, 4
Figure D.2: syntheti test 0, 7 slies, z-slies 5, 6, 7
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D.1.2 Test 1
Figure D.3: syntheti test 1, 7 slies, z-slies 1, 2, 3, 4
Figure D.4: syntheti test 1, 7 slies, z-slies 5, 6, 7
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D.1.3 Test 2
Figure D.5: syntheti test 2, 7 slies, z-slies 1, 2, 3, 4
Figure D.6: syntheti test 2, 7 slies, z-slies 5, 6, 7
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D.1.4 Test 3
Figure D.7: syntheti test 3, 7 slies, z-slies 1, 2, 3, 4
Figure D.8: syntheti test 3, 7 slies, z-slies 5, 6, 7
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D.2 The 1997 swarm
Figure D.9: 1997 swarm, 7 slies, z-slies 1, 2, 3, 4
Figure D.10: 1997 swarm,7 slies, z-slies 5, 6, 7
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D.3 KTB hydrauli fraturing experiment 2000, upper part (z >
−6000m)
Figure D.11: dataset "KTB-hi", 3 slies, z-slies 1-3
Figure D.12: dataset "KTB-hi", 4 slies, z-slies 1-4
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D.4 KTB hydrauli fraturing experiment 2000, lower part (z <
−6000m)
Figure D.13: dataset "KTB-lo", 2 slies, z-slie 1, 2
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Appendix E
NURBS basis
E.1 B-spline urves
In graphis manipulation and painting programs, the standard method to reate smooth urvatures is
the use of Bézier urves. These are ontinuous funtions whih weight and sum a set of ontrol points
to dene the shape of a urve. They have the very undesirable property to tend to polynomials of high
degree if a urve needs to be bent strong loally. This is the motivation for the development of B-spline
urves whih are a generalisation of Bézier urves. One of the most important properties of B-spline
urves is loality whih means that ontrol points aet only their loal surroundings. Therefore the
degree of a polynomial must not be very high to produe high urvatures.
Ni,0(u) =
{
1 if ui ≤ u < ui+1 and ui < ui+1
0 otherwise
Ni,p(u) =
u−ui
ui+p−ui
Ni,p−1(u) +
ui+p+1−u
ui+p+1−ui+1
Ni+1,p−1(u)
(E.1)
The basi onept to aomplish loality is the use of basis funtions, that are non-zero only on a
ertain interval. A given domain [u0, um] is subdivided into one or more intervals by a set of m + 1
non-dereasing numbers u0 ≤ u1 ≤ . . . ≤ um. The ui are alled knots, the ordered m + 1-tuple
U = (u0, u1, . . . , um) is alled the knot vetor and the half-open interval [ui, ui+1) the i-th knot span.
In the ase that some ui are equal, the appropriate knot spans may not exist. If a knot ui appears k
times (i.e., ui = ui+1 = . . . = ui+k−1), where k > 1, ui is a multiple knot of multipliity k. Otherwise,
if ui appears only one, it is a simple knot. If the knots are equally spaed (i.e., ui+1−ui is a onstant
for 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1), the knot vetor or the knot sequene is said uniform; otherwise, it is non-uniform.
The knots between the (usually multiple) knots u0 and um are alled internal knots. Eq. E.1 denes
the B-spline basis funtions where p is the degree and 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 − p denotes the i-th basis
funtion. Figure E.1 shows basis funtions for degrees p = 0 . . . 4 and knot vetors dened in eq. E.2
with m− 2(p + 1) + 1 = 5 internal knots (the reason for seleting a multipliity of k = p+ 1 is given
in the later in this setion).
U = ( 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
p+1 times
, up+1, . . . , um−p−1, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
p+1 times
) (E.2)
Several important properties an be derived easily:
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Figure E.1: B-spline basis funtions for 5 ontrol points dened on the interval 0 ≤ u ≤ 1 marked by
dierent olours; eah ontrol point's ontribution to an interpolated value at a ertain u is given by
the value of the appropriate basis funtion, see text for detailed explanation; the degree p and last knot
index m are a) p = 0,m = 6, b) p = 1,m = 8, ) p = 2,m = 10, d) p = 3,m = 12, e) p = 4,m = 14
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1. Ni,p(u) is a degree p polynomial in u
2. Ni,p(u) is positive for all i, p, and u
3. Ni,p(u) is is non-zero on the interval [ui, ui+p+1) (loal support)
4. on any span [ui, ui+1), at most p+1 degree p basis funtions are non-zero (Ni−p,p(u), Ni−p+1,p(u),
. . ., and Ni,p(u))
5. u ∈ [ui, ui+1) =>
p∑
k=0
Ni−k,p(u) = 1 (partition of unity)
6. if the number of knots is m + 1, the degree is p, and the number of degree p basis funtions is
n+ 1, then m+ 1 = n+ p+ 2
C(u) =
n∑
i=0
Ni,p(u)Pi (E.3)
Equation E.3 gives the denition of the B-spline urve. Here u is the value in parameter spae for
whih an interpolated value has to be alulated, n is the number of ontrol points Pi, and Ni,p(u) is
the orresponding B-spline basis funtion of degree p. In most appliations the knot vetor is uniform
with respet to the internal knots while the edge knots are of multipliity k = p + 1. The reason for
seleting this spei value is that the urve is lamped, i.e. that it is a tangent to the legs of the
ontrol polyline (the line onneting the ontrol points).
The ontrol points normally ontain the user data that should be interpolated but there are also
appliations that seek to t the ontrol points so that they interpolate a given set of data with minimum
error in a least squares sense (see e.g. Lawson and Hanson, 1974, pp. 222).
E.2 NURBS urves
For most interpolation purposes, B-spline urves are ompletely suient. However, appliations like
the representation of oni setions, handling of dierent data quality, and interpolation of sparse
datasets are simply not possible or at least extremely diult to implement. A generalisation of B-
splines with a weighting mehanism for the ontrol points leads to the NURBS urves whih are dened
in equation E.4.
C(u) =
∑n
i=0Ni,p(u)wiPi∑n
i=0Ni,p(u)wi
(E.4)
Here again, the Ni,p are the B-spline basis funtions, the Pi are the ontrol points, and p is the degree.
Newly introdued is the weight wi for the orresponding ontrol point. Rogers (2001) desribes how to
represent oni setions with the help of NURBS. The basi idea is to produe a polynomial that denes
a oni setion in parametri form (e.g. for an ellipse x(t) = a1−t
2
1+t2
, y(t) = b 2t
1+t2
for −∞ < t < +∞).
This is aomplished by weighting the ontrol points appropriately. Another use of weights is to reet
dierent data quality. To illustrate this imagine the measurement of the diretion of drilling indued
fratures in a borehole. On some parts of the prole, the wall of the hole may show small zones of
fratured material while on others the angle is very badly onstrained. For the interpolation, the
latter gets a smaller weight so that the impat on interpolated data in its viinity is redued. A third
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appliation for weights is to use them for handling sparse datasets on regular grids. For those grid
points where there is no data, a weight of w = 0 is introdued while all others get a weight of w = 1.
That way data gaps aet their near viinity.
E.3 NURBS surfaes
Denition NURBS-Volumen
V(u, v,w) =
nu∑
iu=0
nv∑
iv=0
Niu,pu(u)Niv ,pv(v)wiuivPiuiv
nu∑
iu=0
nv∑
iv=0
Niu,pu(u)Niv ,pv(v)wiuiv
(E.5)
E.4 NURBS volumes
Denition NURBS-Volumen
V(u, v,w) =
nu∑
iu=0
nv∑
iv=0
nw∑
iw=0
Niu,pu(u)Niv ,pv(v)Niw ,pw(w)wiuiviwPiuiviw
nu∑
iu=0
nv∑
iv=0
nw∑
iw=0
Niu,pu(u)Niv ,pv(v)Niw ,pw(w)wiuiviw
(E.6)
E.5 NURBS with more parameters
The extension of the NURBS urve to a NURBS surfae to a NURBS surfae has been done by adding
one dimension to the parameter spae. Kesper (2001) suggests to add one more parameter for the time.
There may also be appliations where the parameter spae doesn't represent eulidean spae together
with time, but totally dierent parameters like the number of people that pass a gate per time unit or
something ompletely dierent. There is no limit for the dimension of the parameter spae.
E.6 NURBS smoothing
Assuming a ertain spatial distribution of n stress measurements σ(xi), i = 1 . . . n the maximum
wavelength of stress hange νmax that an be resolved is given by half the minimum distane between
the loations of the measurements νmax =
1
2min{dij |dij = |xi − xj |, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} whih is a diret
onsequene of the Nyquist sampling theorem.
E.7 Misellaneous denitions
The stress tensor is transformed into a vetor as shown in eq. E.7 so that it an be used as input data
to the NURBS smoothing.
P = {τxx, τxy, τyy, τxz, τyz, τzz}
T
(E.7)
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The quality of a given measurement is easily obtained through the basis funtions and the weighting
information as dened in eq. E.8.
0 ≤ q(u, v,w) :=
nu∑
iu=0
nv∑
iv=0
nw∑
iw=0
Niu,pu(u)Niv ,pv(v)Niw ,pw(w)wiuiviw ≤ 1 (E.8)
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Appendix F
Seleted fault planes from foal
mehanisms
In setion 3.1.3 dierent methods have been desribed that allow to distinguish between fault plane
and auxiliary plane from the two nodal planes that are dened by a foal mehanism. Table F.1
through table F.6 summarise the result in the form of slip vetors together with the appropriate
angular dierene that lead to its seletion.
ID strike dip rake angular error
3501 17.61 69.37 50.18 11.63
3701 231.27 75.07 -14.86 -37.35
4203 205.23 87.16 -57.28 -39.76
4601 208.86 80.99 -5.94 -41.51
4701 207.98 77.39 0.78 -44.81
5001 204.65 77.05 -1.74 -47.20
5201 200.36 75.14 4.70 -51.46
6001 194.21 80.78 -101.90 -52.29
6501 201.73 72.54 3.63 -52.43
6601 213.77 78.81 -7.34 -40.26
6701 201.68 75.61 1.27 -50.23
Table F.1: Seleted slip vetors from foal mehanisms (1 of 6)
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ID strike dip rake angular error
7201 208.68 79.32 -7.34 -42.89
7403 26.82 87.85 50.44 35.41
7702 208.05 77.41 -4.18 -44.75
8105 202.64 86.11 -64.76 -42.42
8301 207.43 82.77 -4.22 -41.16
8401 207.09 81.92 -8.43 -28.23
8901 203.44 89.86 -63.25 -39.49
9001 26.92 86.46 48.92 34.52
9301 28.10 83.99 38.40 32.17
9401 214.43 75.97 -4.41 -42.28
9502 206.48 75.50 3.17 -47.20
10605 39.49 16.88 -63.35 52.03
12102 22.69 87.37 76.24 38.53
12203 194.47 84.26 -77.29 -50.03
12401 192.22 87.74 -78.99 -50.00
12602 195.06 85.69 -77.23 -48.73
12801 222.68 87.37 -56.74 -28.33
13304 194.46 84.41 -78.28 -49.95
14004 214.10 84.78 -52.70 -35.27
14502 232.19 74.81 -14.75 -37.49
14602 201.00 72.81 27.30 -38.23
14902 199.21 79.42 -75.54 -49.35
15201 229.66 76.99 -10.37 -35.74
15901 225.74 81.56 -6.00 -32.39
16001 224.00 82.72 -51.72 -31.93
16401 226.63 77.48 -8.87 -35.99
16601 205.60 89.06 -60.35 -38.27
16801 56.29 83.30 27.85 -53.63
17201 228.35 77.93 -11.07 -35.11
17202 228.02 77.96 -10.75 -35.16
18202 220.02 86.95 -57.35 -25.06
18301 230.42 74.75 -13.77 -37.80
18402 225.97 77.05 -10.26 -36.59
18601 227.96 76.09 -11.91 -36.99
18701 225.68 78.93 -17.64 -34.69
18801 223.57 86.38 -42.25 -27.12
18902 198.37 89.28 -67.86 -43.98
19402 13.57 87.36 75.31 46.38
20001 223.11 83.04 -58.45 -32.00
20401 30.98 89.90 51.14 33.50
20802 218.95 89.29 -47.68 -22.49
20901 37.36 87.65 33.58 27.39
21002 201.30 86.95 -67.07 -42.95
21101 228.17 75.11 -13.23 -37.89
21601 226.92 78.09 -12.83 -35.32
22203 25.78 82.44 34.55 33.35
22401 220.68 81.26 -7.55 -34.66
22601 15.89 76.15 40.62 39.83
Table F.2: Seleted slip vetors from foal mehanisms (2 of 6)
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ID strike dip rake angular error
23602 225.25 76.15 -10.56 -37.66
24201 228.96 81.10 15.59 -34.40
24901 219.95 87.93 -57.12 -24.13
24902 220.47 87.85 -56.57 -29.05
25101 196.47 87.27 -77.33 -46.68
25401 14.51 85.87 77.68 44.85
27101 191.93 88.40 -83.96 -49.90
28905 199.28 89.53 -64.15 -43.09
29304 31.23 80.67 56.04 27.79
29601 220.31 88.36 -56.39 -23.89
29701 227.28 78.65 -9.30 -34.69
29702 227.29 74.65 -14.08 -38.54
29901 19.99 87.32 78.78 40.79
30101 224.33 77.36 -8.81 -36.80
30202 227.36 73.29 -6.29 -39.84
30301 31.84 86.09 39.74 30.37
30401 16.48 87.23 75.99 43.77
30801 215.56 79.04 -55.02 -39.10
31001 15.39 85.08 77.33 43.71
31302 94.47 2.77 13.64 65.81
31502 354.07 11.75 -113.40 48.67
31503 217.12 81.56 -54.79 -36.15
31802 204.77 82.99 -77.94 -42.88
31901 214.41 87.53 -62.58 -32.95
31903 305.62 47.16 135.49 36.49
32101 216.52 83.45 -54.43 -34.90
32601 216.35 81.38 -53.49 -36.71
33501 33.21 88.55 48.17 30.95
33901 15.35 85.50 78.73 43.94
34202 201.93 86.11 -71.58 -42.97
34301 203.06 88.44 -69.02 -40.65
34401 7.59 59.48 37.75 22.77
34704 219.24 80.18 -52.88 -36.28
35401 206.68 86.24 -63.53 -39.28
36201 222.44 77.12 -6.54 -37.69
36601 218.73 87.69 -56.76 -30.16
37001 223.62 81.68 -9.01 -33.04
37401 202.13 87.81 -65.13 -41.77
37801 18.62 89.85 71.95 43.30
38001 227.78 71.54 -7.07 -41.45
38101 37.83 88.24 38.56 27.52
38201 17.27 87.41 76.71 43.18
38303 200.46 89.07 -69.11 -42.37
38401 196.95 88.36 -73.99 -45.67
38402 197.76 87.65 -71.14 -45.40
39101 209.21 85.20 -55.32 -38.18
39301 20.32 82.02 81.85 37.96
39502 17.05 87.37 73.55 43.35
Table F.3: Seleted slip vetors from foal mehanisms (3 of 6)
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ID strike dip rake angular error
39702 228.48 81.10 14.03 -34.15
39901 199.27 54.40 -155.35 -56.52
40601 4.05 59.62 36.53 25.59
40701 219.67 89.44 -55.98 -22.64
40901 206.92 86.67 -57.65 -38.81
41101 227.35 74.81 -14.33 -38.37
41701 222.12 76.07 -1.98 -38.78
42001 202.92 88.71 -63.47 -40.60
42501 196.89 88.24 -77.79 -45.79
42701 203.19 86.83 -65.44 -41.54
42806 221.60 78.76 -8.52 -36.51
43704 217.58 89.72 -38.21 -29.24
44101 223.83 84.54 -35.58 -30.34
44202 193.75 88.41 -77.35 -48.34
44401 195.96 88.00 -74.00 -46.70
44702 199.50 79.83 -72.75 -48.86
44801 194.75 86.87 -77.43 -42.29
44803 202.82 86.07 -63.31 -42.31
44806 198.47 84.31 -72.20 -46.66
45102 37.66 89.59 41.08 28.66
45103 32.70 27.69 -68.55 43.58
45301 227.55 74.83 -14.04 -38.31
45401 224.97 75.21 -7.89 -38.63
45501 196.89 84.23 -75.17 -45.68
45901 16.53 88.03 79.91 39.80
45904 196.47 85.13 -83.99 -44.72
46102 194.81 87.41 -76.55 -41.92
46201 196.36 86.30 -77.52 -43.77
46404 215.15 79.23 -55.01 -39.16
46506 16.09 89.59 80.75 40.58
46601 199.42 86.45 -67.88 -44.75
47101 197.13 87.52 -76.00 -45.99
47201 17.34 87.86 80.15 40.27
47601 222.71 82.78 -49.98 -32.40
48001 201.40 85.84 -71.48 -47.57
48302 225.19 82.63 -55.51 -31.57
48501 201.46 88.68 -68.81 -45.64
48701 8.36 60.77 35.93 21.68
48801 17.70 89.69 78.96 41.79
48803 21.35 88.48 76.92 43.67
48902 17.11 88.78 79.78 40.74
49501 15.59 77.40 5.00 32.42
49601 36.08 65.47 -17.36 45.61
49802 17.86 87.22 76.39 42.57
56201 356.23 55.44 -152.18 33.14
57101 35.70 89.62 62.91 29.97
57201 27.99 89.17 71.51 35.29
57407 24.26 83.60 52.99 35.24
Table F.4: Seleted slip vetors from foal mehanisms (4 of 6)
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ID strike dip rake angular error
57701 44.22 85.75 50.47 21.64
57702 206.78 85.14 -62.20 -39.95
58401 9.63 68.93 25.20 23.40
58503 22.83 83.75 57.93 36.55
58601 11.72 84.35 -95.25 22.84
58701 24.42 34.45 -163.60 35.80
58901 194.85 85.14 -81.91 -49.22
59401 224.37 79.29 -12.25 -34.98
59807 208.59 78.56 -66.27 -43.53
59901 199.61 80.26 -78.54 -48.50
60501 221.78 84.88 -45.84 -30.94
61302 349.66 60.57 -149.33 37.64
62001 223.88 84.29 -43.66 -30.55
62501 20.36 79.59 45.09 36.93
63001 18.02 78.23 98.14 14.15
63101 213.36 89.28 -48.33 -32.37
63201 32.84 88.20 42.99 30.98
63602 356.21 43.50 -157.02 38.22
63801 31.19 68.73 -12.82 42.28
64401 8.54 60.71 35.25 21.55
64501 201.21 84.29 -67.89 -44.68
64601 203.24 83.80 -59.99 -43.46
64801 200.08 86.32 -71.68 -44.30
64901 19.86 89.23 76.19 41.92
65001 284.54 89.69 76.56 -75.60
65301 7.62 67.89 26.69 21.28
65501 12.05 70.26 23.54 26.01
65701 1.62 66.07 30.36 15.47
65801 15.82 67.96 19.51 28.48
65901 2.70 66.55 30.66 16.56
66001 8.73 70.92 23.37 23.46
66101 5.98 67.22 26.21 19.63
66102 2.74 67.06 29.88 16.78
66103 11.36 56.65 41.48 23.23
66201 9.76 70.70 23.43 24.23
66401 3.00 66.96 31.56 16.96
66801 4.17 66.10 34.90 17.70
67201 6.84 55.71 40.73 19.67
67502 96.79 57.74 68.53 60.28
67801 48.36 18.60 2.29 52.51
68401 209.09 79.74 -141.98 -30.27
68501 38.96 87.00 21.89 25.84
68801 210.26 87.79 -53.67 -35.61
68901 221.64 87.12 -43.88 -25.58
69001 221.38 83.69 -4.59 -32.18
69501 200.70 89.65 -72.30 -41.85
69601 22.75 84.43 42.49 36.95
69701 26.40 88.89 55.21 36.37
Table F.5: Seleted slip vetors from foal mehanisms (5 of 6)
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ID strike dip rake angular error
70801 311.22 13.91 -164.63 39.38
71001 313.95 10.78 -158.07 40.98
71101 22.94 84.33 44.64 42.33
71301 319.45 35.24 -162.79 41.81
71501 197.82 89.32 -76.70 -44.42
71701 14.18 77.00 91.20 16.69
72301 210.31 89.11 -49.16 -34.67
72501 228.39 77.79 -8.80 -35.24
72902 231.24 79.68 -41.75 -36.83
73701 216.56 76.44 -7.32 -40.82
74201 33.65 69.06 33.91 3.55
74301 29.24 87.19 63.89 33.09
74501 224.43 82.27 -50.99 -32.18
74601 229.73 80.26 14.88 -35.52
74701 315.88 25.81 -166.97 38.89
74801 312.43 50.68 138.21 42.60
75101 18.58 69.68 44.99 10.72
75301 214.86 82.02 -146.07 -28.39
75801 54.13 85.90 -57.28 28.38
76001 7.49 65.00 29.57 21.36
76201 5.36 70.64 26.55 20.51
76301 5.04 69.00 25.64 19.50
77301 7.86 58.70 36.99 22.87
78901 187.92 69.77 -148.63 -45.67
79104 47.22 64.92 -31.02 55.13
79202 308.35 19.53 -165.49 47.21
79707 4.53 67.24 33.54 18.38
80001 314.54 37.36 -169.30 33.38
80401 39.15 66.29 -16.58 48.53
80601 20.38 78.28 9.22 36.85
80702 22.22 82.95 27.56 40.94
80901 15.88 82.79 13.02 35.83
81003 178.74 62.95 -150.46 -56.61
81401 6.35 72.70 23.08 22.37
81501 11.57 71.86 40.20 17.51
82401 4.42 67.17 33.64 18.26
84701 224.43 83.68 -55.30 -30.88
84801 15.96 85.93 77.57 43.60
87301 353.10 66.59 -138.12 34.36
Table F.6: Seleted slip vetors from foal mehanisms (6 of 6)
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